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The Family ofEdward Todoc Ka'anana
3430 Hardesty Street
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96816

February 16,2008

TO: Members ofthe House ofRepresentatives
RE: SB958 IOYR GMO Taro Moratorium Bill

Alohamai,

We are writing from our home in Palolo on O'ahu, as the family ofEdward Todoc Ka'anana, who grew up
in the fishing community ofMiloli'i on Hawai'i Island and who passed away in 2006. Our father, who
many knew as "Uncle Eddie," felt strongly about protecting the purity ofHaloa, the kalo.

Two years ago, before his death, the House of Representatives officially commended our father as a 2006
Living Treasure. This was in recognition ofhis life-long efforts to preserve and teach traditional fishing
methods, hale building, Hawaiian language, culture and values in these islands and throughout the Pacific.
Our father served as an advisor to federal, state and nonprofit agencies on fisheries management and
traditional Hawaiian fishing practices and to 'Onipa'a Na Hui Kalo, a statewide taro farmers' association.
He also served as a teacher at the lo'i at Ka'ala Farms, Kanewai (UH Manoa), and 'Anuenue School on
O'ahu,

Our father's knowledge and skills came from generations ofkupuna who knew how to malama ka 'aina,
care for and enhance the productivity ofthe land and sea. Since he was a young boy, he fished 'Opelu.
The mana 'opelu was the kalo that fed the fish at the offshore ko'a where the schools of'opelu gathered.
So the kalo not only provided us food, but also sustained the fish that we ate.

He believed, and so do we, that it is important to keep our kalo varieties pure and safe so that we are
assured ofa food supply for generations to come. Altering the genetics ofour most basic food plant is
risky. Once done, there is no turning hack and no way to guarantee the kalo will still be good for us or for
the fish. Our kupuna understood Haloa as our very first breath in this world; as the kalo, it gives us life
and sustains ns.

We ask you to honor the work of generations ofour kupuna who were wise enough to create the many
varieties ofkalo we have today so that there would always be a supply, no matter what disease or
catastrophe might hit.

We calion the House ofRepresentatives to hear and pass SB958.

Mahalo.





Walter Keli'iokekai Paulo
89-1743 Miloli'i Road

Capt. Cook, Hawai'i 96704

February 16, 2008

TO: members of the House of Representatives
RE: SB 958

Alohamai,

I am writing from the fishing community of Miloli'i on Hawai'i island. Two years ago the
House of Representatives officially commended me as a 2006 Living Treasure. This was in
recognition of my life-long efforts to preserve and teach traditional fishing methods here in
the islands and throughout the Pacific and Indian oceans. I have been a consultant to the
United Nations and the World Bank and have advised many organizations involved with
fisheries management.

My knowledge and skills come from generations ofkiipuna who knew how to milama ka
'iiina, care for and enhance the productivity of the land and sea. I have been fishing 'ope1u
since I was a young boy and have used kalo to both feed and chum the offshore ko 'a, the
areas where schools of'ope1u gather. So the kalo not only sustains us as food, but it also
sustains the fish that we eat for protein.

It is important to keep our kalo varieties pure and safe so that we are assured ofa food supply
for generations to come. Altering the genetic make-up ofour most basic food plant can be
risky and, once this is done, there is no way to guarantee the kalo will still be good for us and
for the fish.

I ask you to honor the work ofgenerations of our kiipun8 who were wise enough to
propagate the wide variety ofkalo we have today so that there would always be a supply, no
matter what disease or catastrophe might hit.

Bring SB 958 SD1 to a hearing and pass it.

Aloha,

Walter Keli'iokekai Paulo

End: Hawai'i House of Representatives 2006 Living Treasure commendation
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hereby presents this certificate to

WALTER H. KELI'IOKEKAI PAULO
2006 Living Treasure

WHEREAS, the Legislature is always proud to recognize individuals who selflessly give their time, energy,
and talent to faithfully serve the community and contribute to the overall well-being of the state; and

WHEREAS, raised by his grandparents in the Big Island fishing community of Miloli'i and taught the
traditional methods of fishing, WALTER H. KELI'IOKEKAI PAULO, affectionately known as "Uncle Walter,"
recognized the need to share his knowledge of Hawaiian culture and to ensure the stability of natural resources
and a sustainable ecosystem; and

WHEREAS, WALTER H. KELI'IOKEKAI PAULO's kindness, patience, and commitment to sharing Native
Hawaiian traditions and practices with people of all backgrounds have stretched from Honolulu to communities
as far as the South Pacific; and

WHEREAS, WALTER H.KELI'IOKEKAI PAULO helped to establisll the aquaculture project within what is
now the Waianae Coast Comtnunity Alternative Development Corporation, helped to conduct oceanographic
research for the NationalMarine Fisheries Service, and has devotedbistime and energy to helping the children
of his community by co-developing the Miloli'i-Ho'opuloa 'Ahahui; and

WHEREAS, aft.er 82 years of sharing traditio~~ndcUltureWiththep~opleoftheS~~~~()rHa\Va.iYWJUiTER

H. KELI'IOKEKAIPAULO remains an active;memberofllFtatewide coalition ofNativeHawaiianfil>~c;::l:'Inen,and

has demonstrated traditional Hawaiian fishing techniQl1esto the w()ddin the -documentary, "TlleKupunaof
Miloli'i"; and

WHEREAS, WALTER H.KELI'IOKEKAI PAULO has been disting\1ished as a 2P06 Living Tr~asure by the
Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii for preserving the traditions and teaching the culture of the}islands; now,
therefore,

The House of Representatives of the Twenty-thir<l Legisla.ture of the Stll~eof Hawaii hereby thanks,
commends, and congratulates WALTER H.KELI'IOKEKAI PAULO fQrhis dedication toward preserving the Native
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STATI: 0'= HAWAI"
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKA.MALINO
81·1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 (OffiCe] 323-4538 (Fax]

DATE :3 / 11110 ~

Veal Law fl10lke IS, ,

I

GRADE ':)



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCAnON

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750

14 Malaki 2008

Aloha,

As a school, we support Senate Bill 958 to preserve the kala. This packet is an

effort of our keiki to show our school's strong feelings for our kala. Mahala for

your time and consideration.

M~n6'-
Tim Lino, Po'okumu

Ke Kula '0 'Ehunuikaimalino









STATE Of HAWAI'I
DEI='ARTMENl OF,EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA; HI 96750
(808) 323-1900[OfliCe] 323-4538 [Fax) ,
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office) 323-4538 [Fax)
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STATE OF HAWAI'.
DEJ:»ARTMENI OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
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STATe OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(80S) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE Of HAWAI'.
DEPARTMENt OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [OfIicEl] 323-4538 [Fax]

DATE
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STATE OF HAV,tAI'1
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.- '.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(80S) 323'1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

q,q year~ farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
aro IS the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient

nutrition and ecological tradition.

ides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
lire and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
turally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and

gel'S to our food, health, environment and economy.

t support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic

. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land

ssues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
munity. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to

rotect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

'c__ I

~=~L_Lll_&-Lil__~~~_lLL~L~~JL~i~l~~£J~~~T,t._~~.~.
Signature/Name

t



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCAtiON

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [OtllceJ 323-4538 [Fax]

...... .hc~'o K~\.Q\dI .,
,j~ionS/SChool: 'L\\',_iil ll l }I,Clll')lell ih ()
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT

S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DE~ARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323·1900 [OffIce] 323'04538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood. Town. ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro, In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DE:PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years{Qrmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawati taroisfhe plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutritiCJIlt7nd ecological tradition.

rt of our island
on aI/legislators to
law to provide a 10

taro.

..B & precautionary scientific research
o the disrespect and risks of genetic
t7ctively support farmers/scientists
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STAlE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.
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(808) 323-1900 [Olflce] 323-4538 [Fax]
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Org • dons/School:
Nei orhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic

I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
vUl1lJC/V accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
tAH'~O'" issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
iJinmurnily We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to

Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
nfl1ynt'I1YI,llnf on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAii.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD,

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPO
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year mo
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) pIa

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been cariti
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our livl11
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoal/ergenic food,m
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetical/y modi r
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modifiCation and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD,

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808)323-1900 (0fflce)323-4538 (Fax]

Organizations/School: \, c '". (\

Neighborhood, Town, ZipC6de: \--\-0 V\ 0, un C\ cj
" .
~, .

,yY\Q\~i(\o

(Vb -:;:;2~ po.

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
.D:::1:>O- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoal/ergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(808) 323·1900 [Office) 323'-4538 [Fax)

Name: \<u, h C\ 'f: c\ ('(, 0\ n Q

Organizations/School:'Ch,.I1· " <.'\:,

Neighborhood, Towh, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

,...'LIIIU Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TE5TIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically mOdifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

- f\
_~J{liC~~r2L~~ :~l:f~:~~ _
Signature/Name
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323'-4538 [Fax]

Name:L\\t\, c.cw-\hOY\
Organizations/School: (E.nu(\.u\ \< (\\ fY\Ql ~ no
Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 7200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

k/J ./
---------~-------------------------
Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAIII
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office) 323-4538 [Fax)

Nam.e:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 7200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Jpk·ut' r ~1~~
----------------~----------------------------
Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DE:PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.,

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [0fIlce) 323-4538 [Fax)

Name: C1J.ir; g>t/f·z,.-· A;~:. ;qrf:/t.;:;!e.,

Organizat~S/SChOO{-te tul(l'O ~l--1v' V1(.! (·kC~l~'1.0 / ~ 'n(1'

Neighborhood, Tow", ZipCode: cl(, 7 L( (l

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENt OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE OF HAWAI"I
DEPARTMENt OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(806) 323-1900 [Office) 323-4538 [Fax)
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAEfJA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
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STATe OF HAWAI'.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-190010ffk»1323-4538 [Fax)
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STATe or: HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATe OF HAWAlfl
DEPARTMENt OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(80S) 323-1900 [OflicEi]323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD..

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Oflic9] 323-4538 [Fax)
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STATI: Of HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENf OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
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STATE: OF HAWAIII
DtPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE Of HAWAI'I
DtPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81·1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [OfIic8] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE: OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL AD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENt OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-104.1 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office) 323-4538 [Fax)
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STATE OF HAWAlfl
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic mOdification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support systainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dQes not expose the/taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask thg~/Q~t;eJectedofficials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly acceptedlJjl'J(J/~afelyadvanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues andinvasive pests & diseases.

Taro is a.ninq:~,,!!parably sacred and valuable part ofQ.(,frisland
community. WejQint'¥Jli/hi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii'suniqLieculture and resourq:es by passinf!ja Javvtoprovide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patentingo·ftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAIII
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA -0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323'-4538 [Fax]

Name: /.

Organizations/School: E hunu \kQ\ mOLt nG
Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode: \(ea\a\(e~Uq qb700

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMAUNO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [OfIice]323-4538 (Fax]
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic mOdification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dges not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engine'ering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacr-ed and vqluable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to prOVide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono, ±\~r() ~nq \-eS~_
~\pG\o£GtuI\SDU \el/MUq
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STAlE Of: HAWAIt'.
DePARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA 'O'EHUNUIKAlMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Oflice) 323-4538 [Fax)

Name:¥:.o~<50(\0-\Y)a,,-\\oC\\. Como· G
Organizations/School: Ek u V\ U \ \:0 i rY1O) ihOI{
Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode: ,

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoaJlergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support SUS(ai9-qpJefarming & precautionary sCientifiC research
that do~s not expose the~~r:()rA~,~tspecies to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask thatoq~">\'" ficipJs actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and'$il ?edmethods ofprotecting taro from land
& water issues and invQsivi .iseq§es.

Taro is an incompJI'" ,(;tlqable parruq 1/itnd
community. Wejoin mahi-'ai.pI'i in callit}' fgislators to
protect Hawaii's uniqu~ cuItu;. ,-s:;,vy passin". ;prollide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic';n"'{~'P:;,'?ff.T1w; k9ri and p(ltenti~9 " ,., .'1"0.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
Dt:PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Ofllce] 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:~(~ \3. "!. ~~(...L

Organizations/School: \::'~ f'\J\Q '0 E"'~l'1uI kai WICti, ~CJ
Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred andvq,t~q.~l~;:.~rpurisland
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawtii'#!~.~q.-c'. ..'':C?:!" all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique ~Ll#ure and re$Qurces by'pq~siq~;;f!·{Ji:i,wto provide a 10
year moratoriumqmtheigenetic modification and PtJtenting,'of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

~~!£~ln.&1~lrr.~~_clk6~'
Signature/Name



STArE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENTOF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office) 323-4538 [Fax]

Name: W(\\ nC\V, ~ \",CwP
Organizations/School: \<. \~O t
Neighborhood, Towh. ZipCode:
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S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 7200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for HaWaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that do,~s not exposethetaro.plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted an.d safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an in.comporablysacred and valuable part of OllY island
community. Wejoin mahi'aiffartners) of Hawai'i in ca/lingon all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and re~ourcesbypassing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic mOdification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that do.f!s not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that ourelected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted am:/sqteJyadyanced methods ot protecting taro from land

"' & water issues and invasJve>pests& diseases.

Taro is an incompqrably Sq¢r;~clqt1dvqluable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai(farmers)ofHawai'iin calling onall1egislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passin.g 'I laW to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modifiCation and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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Name: Keli'ikanoe Oakland, Vice Principal
School: Ke Kula '0 'Ehunuikaimalino
Town: Kealakekua, Hawai'i

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agrkulture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientifk research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engine~ring. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawai'i's unique culture and resources by passing a law toprovide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

E Miilama Pono,



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
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STATE OF' HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(80S) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]

DATE MVlJr~ HJ~OOS



STATE OF HAWAii.
DePARTMENT OF EDlICATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office) 323'-4538 [Fax)

Name: }<'OV'JG\II'Po\~V""\ MJ \QJr ..
Organizations/School: ~h\.l Yl U \ 1<0, YrClI (~O

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Signature/Name



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our Jiving culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary SCientific research
that da,es not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an inc0YlJclftl~flklysClsr~dClnd¥ClI~Cl~!~;!f?Clrtof our island
community. Wejoin rnClh'~l!j~4~rfJJ~r~JofHawai'iln calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique"e~lt~lfe:',,-(,esoyrcesby passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genellCm','dification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

'.",



STATE OF HAWAI'.
Dl:PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Offlce] 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Tdwn, ZipCode: .

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

-----~-------------------------------------------------------------------------

--II~-----~---Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI"
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [Offlce]32:H538 (Fax]

Name: ~i~~~~-\\v~o.<p,q\)\ \<a.lOJi'()tfil 00QCVv\ 8-~\to.~
Organizations/School: ~t:OE
Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode: q0~1S{) t4=a'a~\s\AC~

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible.and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not eXr{<?c~e the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. Iqskrhat our elect~gpfficialsacrivelysupport farm.ers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safelyai.;l;vqnced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests.&diseases.

Taro is an ,,' sacred and valuable part ofour island
community. We . Jt1ers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's u . . ndresources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the gen tic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

LilA-- -
Signature/Name



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT .
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our Jiving culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sJlst(jinable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dqes not exposeth >pJ(jnt species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask t~// t';9 officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly acceptea/an . . > dvanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and inv(jsive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably s(jcred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and re~ourcesby passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

-- ~~~~---~~-------------------Si~~ame
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DI:PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 (Office) 323-4538 (Fax)

Name:

Organizations/School:
,.

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elect~rJofficials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

;

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful andalso poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farYJ1ers/scientists
in publicly acceptedqm:rsaf~lyadvancedmethods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparablyspcred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources bypassing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

rJ::: 1/M (' / fJ c.J I
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,' ..

. We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that qoes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farm...ers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Lr~\')h Gl \ fA'-(.J l' LJ ~ ~ "Klh IIi~· V ·1 '-,----------------------------------------------
Sig riature/Name
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Name:
Organizations/School:
NeighborhoodjTown:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,'

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dpes hot expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engine'ering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and r~sources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

------~-----------------



STATE OF HAWAI"
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(BOB) 323-1900 [Office] 323'-4538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town: /

i

J

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that otlrel¢cted officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted andsq{elyadvanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incornpqraJ'J/y sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahNIJi(farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's uniqu¢cyltureanc/ resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modifIcation and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

/ f. /~
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STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Omce]323-4538 [Fax)

~
.

Name: ...I"l-.. tJ.', V (1
Organ! . tion~YSchool:

Neighborhood, ToWn, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that ~oes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engin~ering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modIfication and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

I

/Za 1{)/1/'l;)C j~1/ .~_________________________1 _

Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI'I
Dt:PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [OfficeJ 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, ToWn, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

------------------_._------;----~------------_.---

;:...u.L<UL.C_~I~~..,.,t:-"C~~.L..LI~----

Signature/Name



Name:~
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

'.
Aloha LegislatorS,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoaJlergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
thatdoes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support fanpers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an inc()tJ'lparablY;SQcred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoinm(ibi'aidfarrners) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

_~~kt __~~J1i6~ _
Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA lO lEHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office) 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, ToWn, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



.~ -_.:._ "."t:;:

Name:
Organizations/School:
NeighborhoodjTown:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, ,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro prOVides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that (/oes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engin'eering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incorni?(;lf"(,lbJ~:sqcredand valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mdhi'a;(far,mers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture, and r~sources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

~ ')'___ - .1", ~_=_
Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALlNO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 (Fax)

Name:'0o\-.<A 'b
Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, To~n, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

,-------------------------"'------------------------------

--------~---------------------------------------------------------------------



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that (ioes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farrrJers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

"VAO'o'o'o-\<\J. '\j) \P' ;\PV')A. .. . \-.j ",) ~""''''<JV ~ \
l· j

------~---------------------------------------
Signature/Name
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Name:
. Organizations/School:

Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the peop/e- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique GuJture and resources bypassing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

MaJama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWA1'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAI'-1.ALlNO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Offlce] 323-4538 [Fax)

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Towh, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/5chool:
Neighborhood/Town:

TE5TIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to ourfood, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dqes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farm~rs/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

g~~__~i~~~_~~~~'!.':!!..I!:·!'lr:.l!!l-:!.:L __~~ _
Signature/Name



STATE 0 HAWAI'I
DePARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]

Name: ~O~Q,~~\\<'~j ~rj0Qf- .~.~
Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, TOWfl' ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the peopfe- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that do!!s not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahtai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources hypassinga law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

___L4~Lf~ ~~_~ _
Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(608) 323-1900 [Officei 323-4538 [Fax)

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro·
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Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- I PPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 0 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic mOdification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, vironment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. Jask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



51 TE OF H WAl'l
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUlKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA,HI96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:~ D\lClbeth Vo.use-~ ok~\Et~~~
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Neighborhood. Town. ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S89S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hvpoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industrv for /-Iawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of /-Iawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and re~ources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

~~---~~~~~----------------
Signature/Name



STATE OF HAWAI'I
DtPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUlKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [OfficeI323-4538 [Fax]

Name: ~ arC! Ly n\\ \'\eo \o~ II u\l"\ \ (Ci n ;, r:,· 'f)q ,
Organizations/School: t(e, \< 0\q : (] 't ( \lVi, r,a\f\,\C\\\ 1\ 0
Neighborhood, ToW.... ZipCode: l\Q'ol (!: F\t.-\< :'\

TESTIM€>NY- I SUPP@RT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic. Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School:
NeighborhoodjTown:

TESTIMONY-! SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dqes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STATE OF HAW 1'1
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

.KEALAKEKUft., HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Office] 323-4538 [Fax)

Name:

organizatlons/5chool:

Neighborhood. TOw'o. ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Signature/Name



T _ ........... ...-.-

Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMO Y- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on aI/ forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tr dition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that qoes not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of J--iawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modIfication and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature/Name



STATE OF HAV\(AI~I

DEPARTMENT CF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHl;NUIKAIMAlINO
81-1041 KONAWAENA SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA. HI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Offk',-,] 323-4538 [Fax)

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, To.", ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Gc:netic Modification of Taro-



~. -

Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Ge etic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that dO,es not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases. .

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique cultufe>cmd resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



STTE OF HtWfAI'I
Dl:PARTMENT (Y EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHUNUIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAEL SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKU/. Hi 96750
(808) 323-1900 [Officc·j323-4538 [Fax)

Nam~h<2.-ae-"",~:~__/(:-= ";'

Organizations/School: -}C{ Kbt k:,.
Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-
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TESTI ONY- iN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratoriu on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the caro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the pecple- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tmc/ition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for f-!awaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that (iDes not expose the taro plant specie::: to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officiais actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced rnethods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred a17(1 valuable pqrt of our island
community. Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) of [-Iawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malariia Pono,



ST ".TE OF ',[Nt/II 1'1
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHU HJIKAIMALINO
81·1041 KONAW'E A SCHOOLRD,

KEALAKEKUA iiI 96750
(808) 323-1900 [OffiC'; 323-4538 [Fax]

Name:

Organizations/School:

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode:

TESTIMONY· IN S,PPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the G netic Modification of Taro-
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Name:
Organizations/School: ~e-
Neighborhood/Town: ~\,~ lVJ1 . {cn (I .. Fh'

TESTIMONY- I SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the, Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the, 71'0 (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i liCive been caring for and protecting
t'lro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoal/ergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hcwaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, EJwironment and economy.

We must support sustainable farmi! & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taroplantspecies to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safeiy advanced nethods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseasEs.

Taro is an incOl'1ff/t/rablysacred and valuable part of our island
community. Wejdin mahHai (farmers) of f-fcwai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malamc Pono,

)

1 n~d/'+..-~
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DEPARTMENT C EDUCATION
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Name: \J\I\\ \ar{i H{)O~
Organizations/School: \"e K\t l

Neighborhood, T6~n, ZipCode: ~C\ i \\A,



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on

FPORT
.. [~"'H'!"· Modificatio'n of Taro-

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support
genetic modification and patenting of the

o year moratorium on all forms of
(kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in I-fawai'
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the
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Malama Haloa!
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STATE OF-"f.;.WAI'1
DEPARTMENT OF '~DUCATION

KE KULA '0 'EHU UIKAIMALINO
81-1041 KONAWAEi f SCHOOL RD.

KEALAKEKUA HI 96150
(808) 323-1900 [OtHec _323-4538 [Fax]

Name: \leI p\,..\c., K \..j t t':(~\'b 1. .'

Organizations/School: r E:J\ '..#,rl \ ';

Neighborhood, Town, ZipCode: ( -'1

TESTIMONY· IN Sf. DPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the G( e Modification of Taro-
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Name:rlC',.)1< ; \ \
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on

Aloha Legislators, .

We write to ask that you support
genetic modification and patenting of the

For 1200 years farmers Nawaf
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the
history, native nutrition and ecological

Taro provides a beloved and uniqui
sustainable agriculture and industry for
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful
irresponsible dangers to our food, health,

We must support sustainable farnlf
that does not expose the taro plant
engineering. I ask that our elected
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LONO MONTGOMERY
Kanu 0 ka 'Mna New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

06 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958:
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Kalo

Dear Representative Clifton Tsuji:

I ask that the State House of Representatives Agriculture Committee

pass bill SB958. Kalo is very important to the Hawaiian culture. We

Hawaiians believe that kalo is our older brother Haloanaukapalili. If you

as our representatives let scientists keep testing on our kalo it would be

like us coming to their home and taking their siblings and genetically

mOdifYing them. They would not like that, right? Well neither do we.

So please think about the Hawaiian people.

Thank you for listening,

-i'.. . ~'#., /it;l A:V ./f7/lA ~~A~~·..tLJt~y/
/_,tl", M,l c,vv VI, . r , !/VI' " .
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KAWAI PLUNKETT
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8114

01 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji,

I am writing to ask that you support 58958 which mandates a 10 year

moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting of the kalo plant species.

In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient

history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Genetically modifying any variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses

irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that

does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic

engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly

accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land & water issues and

invasive pests & diseases.

Mahalo,



SIERRA SCHMITZ
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Ahualoa, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

March 01. 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT FOR SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji,

I am Writing to ask that you support the SB958 which mandates a 10 year

moratorium on allforms ofgenetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo)

plant species.

Genetically modifying our kalo has the same impact as bringing in invasive

species to our islands. Not knowing the consequences and allowing this to

happen will bring us all in great danger.

Kalo is sacred and a valuable part ofour culture. Please support SB958

and help to save myjuture.

Malama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

Mahalofor listening,



IKUA PURDY
Kanu a ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

01 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Dear Representative Clifton Tsuji:

Aloha my name is Ikua Purdy. I am16 years old and in the 11 th grade. My

parents are Leslie Derego, Calvin Derego and Richard Watai. My grand parents

are Tamara Purdy and Leslie Purdy. To me there is no reason for this G.M.O

experiment to happen.

This experiment will affect us as Hawaiian people and the Native Americans

with their com. For us as Hawaiians the kalo is a main food source and in

Hawaiian culture kala is considered our older brother. So the way I look at it.

by doing this G.M.O experiment on the kalo the result is affecting all mankind. I

go to school at Kanu 0 ka 'Aina and we have a project we call Waipi'o Water

Study where we go down to Waipi'o Valley every other week of school. We work

directly with the kala. When I think of the future as far as I understand. my

kids and grand kids will have to buy kalo if they want to plant and grow it. This

isn't right. As Hawaiian people we have been planting and raising kalo for over

2000 years. To me when I think about our ancestors and our kupuna who are

probably listening right now; doing this to the kalo is disrespect to them. So as

a student of the water study at Kanu 0 ka 'Nna and as a cultural practitioner, I

would like to say mahalo and thank you for listening to my testimony.



KEPA AKINA
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Grouop
Waimea, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

01 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Mr. Clifton Tsuji,

Will you please support a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic

modification and patenting of kalo?

As a future child of this 'aina, I believe you will help us in keeping the 'aina pono.

We do not need to genetically modify the kalo which is at this time perfect.

The risks are too great.

Mahalo for being the voice of us children by supporting SB958, and protecting

our 'aina and future generations.

Mahalo,~



.I.inimaikalani Keali'ikua'aina Kahakalau
P.O. Box 1764

Honoka'a, Hawai'i 96727
(808) 775-0867

iniluvzubu@yahoo.com

Jan 18,2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958

10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji:

My name is 'I'ini Kahakalau and I am in 9th grade at Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century

Public School. I live in Kukuihaele above Waipi'o Valley and love to spend time in the

valley helping my 'ohana plant taro. I ask you to please support SB958, which imposes a

ten year moratorium on developing, testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and

raising of genetically modified taro in the State of Hawai'i.

I love to eat taro and poi and I am really worried that if we don't put a stop to taro testing

and genetically engineering taro something horrible could go wrong and we will forever

be unable to eat taro and poi as we know it.

Please pass SB958. We need to protect the taro so it can continue to take care of us light

it has for countless generations. For me taro is 'ohana and I do not want anyone of my

'ohana to be raped, which is what genetic engineering does, by forcing the cells to accept

foreign materials. Genetic engineering is not natural and I like natural.

Sincerely,



Kaniela Anakalea-Buckley
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea. Hawafi Island. 96743

808-887-8144

01 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Dear Representative Clifton Tsuji:

I have been studying the issues of GMO on taro. I have learned the
following:

1. People have different opinions on GMO.
2. Lots of people can be affected by GMO taro and other GMO plants.
3. GMO can be very risky and harm everyone.

I still think that GMO will not help our society in any way. Instead I
think that it will harm our society. our taro and taro farmers.

Please support SB958 so there will be a moratorium on genetic
modification of taro.

Mahalo nul,



LEI'OHU SANTOS-COLBURN
Kanu 0 ka 'A.ina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi' 0 Water Study Project
Waimea, Hawai'j Island, 96743

808-887-8144

03 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji,

Please help the kamali'i of Waipi'o and support SB958 which mandates a

10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting of

kalo.

There is no scientific fact that GMO is safe. There is no scientific fact that

GMO has no irreversible affects. There is no scientific fact that GMO seeds

will not spread and affect other types of plants and crops.

Please do not take a risk on our future.

Please support SB958, and protect our 'aina and future generations.

Mahalo for your help,



Polani Ka'oakaokalani Kahakalau
P.O. Box 1764

Honoka'a, Hawai'I 96727
(808) 775-0867

polanishake@yahoo.com
Jan 18,2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958

10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji:

My name is P6lani Kahakalau. I go to Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public School and

I am in the i h grade. I live in Kukuihaele. Every other week my project goes to Waipi'o

Valley where we take care of taro patches so we can eat taro and poi.

Please support SB 958, which mandates a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic

modification and patenting of the taro plant species. We need a moratorium on

developing, testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising of genetically modified

taro in the State of Hawai'i until we know for sure that it is safe. Personally, I don't think

that will ever happen. GMO is very risky and so much stuff could go wrong.

I have eaten taro and poi since I was a baby and I hope I can enjoy taro and poi until I am

a kiipuna and that my children and grandchildren will also be able to eat taro and poi like

me. If we experiment with taro and something goes wrong that may never happen. So I

say NO to GMO.

Please pass SB 958, and protect taro so that future generations can enjoy this very 'ono

food without having to worry about their health. Right now taro is very good for us, for

example if babies are allergic they can only eat poi and when kiipuna can't eat meat

anymore because of their teeth they can still eat poi.

Mahalo nui,



KEHAU AKAU
Kanu a ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'a Water Study Project
Kawaihae, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

03 March 2008

SUbject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF S8958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji,

I am writing to ask that you support 58958 which mandates a 10 year

moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting of the kalo plant species.

I attend school in Waipi'o every other week. Our studies are focused around our

environment. There we work in the lo'i and plant kalo. Kalo is what sustains me both

physically and spiritually. I want my children to grow up and learn the same way I am.

Please protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10

year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Mahalo for Listening,

v. no
v'Jl~



Kisa Von der Heyden
Kanu 0 ka 'Mna New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea. Hawafi Island. 96743

808-887-8144

January 23. 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Dear Representative Clifton TsuJi:

Aloha my name is Temukisa Von der Heyden. I am attending a New
Century Hawaiian Public Charter School named Kanu 0 ka 'Mna. I am
in the seventh grade and what I think about the genetically modified Kalo
is it is wrong to mess with our cultural and useful plants that have
lasted for many years. Our plants don·t need to be modified because
they have lasted this long and will do fine without any experiments done
to them. These experiments are like an abuse and a threat to the
Hawaiian culture.

The modifications may also cause problems for our children.
grandchildren and many other relatives. This is a danger to our food
source and not to mention. disrespectful to leave such a burden with our
family's futures because our world already has global wanning which
affects the world right now and in the future. If this GMO testing
continues. more varieties of our food will become dangerous and risky to
eat. Modifications have already affected papayas. wheat, corn, and
animals. GMO foods have been fed to animals, which could change the
animal food chain and ruin the meat that my ancestors and your
ancestors have been eating for many. many centuries before us.

I am writing to ask thatyou support S8958 which mandates a 10 year
moratorium on all fonns of genetic modification and patenting of the taro
(kalo) plant species.

Mahalo nui,



KEAKEALANIIONA DUNCAN
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi' 0 Water Study Project
Kawaihae, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

01 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY- IN STRONG SUPPORT OF S8958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji,

I am writing to ask that you support 58958, which mandates a 70 year

moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala)

plant species.

Genetically modifying any variety of taro is disrespectful. You will also

cause damage for our future generations ofplants, animals and people.

For 2000 years the kala has been farmed by my ancestors. I am afraid

that GMO will hurt me and my future grandchildren. It will also kill the 'aina.

Pleae support 58958, so our future generations will live!

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Thank you for listening,



LEIALOHA GASPER
Kanu 0 ka 'Mna New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea, Hawai'i Island. 96743

808-887-8144

March 03.2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji.

I ask you to support SB958 which mandates a 10 year moratorium on all

forms of genetic modification and patenting of kalo.

For 2000 years, my tutus planted and ate kalo. Today. I am still planting

and eating kalo. Please do not allow business people to genetically

modity the kalo/food my ancestors and I live from.

Our future is in your hands. Please hear the voices of the kamalfi and

kupuna.

Please support SB958. and protect our 'aina and future generations.

Mahalo nui,



IOKEPA FUNE
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Group
Waimea, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

03 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Tsuji,

I am asking you to support S8958 which mandates a 10 year moratorium on all

forms of genetic modification and patenting of kalo.
',.

I am a student at Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Centur.¥ Public Charter School. My

classroom is in the loi's and valleys of Waipi'o., There I malamathe 'aina by

taking care of the loi, planting and harvesting kalo. This is my food and culture.

There is nothing wrong with the kalo. Therefore, I do not see a need to

genetically modify it. There is proof that it is safe now. Will it be safe as a GMO

product?

Please support S8958, and protect our 'aina and future generations.

Mah~lo fo~ helping to keep my culture alive,

T \, n 4) ("
.
d(\·I\ 'f\. \', VI!"'
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HANNAH KALAMAU
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School

Waipi'o Water Study Project
Waimea, Hawai'i Island, 96743

808-887-8144

01 March 2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORTOF S8958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton Tsuji,

I strongly support SB958 which mandates a 10 year morbtorium on all

forms of genetic modification and patenting of kalo because it is

culturally inappropriate and brings unknown, dangerous, and irreversible

long term risks to our food, health, and environment.

At Kanu 0 ka 'Aina, I am able to work in the loi's of Waipi'o. We are

taught to respect our bodies and 'aina. Why would you allow someone

to genetically modify kalo and other plants? It is very dangerous and

could hurt all of us children and our future children.

Please support SB958, and protect our'aina and future generations.

Please help our voices to be heard,



Kii Kahakalau, Ph.D.
P.O. Box 1764

Honoku'u, Huwui'i 96727
(808) 775-0867

kukuhakalau@kulo.org
Jan 18, 2008 .

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF S8958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Representative Clifton TSUji:

My name is Dr. Kl1 Kahakalau and I strongly implore you to please

support 58958. This bill imposes a moratorium on developing, .testing.

propagating, cultivating. growing. and the raising of genetically modified taro in

the State of Hawafi.

As Hawaiian practitioners, we practice a familial relationship between

our 'ohana and the taro. We take care of the taro, like our kllpuna have done

for countless generations and in tum the taro takes care of us, like it has done

from the beginning of time. This reciprocity is essential for both to survive.

Since the taro can't speak, we his 'ohana have a kuleana to speak up and

protect our older sibling Haloanakalaukapalili from being altered in any way.

Taro is sacred. It is the body fonn of one of our major gods, the god

Kane, whose other body fOnTIS sunlight and freshwater are essential for growing

taro. For us taro is much more than just a plant. It is our ·ohana. This cannot

be emphasized enough to an industry that is strictly out to make profits. This

is not about producing a better taro. We don't need a better taro. Our taro is

just fine. While there are diseases that are alTecting our taro. these diseases

can and have been controlled by conventional methods, not by blasting foreign

materials into the nuclei of our beloved older sibling.

Please pass 58958 and help us protect taro for future generations.

Me ke aloha pumehana,

KLI Kahakalau, Ph.D.



India Young
P.O. Box 10585

Hilo, Hawaii 96721

23 January 2008

SUbject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF 58958
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Dear Representative Clifton Tsuji:

Aloha. My name is India Young and I work with Hawaiian students from
Kanu 0 ka 'Aina New Century Public Charter School in Waipi'o Valley. As
an environmental educator, I have discussed the situation of GMO
experimentation on food with my students. From my research and from
talking with other scientists, I have found that GMO food is unhealthy for
the human body, the natural environment, and for human cultures that
hold certain plants sacred.

Therefore, I urge the Hawai'j State Legislature to pass S.B. 958, which
imposes a ten year moratorium on developing, testing, propagating,
cultivating, growing, and raising of genetically modified taro in the State
of Hawai'L Please leave our natural world alone. History has shown that
when man tries to control the earth's cycles, irreversible damage occurs
that alters the delicate balance of ecosystems. The biodiversity of the
taro plants has enabled this plant to be not only a staple food source but
also a viable pillar of Hawaiian culture, Taro must be left alone to grow
and be shared among Hawaiians as the same plants that have existed for
centuries,

Please pass SB958, so that taro will be protected. This is necessary to
preserve Hawaiian culture for future generations of Hawaiian people.

Mahala,

J
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• Niilei Pate-Kahakalau
P.O. Box 1764

Honoka'a, Huwai'i 96727
(808) 775-0867
haloa@kalo.org

Jan 18,2008

Subject: TESTIMONY IN STRONG SUPPORT OF SB958

10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Mai Representative Clifton Tsuji:

My name is Niilei Pate-Kahakalau and I am an educator and a taro planter in Waipi'o Valley.

This testimony is in strong support of SB958, which imposes a ten year moratorium on

developing, testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising of genetically modified taro in

the State of Hawai'i.

As a native Hawaiian practitioner, who views taro as a kinolau of the god Kane, the creator, god

of freshwater, sunlight and new beginnings, I feel it is imperative that absolutely no experiments

occur in the State of Hawai' i, which may cause harm to our most important plant, the taro.

According to one of our cosmogonic genealogies, taro is also our older sibling

Haloanakalaukapalili. As our older sibling kala is responsible for taking care of us kanaka, while

at the same time, we younger siblings are responsible for taking care of the taro. This reciprocal

relationship has existed since the beginning of time.

Please pass S8958, so that taro can be protected until we find out more about genetic engineering

and the potential hazards it may have not just for taro, but for the soil, the freshwater that runs

through our valleys, and all who consume taro and poi as part of our everyday diet.

Me ke aloha pumehana,



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We, the undersigned students and staff of Halau Ku Mana New Century Public
Charter School, in an .effort to protect our distinct cultural integrity and maintain the well
being of our sacred ancestor and staple, Haloa, have accepted the kuleana to speak for
those who can no longer speak for themselves. For our kupuna who have long passed
and for their knowledge which drives us, for our keiki who have yet to come and whose
future will be decided by our actions, and for the hundreds of generations of Kanaka
Maoli and others in between who have thrived on kalo, we join the taro community and
their many supporters and hereby submit this testimony in suppOli of SB958 which
places a ten year moratorium on any genetic testing or experimentation of kalo in Hawaii.
We ask all Legislators to vote in favor of passing this important bill.

Already, GMO open field testing is rampant throughout Hawaii. Yet without
sufficient data to show possible human health and environmental effects, this corporate
sponsored science is a game of Russian Roulette. Through meticulous research,
community discussion and cultural knowledge, students and staff of our school have
engaged in this critical issue because we have learned that the experimentation of
Genetically Modified Organisms in Hawaii is very dangerous, imprecise, negligent, and
invasive against our aina, our home, our sacred food, our health, as well as our cultural
identity. To stand aside without participating in the legislative process to protect taro in
its purest state would be a poor example of Malama Aina for our community. Therefore,
we implore all legislators to actively participate in the protection of taro and allow for a
ten year moratorium against GMO kalo. In that time we encourage all businesses,
organizations, schools and universities to study this issue as we have and make their own
infOlmed decision. Perhaps Legislators might consider various f0n11S of support to help
groups share the information they have found and their recommendations based on them,
in better educating the public of this impoliant issue. By passing this bill, we simply
allow time to weigh our future against this precarious experimentation. We ask to not
dive in head first without knowing the full extent to which Hawaii's citizens and
environment may be exposed to irreversible harm.

We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawaii and the numerous supporters oftaro in
calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law
to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification of taro. Please support
8B958.

E ala ke kala, e ala ke kanaka.

[Please see attached signatures]
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Name: Hayden J. Winchester
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Mililani, Oahu

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Hayden J. Winchester and I am writing on behalf of my ohana and home
community of Mililani, Oahu. This testimony is in strong support for SB958 which
places a 10-year moratorium on any genetic testing on taro in Hawaii. I have many
concerns about this issue but I will focus on the most prevalent, an informed decision.

As a local resident, hiker, voter, planter and consumer of taro, I am very concerned about
this issue of genetically modified organisms in Hawaii because of the volume of concerns
that surround this highly controversial scientific and, lets not forget, corporate initiative.
I believe that we need to invest in safe practices and we need to have some kind of
environmental, agricultural, and cultural assessment to answer the question as to how
GMO kalo could affect our health, home and cultural identity which are all very
important issues. Let it be clear that I am not against the further progression of science
and its ability to make our life and agricultural practices much more manageable;
however, I am concerned when an internationally contentious science, as this is, could
possibly threaten the health and future of our existing practices and our precious
environment which is already much maligned with invasive takeover.

Quite simply, I am asking for an informed decision. I am asking that we take the time to
make good, well educated, choices on matters that will forever affect our home and our
children. I believe that we should be responsible, not negligible, and take the necessary
time to weigh our options and see if this is really a good idea or not. I believe that a ten
year moratorium will allow experts and community members to weigh the decision
carefully and develop a clearer understanding of this scientific practice and to what extent
we want to invest all of our futures in. Additionally, a ten year moratorium would allow
us build public awareness of GMO in schools so that we, a people with a future stake, can
make a collective decision rather than base our hopes and futures on top-down corporate
politics. Give us the time to learn about a potentially irreversible decision before we
expose our children and their children to it. We need to make good decisions.

I would also like to recognize the matter of diseases that are destroying our taro like leaf
blight and apple snails, which are very important concerns. However, I have learned
through Hawaiian kupuna and taro farmers that taro will only react to the environmental
conditions which it is exposed to. What this means is that we need to spend greater
efforts



Let's not be too quick to put our eggs into one basket. Let's not invest everything on
something we know so little about. Let's use the ten years that this bill, SB958, proposes
to research, investigate and weigh the pro's and con's of introducing even more
uncontrollable science into Hawaii. After the proposed moratorium is expired then we
can once again come together and make a better decision on the matter. We have already
seen too many examples of good intentions gone bad in the effort to help Hawaii. In the
matter of GMO kalo I believe it is better to err on the side of precaution. Thank you for
your time and consideration.



Name: Pomaikai Freed
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Kalihi, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Pomaikai Freed and on behalf of my family and my school, Halau Ku Mana,
I'm writing this testimony in strong support of Senate Bill 958. This bin would,
rightfully so, put a ten year moratorium on genetic experimentation of kala.

Without even venturing into the cultural wrongs concerning this issue there isn't enough
information available on this subject for people to be able to make a safe decision that
could negatively affect our future. Only recently have issues regarding GMO become
more widely known. A majority of the public is unaware that most of the foods in
supermarkets are GMO's.

The response from the Hawaiian community whenever there is word of some sort of
genetic testing of kala already proves how many people do know about it and also oppose
the ongoing tests. Before what is sure to be a splurge of money that could go to a cause
with more need such as charter schools, more information needs to be researched and
distributed to the public in relation to the pros and cons of genetic modification of food
that will eventually be consumed. Studies throughout the world can show ill effects
owing to the consumption of genetically modified food such as organ failure and
sometimes even death.

Placing a ten year moratorium on the genetic testing of kalo would give us an ample
amount of time to learn more about this issue. We would be able to make an educated
decision on whether or not genetically modifying Hawaiians elder brother, their staple
plant, kalo. Please think this through and support Senate Bill 958. Place a ten year
moratorium on genetic modification to protect all of us. Mahalo for your time and
consideration on this very impoltant matter.

P
Sincerely,

v~il<fJv'-I' j-NUZ
Pomaikai Freed



Name: Kul<ahi Lua
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Papakolea, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

Nty name is Kukahi Lua andl am a ninth grade student attending Halau Ku Mana. I
support SB958, which places a ten year moratorium on genetically modifying any taro in
Hawaii.

As a proud planter and consumer of kala I am concerned abut the genetic modificatibn of
taro. This is why I suppOli SB958. If this bill is passed we would have the opportunity
to educate the public on genetically "enhancing" taro. There would be more time to
study the pros and cons of it and possibly discover new and safe alternatives that are
environmentally sensitive so that we can protect our home, Hawaii.

I appreciate you taking the time to listen to my concerns regarding a ten year moratorium
in order to rethink the affects of genetic modification of Hawaii's kala. Mahalo for your
time and please support SB958.

Sincerely,

J iii ), ...j
~"dJfJ-fk:J;:v~ j~

Kukahi Lua



Name: Jesse Hanohano Napolean
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Waimanalo, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Hanohano Napoleon andl'm from Waimanalo, O'ahu. 1am writing on be
half of Papa Lo'i to support SB958, which places a ten-year moratorium on the invasive testing
on our taro in Hawaii.

I am concerned on what you, our elected representatives, are trying to do to our taro.
What I am most concerned about is the health of our people living in Hawaii and what will
happen to us if our taro has been contaminated. Taro is from the land and we consume it. GMO
companies like Monsanto are experimenting with a science that can cause damage and possibly
degrade the Hawaiian culture. Taro has been a Hawaiian food from the ancient days up until now
and if you agree with what you're doing to our taro, you're killing the Hawaiian culture that has
been here for generations.

This ten-year moratorium is an opportunity that we need to consider and take advantage
of. It would allow us the time to explore ways to make genetic modification safer for our taro
and environment.

Mahalo for your time and support of SB958, and the ten-year moratorium that it proposes
to help keep our home and environment safe.

Hanohano Napoleon



Name: Lakela Duque
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Waiau, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Greetings Lawmakers,

Aloha my name is Lakela Duque and on behalf of the taro farmers and the Hawaiian
community, I would like you to support SB 958. With the passing of this bill, this would place a
ten-year moratorium on the genetic modification on kalo in Hawaii.

As a native inhabitant of this land, a farmer and consumer of kalo, this moratorium would
give farmers, Hawaiians and scientist a better understanding ofO.M.O. Many of Hawaii's
envirolU11ental problems come from the lack of information on the specimen and problems it
causes to our ecosystem. A primary example is the mongoose; the mongoose was brought to
Hawaii for mice control. What people of that time did not know is that the mongoose will have
threatened our native bird population. Same example with G.M.O's, we know it's affects on
plant's and animals in other regions of the world, but not it's long term affects on the nora and
fauna, including the residential community, of Hawaii. Let's put this moratorium into affect so
we can find a better solution for G.M.O's here in Hawaii.

There are many answers and concerns that need to be heard from all perspectives on
O.M.O's. G.M.O posses a hazardous health risk to the community. If inhaled or consumed
internally we all can get sick because of the unknown factors of this type of experimentation.
The greatest risk is if we feed it to our young children. We have not a clue of what is injected
into the plant. We have no idea if we are consuming a O.M.O food due to the lack of labeling.

G.M.O has also a positive side to it. It can provide the ability of a strong immune system
for our plants. Ifwe can use the G.M.O process effectively we don't have to worry about a lack
of poi in the state ever again. However, with this ten-year moratorium let us, as farmers,
environmentalists, scientists and the community members get informed and figure out a positive
solution for G.M.O's here in Hawaii

Sincerely,

~.l I. j '('\
cJ,,-p··f.A,;·, <:1<::;;)11.- ~.I..t.1"'

,-
Lakela Duque



Name: Dustin Paalani
Organizations/School: Halau I<u Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Waipio, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Dustin Paalani and I am writing on behalf of the students of Halau Ku Mana
and the cultivating district of Waipio. This letter is in strong support of SB958 which
places a ten year moratorium on the genetic modification of taro. I have many strong
points in this argument but I will focus on the most important.

As a student and learning Hawaiian I am taught of the many issues concerning this bill. I
believe that if this bill, if put into effect, will give companies such as Syngenta and
Monsanto time to manage and find an alternative place for testing. If these companies
could find a permanent enclosed site for their experil~lental practices then local residents
won't have to worry about any airborne or soil spread chemicals, like what is happening
in Kunia. Which brings me to my next agument.

lf this moratorium is put into effect it will give these companies time to inform the public
about any chemicals used in tIle genetic engineering process. As a taro consumer I am
very concerned when it comes to issues that implicate taro, and I'm sure the residents of
Hawaii would like to hear of these concerns.

I trust you will consider supporting this bill so that genetic engineering companies can
safely better their research practices, and maybe someday we'll see a better future for
OMO taro. Until then, a ten year moratorium would allow us more time to consider this
controversial practice and make an informed decision that will maintain Hawaii's fragile
environment. Mahalo for your time. Please support S8958 which places a ten year
moratorium on the genetic modification of taro.

Sincerely,

i) "_~ - II) _ /1 .iLV-Z> \--r.--c.- ri~~.(}:..- ~v-

Dustin Paalani



Name: Kealiikauila H. Niheu
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Puowaina, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Kealiikauila H. Niheu and I am writing on behalf of my family and the
educated youth of Halau Ku Mana. This testimony is in strong support of SB958, a bill
that places a ten year moratorium on genetic testing of kalo in Hawaii.

As an educated youth, planter and consumer of taro, 1have great concern for gentic
testing in Hawaii. We the public need to be informed of the research and testing sites.
We also need to be educated on the potential risks of the bio-agriculture practice, as well
as launch a study on other regions who practice GMO experimentation. What are the
consequences should experimentation go wrong, we don't know what will happen. Who
will be held accountable if something should go wrong?

I am aware that Hawaii is already participating in open field testing for GMO corn and
papaya. Now, without a controlled, secured environment, genetic testing could go a rye.
We wouldn't want the chemicals and pesticides tilling the lungs of little ones, which
reports have shown. The companies constructing the outdoor sites need to factor in the
natural elelments. Natural elements such as wind, rain and insects which are the natural
carriers. Unwanted, harmful chemicals and seeds will pollute the land. Wind, rain and
insects could be factor causing genetic testing to go Yvrong. .

This bill could allow us the time to fix what is a possible risk to Hawaii, genetic testing.
We don't want the unknown to be a prelude to another disaster that was supposed to help
us. That is why I support SB958. Th~mk you for your time and consideration. Please
support SB958.

Sincerely,

Kealiikauila H. Niheu



Name: Willy K.O. Kaina
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Papakolea, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Willy K. O. Kaina and I am writing this letter to protect our aina.

am asking you to please support SB958 which places a 1O-year moratorium on any

genetic testing on kalo in Hawaii. My concerns are many but I will focus my testimony

on the most important issue, the preservation of kala.

I am very much concerned about the experimentation of GMO kalo in Hawaii. I

really think that this 1O-year moratorium will help Hawaii retrieve more information on

what GMO can do for the future of our food and our home. I think in 10 years we might

even be able to find sound practices for GMO. Further testing could help us discover

ways that GMO could be safer for the environment rather than invasive to the

environment. We want to avoid a tragic situation where we endanger our native species

while attempting to safeguard them against diseases. Do not allow this potential threat to

continue and allow the public more time to learn about this kind of science before we

invest our home into it.

Please support SB958, which puts a lO-year moratorium on any genetic testing on

kala in Hawaii. Mahalo for your time and consideration on this important matter. Aloha.

Willy K.O. Kaina



Name: Kyllie-Kaylene T.K. Kalani
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Kyllie-Kaylene T.K. Kalani and I am writing on the behalf of my
'ohana (who are voters) and the inquisitive students of Halau Ku Mana (our future
voters). This testimony is in strong support of SB958, which places a ten-year
moratorium on genetic testing on taro. This issue has struck many concerns from the
community as well as my own, but I have chosen to focus on the most important.

As a well-educated young adult, planter and consumer of taro, I consider this
moratorium as a way to look at the possible downfalls and correct them before
proceeding with the testing. This will also give them time to think about any alternatives
to the situation. Perfecting the G.M.O. could result in less community protest and
appease the apprehension that the entire Hawaiian community has about this highly
criticized practice. This will also give the companies time to inform the community of
the advantages and disadvantages oif consuming and growing G.M.O. crops in our
backyard. Please allow Hawaii the time to weigh the pro's and con's of this
unpredictable science which this ten year moratorium will provide for.

I hope that you will consider supporting SB958 to allow us time to figure out
alternatives and corrections.

Sincerely,

Kyllie-Kaylene Tiare Ku'uleimomi Kalani



Name: Anthony Kekoa Lynch
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Kalaeloa, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Dear Lawmakers,

I am a humble student by the name of Anthony Kekoa Lynch. I gain my knowledge from
the New Century Public Charter School of Halau Ku Mana, which now resides in upper
Makiki. The purpose of this testimony is to help inform you, in a public forum, of the
issues about G.M.O, kalo in Hawai'i, Now bringing me to the point of SB958, which
provides a ten-year moratorium on testing, cultivating, growing, and raising G,M,O, kalo.
After quick research 1 have decided to place my name on the opposing side of genetic
modification of kala until further research is conducted on the impacts of G.M,O. and
kala,

Genetically modified organisms have been deemed to be an unpredictable science, and
without enough background information we wont know how it will affect our aina. With
a ten-year moratorium we can use that time to do further research and gather more
information on the efTects of genetic modification. SB958 provides a temporary IO-year
halt on all testing, cultivating, growing, and rising of any kincl of genetically modified
kala, which gives us time to do the research we need.

So again I am, as of now, against G.M,O, production of kaJo in ]-lawai'i, but still open to
negotiation. 1 say mahalo for listening out points of view as peo~le of Hawai 'i, So
support senate bill 958,

Sincerely,
Anthony Kekoa Lynch

/



Name: Garret Mizunaka
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Nuuanu, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Garett Mizunaka and I represent my community ofNuuanu. I am in
strong support of SB958 which ensures a ten-year moratorium on the genetic
modification of taro in Hawaii.

As a resident, a student, as well as a surfer, I consume taro on a regular basis. If
you change taro now, we could possibly have to face irreversible consequences that
countries around the world are already facing. In order to prevent this from happing, we
must first know what we are facing and what to do ifthis GMO technology were to cause
a biological holocaust like the native corn we see in Central America. The residents of
Hawaii have a right to know the pros and cons of GMO, and to be informed on the matter
in order to make a well thought out decision. I want to find out if GMO is safe to use
without any unpleasant effects, and to make it safe if it isn't.

I am asking you to explore what is positive or negative about this ten-year
moratorium so we don't make mistakes that could change our beautiful Hawaii forever.
Mahalo for taking the time to read my letter and 0 hear what I have to say.

Please support SB958 so we can make an educated decision.

Sincerely,

{) A. . , I~Jh~'j-VV\I\JJV ." ).-W\

Garett Mizunaka



Name: Homaiheil<.enui Lutero
Organizations/School: Halau t<u Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Mal<.aha, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Homai Lutero and I'm writing on behalf of my family and my
community in Waianae, Oahu. I strongly support SB958 which is meant to place a ten
year moratorium on genetic testing of taro in Hawaii.

As a student that attends Halau Ku Mana Public Charter School, I have a
responsibility to ten to our Loi, Aihualama, which is in Manoa. As a person that worked
in a Loi, I have a deep concern for the possible results of this type of genetic
modification. As for this ten year moratorium, I would encourage these scientists in the
genetic modification field to further their research in GMO and to seek ways to lessen the
possible impact on the environment. Let this ten year moratorium serve as an
opportunity to rethink this situation and to educate the public of these conditions and
hopefully they too will contemplate this standing point. Hopefully during this ten year
moratorium we will be able to remove the current problems with GMO, we do not want
another biological extinction of native species, which has happened to the native corn in
Mexico. I believe if genetic modification were to be done now a mistake would occur
and if this mistake was severe we may not be able to contain the GMO species from
spreading, and let's not think of the many possibilities that could happen.

Let us not walk blindly through this predicament. Instead let's develop a clearer
understanding of both sides of the issue. Again, I strongly support this ten year
moratorium to be a time of seeking alternatives besides genetic modification.

Please support SB958. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

~~
Homaiheikenui Lutero



Name: Ashton Dozier
Organizations/School: Halau Ku Mana
Neighborhood/Town: Manoa, Oahu

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Lawmakers,

My name is Ashton Dozier and I am wri ting on behalf of the non-Hawaiian
community in support of the Hawaiian community and my support of Senate Bill 958,
which places a ten-year moratorium on genetically modified taro.

I support this bill because of my enjoyment and love of planting, working with
and eating taro. I believe that the premature and forced testing to genetically modify taro
could have terrible repercussions that could possibly damage or destroy taro as the
Hawaiian community and I know it. I believe that the ten-year moratorium that is
proposed by SB958 could be used to educate and inform the public on this subject, as
well as perfect the methods and chemicals used in the genetic modifications so that the
safety of GMO could be ensured.

My main argument is that the moratorium could be used to benefit GMO in
Hawaii. The moratorium will provide ample time for many positive adjustments for
OMO, as well as provide time for a possible Environmental Assessment. 1 believe that
genetically modifying organisms can possibly offer benefits to Hawaii, but moreover, I
believe that more time should be used to perfect the science of GMO, as well as educate
the public on such matters. Thank you for your time and support of SB958.

Sincerely,

Ashton Dozier



Chantel Clarke
Waianae High School 9th Grade

Aloha Legislators,

Aloha my name is Aulani Clarke. I am 14 years old and I attend the 9th grade at Waianae
High School on the Westside of Oahu.On January 17, 2008 I was invited to participate with
my 'Ai Pohaku group in the Malama Haloa Rally. We were needed to help with the cause of
keeping all Hawaiian varieties of kalo GMO free. We were able to present our opinions on
why we did not want our kalo to be genetically modified. We felt that our kalo, referred to
as the Hawaiian?s older brother, has not been messed with for all these hundreds of years
so why should people try to do something unnatural to it now. Our kalo belongs to the
people and the ?aina and we know that if something is genetically modified then someone
can own it. I feel that our kalo should not be owned by one person, it should be shared with
everyone.

So last year a bill to protect kalo from genetic modification (GMO) was put forth in the
legislature, but it got ?stuck? in the agriculture committee. One of the main purposes for
the Malama Haloa Rally was to tell the legislators that our kalo needs to be protected from
GMO and to ?hear? our kalo bill, SB 958.

Also I feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that genetically modify plants
and food haven?t tested it on anything or anyone. So we do not know the effects of
genetically modified foods and just as the companies refuse to label genetically modified
food that makes more people wonder if it is really good for us. So if they don?t know what
the effects are then we don?t know what it could do to our kalo. Did you know that more
than half of all foods in stores have genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are
the ones they are testing the GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well for me I feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What will this
do to me or my family? Or my future family? I believe that food should be grown naturally
and not genetically modified. I think its wrong how after someone genetically modifies
something that they own it. Did you know that companies are modifying plants like corn so
they can?t reproduce? So people will have to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow
more corn. The GMO companies are preventing nature from doing its work.

In our kalo bill SB 958 we requested that for ten years all Hawaiian varieties be left alone
and no GMO testing take place.
The youth were given a special task at the Rally. We gave nearly 80 legislative members
kalo plants so they got to see how it affected each one of us and how it relates to our
culture. For me it was an exciting experience to actually be able to talk to legislative
member Rep. Cift Tsuji and have him see my point of view. Being able to talk and hear what
he had to say was awesome. Just seeing how much he cared about what was going on and
how he felt was a good experience. I asked him to hear our kalo bill. I think he said that he
would do that. He is the chair of the agriculture committee.

Chantel Clarke



James Clarke
Waianae Intermeidate School, 8th Grade

Aloha Legislators,
Hello my name is Erik Clarke. I go to Waianae intermediate school I am in the 8th grade. I
live in Ma' iii. I am 13 years old. I was born in 11/27/94. I have 2 sisters. One is 1 year
older than me the other is 11 years younger than me. I live with my mom and dad. One of
my hobbies is I like to catch scorpions, then play with them. I also like to skateboard and
street surf. That?s all you need to know about me.

I came to the Malama Haloa Rally because I love my older bother (kalo)

I also came to learn more about G.M.O. and to hang out with my friends. I think no man (or
woman) should own such a popular plant that a lot of people eat. I learned that when they
do take a gene from one organism and put it in another that they put an anti-bacterial
resistant gene in with it too. To see if the G.M.O. cells are successful they pour bacteria on
it. The successful ones will resist the bacteria and stay alive. The rest will die. When we eat
the G.M.O. the anti-bacterial resistant gene then it will be inside us alive, and it will adapt
and probably make our bacteria resistant to anti-bacterial medicine. That could be really
dangerous. The worst thing is they are not testing the G.M.O. food before they sell it to us.
I support the taro bill for 10 years.

You know what I would support the bill if it was for 100 years or forever.Thats how strongly
I feel about GMO.

James Clarke
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ROYAL ORDER OF KAMEHAMEHA I
HEIAU 0 MAMALA HOA

OFFICE OF THE ALI'I 'AI MOKU

Date: March 5,2008

To: All persons and or organizations concerning the genetic modification of Taro

Subject: In Support for SB 958 SDI HDI

Aloha Kakou:

On behalf of Ali'i Nui Ali'i Sir Herman Kanae KG.C.K, Ali'i Nui and Grand Master of
the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1, I send you greetings. As the personal representative
of the Ali'i Nui I am authorized to send this letter of Support of SB 958 SD1 HD1. As
you are well aware our Native Hawaiian Nationals have strongly resisted any and all
attempts to interfere with the spiritual and cultural attributes of Taro by persons and
organizations promoting genetic modification. They have been joined by many others in
their efforts to protect our ancestors and our health.

It has also come to our attention that persons calling themselves members of the Royal
Order of Kamehameha 1 have attempted to confuse the government of the State of
Hawai'i and the General Public by stating that they speak for the Royal Order of
Kamehameha 1. The Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 strongly encourages the moderators
of these hearings to question their genesis and intent. To not do so, would be to disregard
an attempt to commit fraud upon our people and the rule of law.

I have represented the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 with success in the court of Judge
Hara of the State of Hawai'i in the recent case against the University of Hawai'i and the
Institute for Astronomy over the issue of proposed development atop Mauna Kea. I
encourage the moderators to check that record to verify who I am and my statements are
on behalf of the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1.

With regards and courtesy I thank you on behalf of the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1
for attending to this matter,

Ali'i 'Aimoku Ali'i Sir Paul K. Neves KG.C.K
Mamala Hoa of the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1

cc: Jerry Konanui
Kaka'olelo Ishibashi
Alihikaua Ali'i Kanaele
Ku'auhau De Bolt

380 Nahale-a Ave., Hilo, HI 96720 Tel: 808/935-9656 Email: kealiikea@yahoo.com
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COUNTY OF HAWAI'I STATE OF HAWAI'I

RESOLUTION NO. 462 08

A RESOLUTION SUPPORTING S.B.958 S.D.! H.D.! TO IMPOSE A TEN-YEAR
MORATORIUM ON DEVELOPING, TESTING, PROPAGATING, CULTIVATING,
GROWING, AND RAISING OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED TARO IN THE STATE
OFHAWAI'I.

WHEREAS, kalo (Colocasia esculenta), the Hawaiian word for taro, is a culturally
significant plant to the kanaka maoli, Hawai'i's indigenous peoples; and

WHEREAS, today, there remain approximately 85 varieties oftaro from the hundreds
that were known in Hawai'i and, of these, the majority (69) are unique to the Hawaiian Islands
due to the horticultural skills of native Hawaiian farmers; and

WHEREAS, the important cultural relationship between kalo and the kanaka maoli
expresses the spiritual and physical well-being of not only the kanaka maoli and their heritage,
but also symbolizes the environmental, social, and cultural values important to the State of
Hawai'i; and

WHEREAS, cross pollination of genetically modified taro would place an immeasurable
threat on traditional varieties; and

WHEREAS, experimenting with the genetic engineering of this crop without thoroughly
examining and evaluating the adverse effects of that process is careless and could very well have
far-reaching, irreversible, and unintended consequences; and

WHEREAS, the purpose of S.B.958 S.D.1 H.D.! is to recognize the importance of kala
in the heritage of the State by creating a ten-year moratorium on developing, testing,
propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising of genetically modified taro in the State of
Hawai'i; now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF HAWAI'I that the
Hawai'i State Legislature pass S.B.958 S.D.l RD.• to impose a ten-year moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising of genetically moditied taro in
the State of Hawai'i, and



..

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the County Clerk shall forward copies of this
resolution to Mayor Harry Kim; Governor Linda Lingle; Sandra Kunimoto, Director, State
Department of Agriculture; Andrew Hashimoto, Dean, u.H. Manoa C.T.A.H.R.; Dr. William
Steiner, Dean, U.H. Hila C.A.F.R.M.; and all members of the Hawai'i State Legislature.

Dated at _-=H.::i.::l:.;:o,--_, Hawai'i, this 24th day of -=J:.;:a::=n.:.::u::.:a::.;r~y.L_. , 2008.

INTRODUCED BY:

ARS I·:X

FORD X

ROLL CALL VOTE
r--------:.:~~~~~-,----_ ..-.--. -

AYES 'NOES
COUNTY COUNCIL

County of Hawai' i
Hila, Hawai'i

HIGA X
I hereby certify that the foregoing RESOLUTION was by

lll.: yote jodi~aled lu the right hereof adopted by the COUNCIL of the
Counly ofHawllj'j 00 January 24, 2008

ATTEST:

HOFFMANN X
r.-::;;:::-:-----+-~~l_--+----1---

IKEDA

JACOBSON X
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Jo Anne Johnson

Maui County Councilmember

50 PuuAnoano St. #508, Lahaina, Hi. 96761

808-661-3237

In Support ofSB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,

I am writing to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic

modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. Kalo is only one ofthe many plants

that are slatedfor experimental genetic modification, without the benefit ofproper control

measures and the total absence ofproofthat there will be no long term adverse impacts to

human health or to native species ofkalo.

We have had similar subjects in our Council committees and while our Council has not yet

taken aformal position, I personally support the suspension ofall research in this area until

further notice.

I do support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that does not expose the

taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering. I ask that you please support

farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from

land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. Wejoin mahi'ai

(farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yourfellow legislators to protect all ofus and

Hawaii's unique culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the

genetic modification and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Jo Anne Johnson



Na Koa Ikaika 0 Ka Lahui Hawaii
Mililani B. Trask, Convener

c/o 400 Hualani Street, Bldg 10, Suite 194 .:. HHo, HI 96720
(808) 961-2888 phone • (808) 935-8854 fax • gibson@ilhawaii.net

March 3, 2008

In support of SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I strongly support at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of all varieties kalo (taro) because it is culturally
inappropriate and poses potentially dangerous and irreversible long-term risks to our
food, health, environment and economy. The kalo plant species in Hawai'i is our
local culture, ecological tradition, a unique hypoallergenic food and medicine, as
well as an example of sustainable agriculture & business.

I support farming & precautionary scientific research that does not expose the kalo
species to the disrespect and risks of genetic engineering. I hope that you will help to
protect kalo farming in Hawaii by supporting rehabilitative research into pests and
disease, as well as addressing current land and water issues.

Kalo is an incomparably valuable part of our island life and culture. I join
Hawai'i's mahi'ai (farmers) in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's residents,
as well as our unique culture and resources, by enacting a 10 year moratorium on the
genetic modification and patenting of kalo.

Please do not hesitate to protect Haloa, pass SB 958 now!

Mahalo,

1~~~~~~-
Mililani B. Trask
Convener, Na Koa Ikaika 0 Ka Lahui Hawaii



To: The Honorable Representative Clift Tsuji
Chair, House Agriculture Committee

From: Puanani Burgess
86-641 Pu'uhulu Road
Wai'anae, Hawai'i 96792

Date: March 15, 2008

Re: Testimony in Support of SB958, SDl, HDl, Relating to Genetically Modified
Organisms; Taro; Imposing a Ten-Year Moratorium on developing, testing, propagating,
cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered taro in the State

Aloha, Representative Tsuji:

My name is Puanani Burgess and am a resident ofWai'anae and, like you, am a child of this
'Aina, Hawai'i. I am also native Hawaiian and blood kin of Haloa, my elder brother. I say this
with conviction and as a person who lives fully in the reality of Modern Hawai'i.

I join many others who are supporting the passage of this bill to suspend the development,
testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered taro in the Hawai'i,
and whose support is acknowledged in Standing Committee Report Nos. 1218 and 28.

As you know, there is great controversy about the genetic modification of kalo, which, at this
time, is dividing people of good will and forcing a tragic choice, once again, between culture and
science; between culture and economics. This bill offers the gift of time, for all parties to define
the issues, clearly; create a safe space for discussion and settlement of issues peacefully and in
the spirit of Aloha. The amount of time assigned to this moratorium is appropriate and critical to
the success of resolving this complex conflict.

Regarding the argument, that genetic engineering is required to manage damage to the kalo
through diseases and insects which may affect the kalo due to legal restrictions on local
inspections of kalo coming from other jurisdictions, the moratorium would give the State the
time to negotiate with the Federal Government for local control of plant inspection from foreign
countries. The moratorium will also give the time to test, new ways of managing the pests and
diseases which may damage the kalo, without having to fundamentally change the genetic
structure of the kalo.

Harmony within the Hawai'i society is precious and the compromise which is embodied in this
legislation will allow all sides to come together to discuss and decide if, how and when any
genetic modification of taro should take place and under what terms.
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I urge the Agriculture Committee to support the passage of this bill. If you have any questions,
please feel free to call me at 696-4629.

Gassho (Be One),

Puanani Burgess
One Peace-at-a-Time
86-641 Pu'uhulu Road
Waj'anae, Hawai'j 96792
Cellular: (808) 630-7260

Community: the pursuit of truth in the company of friends
(Suggested by a quote in the book The Courage to Teach by Parker J. Palmer}



Kimberly Kalama, Archaeologist
and the Kalama Ohana
41-1016 Waikupanaha St. Waimanalo, Hi, 96795

Hawai'i State
Legislators

RE: SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and

patenting of taro. This is a cultural and spiritual out cry of the Hawaiian people. We as an
indigenous people of this Archipelago have a duty to speak out on behalf of those who
cannot. To gain some proximity to understanding our ethics, I will try to attempt to
explain the best way I can. First of all, the myth of origin or the cosmology of Hawai'i
establishes a people to a place. Cosmology is documentation of how people established
their genealogical lineage. It is the physical link to the natural resources as well as the
spiritual link to our Gods (Akua). Cosmology is the evolution of the universe. This is
how our Hawaiian Universe is derived. The Kumulipo, the creation chant, depicts
metaphorical insights of being born from the night, from primordial male, and female
parents. It establishes and recognizes the natural resources as bodies of deities. This
creates a form of guidelines. The Kumulipo creates an understanding of profound reality
and deep concern of that which is sacred. Meaning if one exploits the natural resources,
one will risk the rapture of the gods and the continuance of a balanced life. As human
habitat impacts natural resources as these resources are gods themselves. Therefore
vengeance will be final as you risk your life and living in general. An example would be
deforestation. Take away the trees which secure rain and you threaten the water cycles of
life. In genealogical terms the Kumulipo gave birth to mana, power, thus the dynasty
name of Ka'iamamao is established. Another example is Kalakaua's rite to paramountcy
which was qualified by his pedigree back to Haloanakalaukapalili, who was first male of
Hawai'i.

This is the story of Haloa, as adapted by Aunty Mary Kawena Pukui and E.S.C. Handy,
Polynesian Family System (1972).

The Story of Haloa
In the distant past, a child was born to Wakea, the father of the heavens, and to
Ho'ohokukalani. They named him Haloanakalaukapalili, which meant long-stemmed
trembling leaf. But he died soon after birth. The grieving parents buried the little one
close to the wall of Wakea's house.
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A miracle occurred. A strange plant sprouted from Haloa's body. It's broad, velvety green
leaves grew on long stems that bent gracefully in the wind. The plant was supported by a
fat, bulbous corm which had many offshoots. It was a taro plant.

Ho'ohokukalani was blessed with another child. He was also named Haloa, after his older
brother who had died. This Haloa had many children, and his descendants were the
Hawaiian people and chiefs.
And so a strong bond was created between man and the taro. Haloa, the ancestor of man,
and Haloa, the most important food plant, were brothers.

Somewhat like the bible, these are guidelines, we Hawaiians follow oral interpretations
through chants, oli and legends. This is our cultural right to preserve and provide for our
future generations. These are our values, morals and ethics which at one time were being
taken away, but not forgotten. It is time to speak out on behalf of those whom and what
cannot and for us as Hawaiian people to gather knowledge and understanding, and to
show respect to our ancestors.

On behalf of my family we humbly ask for your support of at least a 10 year
moratorium.

With the deepest gratitude,
Kimberly Kalama and the Kalama Ohana
41-1016 Waikupanaha St. Waimanalo, Hi, 96795



Noelani Goodyear-Ka'6pua, PhD
Assistant Professor, Political Science

Date: March 12,2008

Testimony in support of SB 958 HD1

Aloha mai kakou. '0 Noelani Goodyear-Ka'apua ko'u inoa. I was born and raised on O'ahu. Kalihi and
He'eia are the 'aina that nourished me as an 'apio. I currently live in St. Louis Heights and teach
Indigenous Politics at the University of Hawai'i.

Mahalo for this opportunity to testify in support of Haloa and SB 958, which will impose a 1a-year
moratorium on developing, testing, propagating, CUltivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in Hawai'i.

On culture and biodiversity
For Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiians), Haloa is our ancestor and source of sustenance. Haloa connects
us to this 'aina and has enabled our ancestors to thrive for thousands of years. Through our cultural
practices of breeding and propagating kalo, we were not only able to sustain a population of up to one
million people with no imported foods. We were also able to feed that population and build a rich cultural
heritage while contributing to the ecological health of these islands.

Culture and biodiversity are inseparable. In the Hawaiian context, we know that traditional Hawaiian
systems of food production, economic distribution and environmental protection preserved the biodiversity
of the islands, maintained our water resources, and assured the physical health of humans and other
species far better than we do now.

Worldwide, people have recognized that indigenous cultures and the biodiversity of their home
environments go hand-in-hand. This is a principle that is recognized in numerous international
documents. For example, the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio
de Janeiro, produced the landmark "Rio Declaration on Environment and Development." Principle 22 of
this document clearly states: "Indigenous people and their communities have a vital role in environmental
management and development because of their knowledge and traditional practices. States should
recognize and duly support their identity, culture and interests and enable their effective participation in
the achievement of sustainable development."

The indigenous people of Hawai'i are speaking loud and clear. We oppose the genetic engineering of our
ancestor and staple food, the kalo. Genetic engineering of kalo is an affront to Hawaiian culture. In the
long term, it may also be a threat to the biodiversity of our islands. This is why more time is needed for
scientists, farmers and other cultural practitioners, people who have valuable knOWledge about how to
maintain the ecological health of our 'aina-to engage in dialogue. For one, a statewide moratorium is
necessary to assure that adequate time is spent taking traditional means of crossbreeding kalo seriously
as a means to addressing any potential threats to our kalo. Passage of this bill would not show that the
state is "anti-science." It would show that the state supports indigenous cultural knowledges-both
scientific and spiritual, empirical and intuitive-that have sustained healthy living in these islands for
millennia.

On self-determination



Genetic engineering is not only inimical to the genealogy of Kanaka Maoli; it is an attack on our
self-determination. It begins to dismember and dislocate our ability to maintain control of our staple food
as a means of survival. As power to control the way kalo is bred is taken out of the hands of ordinary
farmers-people who are trying to feed their communities and their families-those same people are
rendered less independent, less self-sufficient. This is not to say that scientists and farmers should not
collaborate. It is to say that the ability of Kanaka Maoli to maintain our relationship with Haloa, on our
own terms, is a fundamental aspect of Hawaiian self-determination. When Kanaka Maoli and other other
kama'aina who have taken on the traditions of kalo farming clearly oppose it, genetic engineering of kalo
usurps our power to live sustainably in the world.

In September 2007, the United Nations ratified the Declaration on Indigenous Rights. Human rights and
the right to self-determination figure most prominently among those outlined in the Declaration. The
declaration goes on to detail the following rights for indigenous peoples under international law (boldface
emphasis added is mine):

Article 12
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. This
includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their
cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and
visual and performing arts and literature.
2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed
in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual
property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and
customs.

Article 21
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and social systems
or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and to
engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities.
2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and development are entitled to just and
fair redress.

Article 24
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices,
including the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals. Indigenous individuals
also have the right to access, without any discrimination, to all social and health services.
2. Indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health. States shall take the necessary steps with a view to achieving progressively
the full realization of this right.

Article 28
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the
productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement
assistance programmes for indigenous peoples for such conservation and protection, without
discrimination.

Article 29
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage,
traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions, as well as the manifestations of their sciences,
technologies and cultures, including human and genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the
properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, literatures, designs, sports and traditional games and visual



and performing arts. They also have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual
property over such cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural expressions.
2. In conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take effective measures to recognize and protect
the exercise of these rights.

Government officials, biotechnology corporations, and scientific researchers in both public and private
industry service need to take indigenous rights into account in decision-making processes.

On academic freedom and research ethics

Some have argued that this is a simple matter of academic freedom, that university researchers must
have the unfettered ability to pursue their own lines of inquiry as they see fit. There are two points I'd like
to make here.

First, academic freedom does not exempt academic researchers from accountability to the local
communities and landscapes in which they work. While academic freedom is a foundational part of a
healthy university. Equally important are research ethics. Researchers must have a full understanding of
the potential impacts of both the process and products of their work. We must also disclose and discuss
the potential costs and benefits of our work with the individuals and communities whom our work directly
involves or impacts. When those voices are speaking with such clear and resounding hesitance, warning
and opposition, researchers need to pay heed.

Genetic modification is irreversible. Given the gravity and potential unknown harms of such research to
our food supply, it is absolutely worth whatever time and cautionary measures are necessary. This bill
can be seen as a precautionary measure.

Second, because academic researchers hold access to certain kinds of authority to speak or write as
'experts,' and we can access to certain financial resources for research, we carry heavier kuleana, with
respect to the way we conduct our work. Freedom should be seen in terms of kuleana-in that it carries
both privileges and responsibilities. We have to ask ourselves again and again, "who is this research
benefiting?" and "in what ways are benefit accrued?" Would genetic engineering of kalo benefit the
average kalo farmer, the children who grow up eating GMO poi, the scientist, the biotech companies? To
what uses would such science be put?

An extreme example of academic freedom unchecked by an ethics of concern for humanity and
ecological health is the story of German chemist, Fritz Haber. In the early 20th century, Haber's
groundbreaking scientific research led to the discovery of the Haber-Bosch process for fixing nitrogen.
This was a milestone in industrial chemistry and industrial agriculture, because it allowed for the
production of synthetic fertilizer. In 1918, Haber won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for "improving the
standards of agriculture and the well-being of mankind."

Haber's research, however, was also a milestone in the development of chemical weaponry. His
technology enabled Germany to make bombs of synthetic nitrate. Haber led teams in developing chlorine
and other deadly gases for use in trench warfare, and he was on the front lines to aid in its release.
During the 1920s, scientists working at his institute developed the cyanide gas formulation Zyklon B,
which was used as an insecticide, especially as a fumigant in grain stores, and also later in the Nazi
extermination camps. Haber conducted this work in the name of patriotism and the "good" of his country.

My point is not to equate scientists who support the genetic modification of kalo with Nazis who used
chemical weapons to murder millions of people. As I said, this is an extreme example. This story does
illustrate, however, that scientists are not immune to bias, prejudice or poor judgment. Just because a



scientist or group of scientists thinks something is 'for the greater good,' it doesn't mean the benefits are
evenly distributed and that there may not be horrible consequences for some. Science and technology
can be used for all kinds of purposes.

At present, there is no compelling reason why genetic engineering of kalo is necessary for human
survival. Yet there are so many reasons why it is potentially dangerous and culturally unacceptable.

In sum, this is an issue of protecting Hawaiian culture and self-determination, biodiversity and health,
research and responsibility.

I urge you to pass this bill with no inappropriate amendments or changes that would alter the intent as it
reads now. We need a moratorium on genetic engineering of all varieties of kalo in Hawai'i.

Na'u me ka '0 ia To,
Respectfully,
Noelani Goodyear-Ka'6pua, PhD
Assistant Professor, Political Science



Kahale Kaulana Kuakane Mawae
Onipa'a Na Hui Kalo, Na Pua No'eau,
Kanuikapono PCS, Halau Wanana
Anahola, Kamawaelualani he moku 0 Manokalanipo
96703
(808)823-0403 hmawae2004@yahoo.com

A Portrait of Haloa: Our Elder Brother

A Testimonial Essay in Support of a Ten Year Moratorium
of Genetic Modifcation of Kalo

Haloa. Kalo. Our elder brother who became one with the 'aina. Our great ancestor
who's only breath could be taken from the lau(leaf) at the core of the piko(center). The
plant which feeds all kanaka. The plant that nourishes our kino(body). The plant, which
connects us to our piko, our na'au, and all of our ancestors, who have come before us.
But most importantly it is the plant that gave our people life and a sustainable future for
hundreds of generations that continues to this day.

This immortal being transcends far beyond my connection to that piko, beyond all
capability of human understanding and thought, beyond all scientific and cultural
explanation and is being raped by scientists who's only goal is to reap extreme profit with
methods of science that can only be considered universally to be unethical, immoral, and
falling under illegal practice because of our indigenous cultural ancestry to this plant.

Haloa-na-ka-lau-ka-pa-Iili

Haloa takes his first breath.

The lau cascading to the piko as it curves to the neck of the ha,

The stalk of the great plant.

It's withered leaves hang gently in the warm sun

Toward the reflecting pool of the lo'i(taro patch).

Each leaf slowly drifting into its own reflection

Pulling away from it's mother.

It's source.

The resemblance to an 'iewe(lit. placenta)

Cascading into a pool that could easily cradle a hundred children,
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All tied to the earth,

Nursing from its great source, kumu honua.

The' aina(lit. that which feeds. Def. land) nurturing the expanding kalo into all its great
many feasts that follow after; with poi, kulolo, laulau, or Tutu's famous squid luau, that
was so ono, to ask for the recipe would mean living in a life of culinary secrecy.

Tutu's hearty meals of fresh fish, ulu, uala, a salad of 'opae and ho'io fern shoots, and a
modest portion ofkalua pua'a freshly salted, placed on a large table surrounding a large
wooden 'umeke(def. bowl. calabash) filled with freshly made pa'i ai, that tutu would
mold with her hands with moderate portions of water until she had rich poi with the kalo
from uncle's lo'i just up the road.

From the eldest member of the family to the youngest baby in her marna's arms, we hold
hands, bow our heads and pule.

"Mahalo e na akua. Mahalo e na kupuna 0 keia 'aina. E malama oukou ia makou keia
'ohana. E ola no ke kino. E ola no ka Haloa. E ola no keia ohana, I ka wa mamua, I ka
wa mahope. Amama ua noa."

The prayer is lifted. It is ended. It is free.

Tutu puts her hand on her hip, smiles big, and wipes the sweat from her brow, after
finishing preparing such a lavish feast. "Go eat! Go eat!" She says softly as she shoos the
flies away with a ti-Ieaf gripped in her hand. Her hands with creases in her fingers like
rings on a tree, but as soft as her weaved lauhala bracelet that hangs from her gentle
wrist.

She watches as all her mo'opuna(def. grandchildren) drift by the table and take food on
their plate. Each mo'opuna smiling with mouthfuls of good Hawaiian food, and giggling
with joy as they take a warm spoonful of fresh poi from the 'umeke.

As each passing generation takes poi from that same 'umeke to feed their na'au. Entailing
each following generation will continue on and flourish. That it will survive.

Taking the huli, and gently placing it back into the 'aina, as it promises the hope of
harvest for the next generation. A promise for the next seasonal feast.

Haloanakalaukapalili.

Haloa of the trembling leaf.

Concieved is the child from the sacred union of Wakea and Ho'ohokukalani.
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E ala e Haloanakalaukapalili!

Haloa, the first born.

Carried is the child of the mother, Ho'ohokukalani.

Ho 'ohokukalani, the mother, who is born of the sacred union between the father of the
heavens, Wakea; and the mother of the Earth, Papa.

The mother of Haloa, who is birthed from po(1it. night), where dwells all past, present,
and future akua who make up all things both light and dark on this kumu honua(1it.
earth).

Born is the child of the sacred mother, Ho'ohokukalani.

E ala e Haloanakalaukapalili!

Haloa, the still born child.

Ho'ohokukalani and Wakea give this still born child back to the earth. And from this
burial, straight from the piko of this still child, rose the ha. And as the lau uncurled itself
and opened to the sun, Haloa took his first breath and trembled into the wind.

E ola ka Haloa. E ola mau. Haloa lives. He lives again.

The trembling leaf that gives hope to the promise for the next generation.

The trembling leaf that gives hope for the birth of the younger sibling from this same
sacred union.

Haloa-na-kanaka.

Haloa the younger sibling.

Haloa of the second generation.

Haloa of the people.

Haloa of the kanaka maoIi.

Our sacred connection to Haloa can only be held in the highest regard and utmost respect
for the origin of such a birth in nature for the kanaka maoIi, who are undeniably the true
people of this' aina.
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It goes beyond the aspect of gods and mythological unions. It goes beyond that from
which stems Hawaiian philosophy of creation of life and of such a beings as Haloa. It
tells us a story that man must respect for nature because if nature can create such a life as
Haloa, then nature must be the highest form of mythical like endurance. How can we as
mere human beings even begin to comprehend or even pretend to comprehend the infinite
unpredictability that nature wields?

The law of nature must govern not only kalo, but all of our food crop and plants. To say
that we have the power over natural law, and can manipulate life without question says
that we have come to a place in humanity when we no longer respect life, when we think
outside of the environment we live.

But most importantly, it presents the question, if nature is capable of creating such a rich
life in nature, which is ultimately meant to feed people at large demands, why are we
having to tamper with it's life through genetic engineering, indefinitely altering that
plants natural law and it's natural life for the purpose of research? Are we as humans so
inclined to control life that we must understand nature's richest creation's?

Is it the curiosity for how the nature of such a thing is made up, or are we wanting to
understand how we can control nature and produce life for our own greedy profit in
controlling our food source? Tightening the grip of have's and have not's

Man has proven incapable and highly irresponsible to hold and wield this power. They
have shown no restraint in pushing forward with unregulated research on our sovereign
land. Genetically Modified food research that has been stopped in a majority of our
international community because of the ethical, moral, and serious health and human
welfare questions regarding their methods of research and farming. One of the biggest
questions being that these company's have the intent for patenting any plant they create
so they may ultimately control a food crop.

Control for how it is grown. Control of how it cooks and is put on the table. How it tastes
in your mouth. How it digests in your stomach. How the genetically modified nutrients
are absorbed into your body. Complete and total control as your huli shrivels up and dies
instead of being able to turn it back into the earth for it's next season. Instead, having to
turn to the company who licensed and patented the plant you harvested in your ground, to
be purchased in order for you to have a new season.

Not only that, but any keiki's or hybrid keiki's that stem from your plant, the patenting
research company could then own and seize at their disclosure because of its patent on
that plant.

A case in the Midwest of an independent canola farmer proved true as the giant Mansanto
biotech company's seeds blew into the farmer's fields naturally. His organic canola



fields were naturally contaminated with genetically modified canola. The farmer then pg.
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received a letter by mail stating that the company owning the patent, was filing suit, and
would be taking him to court as a violation of Mansanto's corporate patent. Mansanto is
also based here in our state on Kaua'i doing corn research. Corn research, which has
caused medical conditions at a public school here in Waimea by Syngenta a company
with similar genetic farming practices.

We the people cannot allow a government or corporate entities of this kind to control any
type of food source, especially Haloa, who is cradled in the great bosom of our sovereign
land.

We do not want manipulative corporate and government backed scientists, funded largely
by Government and private agencies to continue this type of research here in our
sovereign kingdom of Hawai'i and in the U.S. occupying state of Hawai'i. We do not
want, nor do we see the need for this type of control. There has been enough done
already to control our lives as a Hawaiian nation and culture, leave our plants alone.

We cannot stand by and allow genetics labs under the guide of Government and
Corporate interests to research and take properties from kalo and other plants. Privatized
entities, who, have shown no restraint in pushing their research forward when there are
too many risks surrounding research already being conducted here in our islands. i.e.
Mansanto, Syngenta, Pioneer.

Taking properties, which they intend to manipulate, produce, create, and sell at the cost
of unregulated genetically infected food and land, high-risk potential for damages to
human health and welfare, and the continuing destruction of safe, naturally bio-diverse,
environments.

The human hand has made too many mistakes to allow another potential mistake to sneak
in the door. "For every action, there is an opposite and equal reaction." I believe we all
should think about this, before making any decision regarding how our elder brother
Haloa should be played with.

I ask that we start our year off in making the right decision to save Haloa. Save Him
from the grasp of illegal manipulation and control. Save him from the genetic touch of
human hands, and question yourself why other genetically modified foods are being
allowed to continue without your jurisdiction. We face too great a risk in even thinking
on it and having Haloa on our discussion table.

Please support our plea to stop genetic engineering on Kalo. Ke'olu'olu maio Please
think about the repercussions your decision could affect if a moratorium isn't in place,
and how that will effect the kanaka maoli community indefinitely. Think about the
damaging effects genetic research in Hawai' i has already caused, and what we can do to
stop further damages to address the people's demands.
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I think sometimes it must be easy to forget when you hold so much power in your hands.
It's easy to forget the few people that you run into in your early years as a budding
politician, who may have been the one who affected your life with one single sway of a
vote. A vote that mattered amongst thousands and sometimes millions of others.

Sometimes it's just that easy to forget.

So it is with the power of what the people speak that says something to remember. To
speak with positions of those who represent themselves and what they truly believe to be
right, especially when it comes to food and the livelihood of farmer's that it supports.

"Mai ho 'omauna i ka 'ai 0 huH mai auani'i 0 Haloa e nana.

Do not be wastejitl (djc)()d lest Haloa turn around and stare [at you].

Do not be wasteful, especially of kalo, because it would anger Haloa, the taro god, who
would sometime let the waster go hungry."

Mary Kawena Pukui, 'Oklo No'eau: Hawaiian Proverbs & Poetical Sayings

Heed to these words for all food's sake.

Mahalo nui loa me ke aloha pumehana no. E ola mau Haloanakalaukapalili!

Kahalekaulanaakuakane Mawae
Eo Lono!



Nohealani Nihipali
kiliahi@yahoo.com

BILL SB 958 - IN SUPPORT

To Whom This May Concern,

Ho' omakaukau with the beginning, He Kumulipo Papa, this earth and Wakea, our
sky consummate to begin the Genesis

Mo' okuauhau mai he Nihipali Kane a me Iamima Makekau Wahine ku' u kupuna
so perhaps my genealogical introduction is required.

o KamaehukaikaHAkilinoholani ka inoa 0 ku' u keiki, a healthy and existing product
of HALOA. While taking form in my opu (belly), he felt the cool and fresh wai (water)
flowing passed and his senses developed. Moving in preparation for his arrival, e huli, he is
energized by the thrill of sweet smelling lepo earth. Clearing his senses he inhales the
makani's sweet breeze as she passes through him so that now he is reminded consistently
of what is to come next. HA. Not just everyday HA, but the HA of that initial HA breath
which brings LIFE to our LOA longevity. He is our gift, awarded to us his' uHAne (spirit)
through Akua, God. He is HAnau, born a natural being representing our union in aloHA.
Then his iewe afterbirth is HAnau, the most important birth. Iewe, resembles Haloa just like
his roots. It looks and feels just like the kalo and is planted in Papa this very earth which
stabilizes him, EO KAMAEHUKAIKAHAKILINOHOLANI. Nurtured through my bosom, he is
graced with the presence of this earth. Wai, (fresh water). AloHA me ka pau 'ole,
unconditional love. His first introduction to food is from Haloa. Its texture is Kalo. Every
single vitamin inside of this element nurtures Kamaehukaikahakilinoholani with unrelenting
strength. Delicately mixed with the fresh milk from my bosom, I am able to sustain his
growth with an aid of freshly produced poi. Poi shakes become his most favorite drink.
Now, he is at our side while Iepo run through his toes as we harvest his next meal. He is

not sick for the first four years of his life. As he becomes a toddler, poi is thickened and this
continues to be the recipe for this Hiapo, my first born son. Mahalo Akua, mahalo na
Aumakua, rna halo ku' u mau Kupuna for providing this kane, young man with these
blessings for his LIFE. E malama mai HA LOA mai.

I am convinced that I need to explain his story so that an impact may be made. I
find it difficult to understand that regardless of experience and education we are still asked
to replace the way we have been living for generations with this scientific seed of
investments. What is this world coming to? Tell me, why do Kanaka Maoli have to try to
convince those we trusted and voted for as our representatives that this is truly a kakou
thing. This genetic implant will lead to our own demise. We must all understand that this
'aina is not just Kanaka Maoli 'aina anymore, we have shared these islands, all of these
islands with generations of others as well. Each and everyone of us are stewards given the
gift from Akua God to take care of what is provided for us naturally.
Nohealani Nihipali
Pg.2

We are here to expose further awareness into the minds of those who will make a difference
in this democratic system that this is not a good thing. We are the society that is affected



therefore am enthralled to directly say that genetic mutation of taro is unaccepted. With
the evidence placed before us, why should we question what is healthy living or what is
not? Under the Home land security of our people in this very State, we must protect one
another, malama ka 'aina, take care of this land so that this land is able to care for all of
us. Meaning, our individual body, our kuleana, that which has been worked towards and
passed on to us, our OHAna our children, relatives, associates, and even the ones that are
born after us. Most politicians are not farmers. Majority have not gotten their feet wet and
muddy in the 'aina. This is truly something one must have direct experience with when
living on these islands. Exactly like the ocean cools us off on a hot day or after a long week
of working, hi' ukai, so is the lepo hi' u' ai. Papa is our earth, she is our Mother. She has
been respected in our churches of all kinds of religions because we understand as
homosapiens that the ground we live on and depend on every moment of our lives for
survival is important. We become rich on this land base, our foundations are dependent on
it. What hypocrites to ask us to understand the "legislative process" after our confidence in
your ability and professional interest was initially pursued through our support to your
present position in the first place. Furthermore, perhaps we need to recall a specific day
when this meeting was held inside of a 10' i.

Have we Kanaka Maoli been that generous? 0 Wai? How does this subject of our
existence repeatedly come into question? We have been practitioners since our beginning,
aka the Genesis as stated upfront in my introduction. How many times must we face the
introduced species to explain who we are as HOSTS. Why even ask wai? Who are you?
Where have you all come from? Where do your ancestors come from? Because there is lots
of shame in the fact that such a devastation could even be acknowledged! How did it come
this far? Have we considered our losses against our gains for this life time? This concern is
relevant. We must seriously reconsider the evidence placed amongst us. We must identify
and understand the lack of balance placed before us.

Whether the spirituality of Haloa may be understood or not, the "GMO" process is
suspiciously introduced here in Hawai'i already even though it has a reputation of being
denied and band in populated areas throughout North America. It has already forced towns
to condemnation. This should provide us with enough proof that Hawai' i's agriculture will
ultimately come to an end as well when we continue to participate in GMO. On a smaller
level, various areas here in Hawai' i have already started the contamination by consistent
use of pesticides for pineapple and sugar cane fields. This land is permanently contaminated
as well. Now, the GMO method would then make it impossible for our children to farm
natural taro at our side. We are interested in the maintenance of a healthy and safe
environment for our offspring. People's lives are at stake right here in our own island
home. This is going to affect EVERYONE this means all residences whether taro is enjoyed
or not. Are we aware of all of its' affects?

Nohealani Nihipali
Pg.3

Is our economy so desperate for jobs or occupations that we overlook the health of
our present state? The evidence is clearly represented by former attempts of this "gmo"
process. This is not a game of who is right and who is wrong. This is real. GMO will
permanently destroy every single potential for growth.

Kua makona Enough is enough! Intellectual proceeds will be ridiculed, noted, and
therefore reinstated. Representatives are under our scope. E Ola Mau.



We support 56 958. Rather we support any and every action that will lead, alaka' i
the correct pono thing which would involve refrain from all genetic modification of taro and
its prototypes. We do not support the recombinant DNA technology because we are at risk
of being contaminated. We understand that GMO would be a threat to biodiversity and
mainly the longevity of our health and existence right now. We must all pay attention.
These are our facts. This is our kuleana kanaka maoli or and kama' aina alike.

He Mu '0 ia.
Me Ke Aloha Pau 'ole,
Nohealani Nihipali



Re: S8958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro
Sharon Spencer
Onipa'a Na Hui Kalo
Punalu'u- Oahu
Punalu'u
96717
953-0257 I sharona47 @hotmail.com
Aloha,
I would like to show my support of senate bill 958 by submitting my testimony. I have
been in Hawaii now for over 20 years. I love poi. Though I am not Hawaiian, my 6 children
carry the koko of the indigenous people of these islands. "Ko Hikurangi te Maunga, Ko
Waiapu te Awa and Ko Ngati Porou te Iwi." My mountain is Hikurangi, my river is Waiapu
and my tribe is Ngati Porou. I understand the struggles that my cousins the Hawaiians
deal. I have spent all my years in Hawaii as a Social Worker servicing the Hawaiian people.
I love the culture of my cousins as much as I love my own. Twelve years ago I brought my
family back to Hawaii so that they can learn what being Hawaiian means. I truly
understand that being Hawaiian is about Ohana and part of all Hawaiian families is the
connection to Akua, Aina and Kane. Entwined in this delicate triangle is the connection with
Haloa. I understand when Hawaiian's say that we need to Malama Haloa as Haloa will
Malama us. This is talking about connections. I am connected to my ancestors just as all
Hawaiians are connected to their ancestors- they are all around us. To understand me you
need to go back 6 generations and talk and walk with my ancestors. Today I carry them
with me in the glow of my eyes, in the gush of my breath and in the tips of my fingers. I
see, hear and feel for them. My children are here to learn that they are the breath, sight
and touch of their ancestors. Hawaiian's also know how to Malama Haloa and it starts with
stopping this attack on him. Leave Haloa alone! Leave Haloa alone! Leave Haloa alone! Do
not put any GMO in kalo. I ask for a life long ban on GMO to all Hawaiian varieties of Kalo.
Since I can not have that, I guess we can go with a 10 year moratorium for now. In my
work I met a lot of kalo farmers and understand that they are fighting for their life and
livelihood. I support the mahi'ai of Hawaii in their quest to protect their older brother and
care for their people. I know you understand that GMO on kalo is not pono, therefore, no
lectures. I will add however that if the food supply ran out you can not eat your money.
Aroha nui roa.
Sharon Spencer (Friend of Na Kahu 0 Haloa)



Re: 58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name: Bryce Spencer

Organizations/Affiliations: Onipa'a Na Hui Kalo

Neighborhood: Ko'olau Loa

Town: Punaluu

Zip Code: 96717

PhonelEmail: 953-0257

Aloha Legislators,

I strongly support a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and
patenting of kalo (taro) because it is culturally inappropriate and poses unknown,
potentially dangerous, irreversible long term risks to our food, health,
environment and economy. For the past few years I have watched our kalo
supply dwindle and the cost of poi raise above the roof / ask "why?"

I support farming & precautionary scientific research which does not expose the
kala species to the disrespect and risks of genetic engineering. Hawaiian's know
how to protect their own, meaning they have their own methods of engineering
that was passed on from years past. Natural kine stuff. Don't underestimate
their abilities. It's simple, if we take care of Haloa, Haloa will take care of us.

There is a popular saying, "We are what we eat", Kalo/poi is Hawaii. I support
100% the mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on you and your fellow legislators
to protect all of us and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to
provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of kala.

Mahala,

Bryce Spencer
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LorrieAnn Santos
Ha 'iku, Kane' ohe, 96744
2S8-s8ullsantos@papaolalokahi.org

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

I am writing on behalf of my 'ohana to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all
forms of genetic modification and patenting of the taro (a.k.a. kalo) plant species. For thousands
of years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the varieties of kalo. In Hawai 'i, taro is
the plant of the people - it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition and
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawai 'i. Genetic modification of any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health,
environment and economy. Science shows that traditional diets are best! The use of genetically
modified taro would compromise the important health and healing element of taro.

The Paoakalani Declaration written by the indigenous people of the Hawaiian archipelago is an
expression of their collective right to self-determination in the perpetuation of their culture,
under threat of theft and commercialization of tradition knowledge. It states:

"In Hawai 'i, bioprospecting and biotechnology institutions and industries are
imposing
western intellectual property rights over traditional, cultural land-based resources.
This converts our (Kanaka Maoli) collective cultural property into individual property
for
purchase, sale and development. ... We view these activities as biopiracy and condemn
these acts as biocolonialism."

I support sustainable farming & community-based participatory research that does not expose
the taro species to the disrespect and risks of genetic engineering. I ask that the legislators
actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of
protecting taro from land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is a free-to-grow traditional food source. Patenting taro would give exclusive rights
to an "inventor" and restrict the traditional subsistent economies of Hawai 'i's farmers,
traditional practitioners, communities such as Molokai and Hawai 'i's indigenous peoples.
Corporate and academic interests want patents for their profit and benefit. The right to grow
taro cannot be commodified, and those attempting to alter taro must be accountable to Hawai 'i,
its culture and its people.

I join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on you and your fellow legislators to protect
all of us and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10 year
moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro. Research should be about
ethically rigorous processes and effectively tailored interventions that address community



needs, interests, and values. Hawai' i has become a test bed for genetic modification without
public notification. Hawai' i does not need genetically modified taro. Hawai' i needs to protect
its sacred kalo and the water and land rights of taro farmers'. Malama Haloa!

'0 wai iho no, LorrieAnn Santos
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Walter Ritte
PO Box 486, Kaunakakai
Molokai, Hawaii 96748

Phone 1-808-5580111

In Strong support of SB958

My name is Walter Ritte and my goal is to use blunt and clear words to bring understanding so you
can make a wise decision.

SB958 is an important PREVENTATIVE MEASURE. If this time out is not initiated, irreputable
harm may occur. It is no small matter that I speak of to you today.

The University of Hawaii CTAHR, the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center (HARC), the Life
Sciences Council, and the BioTech Industry has fired the first shots and declared war on the Hawaiian
Culture and it's people. These institutions and industries have threatened the very heart of our being.

It is imperative that the significance and consequences of the bombardment of the rice genes into our
first born Haloa the taro by the University of Hawaii CTAHR be understood by government and the
industry.

CTAHR has started a chain reaction that needs to be curtailed, the bees need to be placed back into the
bee hive.

I am here to tell you that SB958 must be passed in order to create a safe environment in which the
threat from industry is eliminated. Only after the threat is eliminated with a moratorium can the
Hawaiian community be expected to come to the table.

This battle has just begun, it is one that we have been forced into and one that we will not shy away
from. It is our Kuleana, our inherent responsibility to protect our first born Haloa the taro. We will not
allow you to take away our essence so you can build another industry on the backs of Hawaiians.

A time out and moratorium is truly in the best interest for the State of Hawaii. No one wants to
continue this lose lose battle. Walter Ritte.



Nita Pilago
Kohanaiki 'Ghana
Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96740
npilago@hawaii.rr.com

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic

Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species. For 1200
years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most varieties of
taro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living
culture and ancient history, native nutrition and ecological tradition. Taro
provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to
our food, health, environment and economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does not
expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering. I
ask that the legislators actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land & water issues and
invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on you and your fellow legislators to
protect all of us and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by voting 'AE! for
the 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of all
varieties of the taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Nita Pilago



Chelle and Cyril Pahinui

In Support SB958

Please providethe taro growers with their requested 10 year moratorium on GMO of taro.
Taro is considered to be the original ancestor of the Hawaiian people Traditional cultivation
and ohana practice considers the taro plant to be the living ancestor and in direct line of
descent from this ancestor. For this reason genetic alteration is completely inappropriate
and an insult to tradional Hawaiian culture, not to mention the concerns for health of those
who might consume the food.

Mahalo for your consideration,

Chelle and Cyril Pahinui
Lecturers at UHH
808-896-1911



jan 17, 2008

Aloha Ladies and Gent's. mv name is Keieaumoku Kaou and i am from Lahaina. • . 'h
Maui, I come in the presence of you all this day January 171

, 2008 of our lord
and savior and ask for you utmost and undivided attention, Mahaio.

Since the beginning of statehood, Government agencies have strived to protect
Hawaii's Natural & Cultural Resources through various laws & policies.

However thesepoiides were stngie focused and spread amongst different
Government Divisions and Departments often they've conflicted with each other,
and for the most.part, caused resentment and confusion overjurisdictional
Responsibilities.
in thlsjurisdictional Tug of War, The Native Hawaiian perspectives where
overlooked and dismissed. However, it is these Perspectives that are the
common Denominator in Any agendesjurisdiction.

Hawaiian Resource Management is derived from Hoiistic Perspectives, and
encompasses areas that are uniformly concentrated on resource sustainability
versus, Agency Resource Management Policies, That have Sectionalized Land
and Ocean Areas, Into Agency Jurisdictions.

i myself sit on various Commissions and, I too am distort to see how HawaWs
resources is being depleted by outside policies and interpretations that have no
basis and iackis the main Importance of why Hawaii is highiy unique than no
other place on earth.

The scientific piayground, where many come from out of state to study the
character of our endemic resource of over a thousand species that one cannot
find no-otherpiace, and through that scientific research data.givesgreat
opportunities for those who come and take advantage of a promising future
tomorrow once the degrees have been awarded.

Before the coming of western contact HawaII's Piayground was fiiied With an
interesting array of class type citizens each skilled at a unique profession, and
never over shadowed another's authority.

Our ~~a; aliii made it so that the Kanawai i'Lawsii where set out.

the Kahuna Made it so that we knew when it was right, or not right togo, or do.



the iawaPa and mahPai made it so that we were happy and abundant.

From them came our Keiki, our Makua, Our Kupuna, that past the values to us
all.

'Aina, Kai and Akua, was our School, we cared for them, and they cared for us,
and it was never meant to be placed on a shelf or used as a statistic on Data
Recovery, that these vaiues needed to be past to the nextgeneration to continue
the task of stewardship of,

KO HAWAlll PAE 'AINA

Mahaio tor aliowing me this opportunity to share my thought with ail ot you,



Testimony in surPQ~:rof SB 958

Attention: State of Hawai' i Legislators

From: Robert Kealohapumehana Domingo
o 0'ahu Kakuhihewa ka mokupuni
o Ko'olauloa ka moku
o Ka'a'awa ke 'ahupua'a

Aloha mai kakou,

o wau 0 Robert Kealohapumehana Domingo and I am writing to srongly encourage
all legislators and lawmakers to support and pass SB958 a bill calling for a 10 year
moratorium on developing, testing, propagating, cultivating, growing and raising
genetically engineered taro in the state ofHawai'i.
It is well known and documented within the Hawaiian genealogy chant or Kumulipo, that
taro, kalo, or colocasia esculenta, honored Kupuna Haloa Nakalaukapalili is said to be the
elder brother of Kanaka or mankind. As a Kanaka Maoli or native Hawaiian, Hawaiian
cultural practitioner, head of household, husband, father of two, haumana mahi'ai kalo,
traditional style poi maker or ku'i 'ai practitioner, kalo grower and consumer, supporter
and parent of the Hawaiian language immersion Schools, taxpayer and voter, I must
make my voice and mana'o or opinion heard loud and clear: genetic modification of
kalo is DISRESPECTFUL!! GMO taro is NOT PONO! Genetic engineering ofkalo
should not be allowed within these islands or anywhere else for that matter.

Kalo, not only a spiritual center or piko of Hawaiian culture, a traditional symbol of the
'ohana structure, has also been and the staple food ofHawaiians since the beginning of
time and many others in more recent years. We the Kanaka Maoli for well over a
thousand years have been growing and have been sustained and nourished by kalo
planted in the traditional methods. Especially in the form of poi, kalo was eaten by all
branches of the 'ohana from the oldest kupuna perhaps in their deathbed to the newest of
infants still upon their mother's breast. Poi was widely known by the po'e kahiko or
people of the past, to have many benefits: tremendous nutritional value, ease of digestion
(complex carbohydrate), hypoallergenic thus eliminating the concern for allergic
reaction. It would be disastrous to allow such an extremely valuable and irreplaceable
resource to become contaminated, mutated and exposed to the risk altering it's proven
"super-food" qualities. Genetic modification is commonly known to inherently introduce
undesirable properties including possible allergens and antibiotic resistant genes. Keep
kalo pure! Altering taro is unsafe and is BAD SCIENCE!
The po'e kahiko were extremely knowledgeable of the 'aina and of our fragile yet

bountiful environment. They knew how to properly utilize the resources and viewed the
land as a sacared. "Va mau ke 'ea 0 ka 'aina i ka pono: the life of the land is
perpetuated in righteousness" If we disturb the pono or balance of the 'aina, we are
destined to suffer the consequences. It has been documented that the kanaka maoli once
had upwards of 300 varieties ofkalo developed naturally through generations of a natural
conventional hybrid process. Today there is said to be only approximately 80 varieties
remaining. The modem colonized ideals of profit, ownership, convenience,
overdevelopment, misuse of land, water and other natural resources, overall short
sightedness and a lack ofdue care has begun to outweigh our traditional values and has
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taken a toll on our 'aina and ultimately our beloved Kalo. Lo'i kalo or traditional
wetland taro patches, once had thriving veins of cold water fed by a clean and well
maintained kahawai or stream. Today, our streams are reduced, many to a trickle, some
have gone dry. Mahi'ai kalo once had enough acreage to allow them to let their patches
lay fallow after harvest in order to replenish natural nutrients, rather than immediately
replanting time and time again in depleted soil compensated with large amounts of
fertilizers and chemicals, a common practice today due to limited access to lands suitable
for taro farming. Another particularly interesting part of traditional methods ofplanting
has actually been under review in recent times, diversification. Planting many taro
varieties with different characteristics that may adapt to various conditions such as higher
salinity in lower elevations closer to the ocean, heat and drought resistant varieties,
varieties that could be left without being harvested for extended periods of time. Another
poor practice common in taro farming today is known as mono-cropping, ofcourse the
exact opposite of the traditional theories of diversification, single or limited varieties
planted to fit commercial guidelines are forcing fanners to plant crops not ideal for their
individual farm environments and conditions thus limiting proper growth and reducing
crop volume and quality. These factors contribute to many of the struggles faced by taro
farmers today. The poor practices of misuse and neglecting the 'aina need to be
modified, not our olo! GMO kalo is UNECCESSARY!!
Our kupuna were truly the greatest scientists. They had hundreds ofnames for different

winds, they studied thousands of different native plants and had thousands of different
uses, they navigated the Pacific using the winds, stars and currents, in hand crafted
vessels with hand made tools, they could build homes, fIShponds, great altars and dry
stacked stone walls that stood :firm for centuries, they knew that in order to survive, they
had to use what the 'aina had to offer, and that they did. It's time that we look to the
past to learn for the future.

In closing, I have discussed only a few of the many reasons to protect our beloved elder
brother Haloa Nakalaukapalili, the taro. I strongly feel that a MINIMUM 10 year
moratorium be imposed on GMO taro as described in SB958. Let us remember that the
'aina is a limited resource and our decisions today will have great impacts for the
generations of tomorrow. Keep our kalo pure and preserve it for generations to come. I
sincerely hope that you the elected lawmakers of this state will heed my recommendation.
It is time that we the people of Hawai'i heed the advice of our Kupuna "He ali'j ka
'aina, he kauwa ke kanaka; The land is the chief and we the kanaka are the
servants"

Malama 'aina, Malama Haloa Nakalaukapalili!

Robert Kealohapumehana Domingo
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium OR the Geneti4: Modific:ation of

Taro

HAWAIIAN PtANT SPECIALIST:,

~r-888 KAKA'INA STREET

. WAIMANALO, HAWAI'I 9G79S

OmCE/FAX~ (608) 259,65 80 Aloha Legislators,

lUCK K. BARBOZA

MoBI!.E; (808) 295.7777

MATT KAPAUKU SCIURMAN

. MOBILE; (808) 285.9335

. I am writing this testimony to share our feelings about the genetic
modification ofmco. We strongly support a] 0 year moratorium on all
forms ofg<;netic moditlcation on our unique and culturally specific, taro
cultivars. My intent is to urge you to do the same. My company
specializes in the propagation of native Hawaiian plants and cultivars
specific to Hawai'i. It is a big concern ofours that GMO taro will escape

into our nur~ery and get further distributed unknowingly. Twould compare this to the
release ofa hybridized hibiscus; although therc is some resemblance to the native pure
species it remains different. Our company i~ dedicated to protecting and preserving
Hawaii's uniqueness ofsclf and place.

There are nurnerou.~ arguments on the pros and cons ofgenetic modification of our food
supply. On the surface some would agree that genetically enhancing a food is beneficial.
I can testify t) this because I was one of those people. Once GMO's reached Hawaii. I
began to look beyond the :mrface to truly understand the benefits or consequences of
modifying our food supply. After reading infonnation tirelessly on both sides of the
argument, JTl~ached the most logical conclusion. There arc too many risks and
uncertainties to further develop such technologies.. Within Hawaii. the risk strengthens
when cultural identity is tied to the kalo.

Not only do we Hawaiians pull genealogical ties to the kalo· but our culture revolves
around it 11]is may be difficult to grasp as many people have lost their connection to
both plants and the land. Wc, the people on the ground doing the farming. interacting
with the kalo on a daily basis, still maintain this strong bond. We model our lives around
how the kalo grows and how the water flows through our patches. There are an infInite
amount of lessons to be passed on to future generations. Most importantly is the love for
our elders and how they have nurtured and nourished us throughout life. They are our
sustenance. It is inconceivable to think. someone would disrespect an elder famHy
member by altering their genetic make up. One, it is done with out permission, but two it
is a ridiculou~: insult to say mahalo for taking care of me and raising me, but you're just
not good enough any more so we have to alter your qualities. I can't tathom
doing this) could you fathom telling your grandparents the same.

Beyond the familial tie to kalo. GMO on kalo will affect our societal interactions.
Perhaps one ,of the greate~tproblems we face in this modern world is ilie break down of
our social unit. The sharing and giving of food products is core; not only in Hawaii, but
around the world. In Hawa.ii, we share kalo, We come together to ~hare it, plant it,
discuss it and raise it. This interaction bonds all Hawaiians together. At these meetings,
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we are all together for the same purpose; to protect our kupuna for hlture generations.
With GMO k<.tlo on the loose. we would no long~rbe able to ofter gifu> of kalo or huti,
because the risk of spreading altered plants around is too high. This is one of the greatest
risks ofGMO; there is no way to control the spread of non-pure kalo.

There is too much to be leamed at this point. Too many impacts left to be determined.
Perhaps we should focus on what we have and ~1udy each variety; learn from our ·ohana.
Learn what we already have rather than disregard it. We the Hawaiians, the kupa'aina.
the mahi'ai, the kanak..'l. and the 'ohana are not screaming tor help; no worries we get 'em.
Kalo is not at risk, it is not crying out for help. U is providing for us as it has for
hundreds ofyears. It seems disappointing that people, once educated, would still insist
on the economic gain by a few, when so many stand agajnst it. With regards to kalo, it is
odd that I nec:d to right this testimony in support ofprotection. This decision should be
lell within th(~ family as this is truly from my point ofvicw~ a l$1ily matter. Rather)
Hawaii's government would get more support from it's farmers and people if they would
research other means of"protecting)) kala. More time should be spent fighting for
invasive species control, water rights issues and releasing many fallow and vacant lands
for fmming.

[ urge you, the legislators) to really consider the social impacts and cultural ties that we
Hawaiians have to the kalo. There are too mnny uncertainties for us to proceed blindly
into the iutul'(~. There is no need to march hastily into the unknown. By doing so, we
stand to loos~ a great deal; the one bond that was never broken throughout Hawaiian
history. That bond is what ties us to our past, our future and our selves in the present.
We have always grown kala and have never ceased through out our history. Please vote
in favor ofa ten year moratorium so more can be leamed and discussed about this highly
sensitive issul~.

Name ke ~~)U PO'o;.....-

~
...'-'%~~~J' __ ./" ...... :7"" _ •• _,.- . /y

Matt Kapaliku Schirman
Owner: Hui Ku Mooli Ola
Director: Papa.hana Kuaola



L. Pauahi Hookano
TARO FARMER
Wailuanui 'Ahupua'a, Ko'olau district, Maui
245 Wailua Rd
Haiku HI 96708

Aloha,

I am submitting testimony in SUPPORT of senate bill 958 and the 10 year moratorium on
the genetic modification of taro.

My husband and I are taro farmers in the Wailuanui 'Ahupua'a in the Ko'olau district of
Maui. We have a relationship with the taro that we malama everyday. The Kanaka
Maoli people have used this plant as our staple crop, and as medicine since time
immemorial. It continues to be used as la'au to this day. My husband gives poi to his
'ohana who are ill. People in his family who are ill with cancer, his aunty in particular,
are not able to hold down just any kind of food. If she doesnt eat poi, she will not be able
to eat at all, it will just come up. The poi, however, stays downs and this is her main
source of sustenance. Without the poi that my husband provides, his aunty would face
other issues as a result of being a cancer patient who is also malnourished.

I am diabetic, a lupus patient, and am facing kidney failure. As a result of this, I need the
taro and poi that we fann as a replacement for the other staple that is popular in
Hawai'i...white rice. It is because oftaro and poi's nutritional value that I have been able
to control my blood sugar and begin to see the improvements as a result.

How can I be sure that genetically modified taro has the same benefits as the taro that I
use and work with everyday? How will the insertion of rice genes affect the way in
which the taro currently beneficially affects my blood sugar? We all say that ifwe
malama Haloa, Haloa will malama us. This is true in so many ways. Haloa is not just a
staple crop for us as Kanaka Maoli, it is also an important source of la'au lapa'au, or
traditional medicines. We see taro and poi and its benefits as a medicinal thing because
of the way our diets are today. Traditional foods are being pushed further and further
towards the periphery because of this thing we call "progress". Progress is supposed to
be something that improves our lives, yet the outcome that I see for my people as a result
of "progress" is discouraging: a decrease in literacy, an increase in early mortality (my
own father passed when he was 49), a degradation of our resources (look at
Waikiki...where did all the taro go? Waikiki was a major center for taro cultivation, until
the Ala Wai Canal was dredged), a disproportionate
L. Pauahi Hookano
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amount of Kanakas in prison, and an underrepresentation of Kanaka Maoli in institutions
of higher learning, among other things. With all of these things as a result of "progress",
how can I trust this latest innovation? I cannot and I will not.

Finally, I would like to put this whole dilemma of genetically modifying taro into a bit of
a metaphor, because I like to personalize things.

I was raised by my grandparents in their house in Makakilo. Although my grandparents
are elderly, they are very wise and have helped and guided me throughout my life.

All of a sudden, a team of strangers bust into the home that I was raised in, in the middle
of the night, without the knowledge of my grandparents, myself, or anyone else in my
family. These strangers then begin to poke and prod my gramma and grampa because
they say its "going to save them". My grandparents dont want this, my family doesnt
want this and I do not want this to happen. What is to become of the team of strangers
that broke in unannounced and unwanted into my family home? My family and I will do
everything necessary in order for them to stop hurting my grandparents and to get the hell
out of my house.

This is how I feel about the taro. Haloanakalaukapalili is my kupuna, and I will do
everything necessary to prevent him from getting hanned.

Mahalo,
L. Pauahi Hookano
245 Wailua Rd
Haiku Hi 96708



Tom Young

Kala Farmer

Waiahole, Waipao

kalonizer@yahoo.com

INFAVORofSB 958

Genetically modifying kalo just doesn't make sense!

Why is genetically modifying our indigenous property, kalo, the best
solution scientists can come up with? Why aren't there stricter agricultural laws
and enforcement already in place to prevent taro diseases from reaching us? Are
we going to continuously get out the gene gun every time a new virus hits our loi.
Quite idiotic don't you think? What would we have left? Some freak that may lead
to more health problems, driving up medical costs, and something that no longer is
the staple that kept a million Hawaiians alive here for over a thousand years? The
hawaiian culture always takes the hit and is subjugated to foreign desires. Our
kupuna did the long term studies on their varieties a long long time ago.

The direct correllation of cool water flowing through any loi per day is
directly proportional to the likely hood of plant diseases. A flow of 1 MGD per
acre per day has been proven to eliminate almost totally the chances of diseases
setting in. As this supply of cool water decreases the occurrence of disease
increases. The problem is that DLNR has never done the studies to set inflow
stream standards. This study was supposed to have been done as a result of the
findings of the Review Commision of the State Water Code over ten years
ago! Are they afraid the public will realize how badly they've neglected our
streams and in tum our estuaries. I must give kudos to the biologists fi-om DLNR
who overwhelmingly testified that that was the proper way to figure out how much
water can be removed safely from our streams. How big of an impact has this had
on the near-shore fisheries ever since kalo farmers have been dried up and forced
out about, oh the last 92 years or so on behalf of sugar and pineapple. No more
nutrients, only toxins. Sugar that was originally used for rum production! How
about those 96 MGD of water lying under former sugar and pineapple lands? Why



can't we use it? Who poisoned them? Why don't we hear that one on the six 0'

clock news? Kind of sick, don't you think?

Tom Young
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Perhaps genocidal even? How about BWS, the "malama i ka wai" folks and their
fetish of overpumping till streams barely exist. More than just a little hypocritical
wouldn't you say?

Why isn't luggage coming here mandatorially searched by Agricultural
officers as expediently done here when we go away? Haven't our elected officials
heard scientists say how much more fragile our environment is? Gee, you mean
congress doesn't really care? Maybe our visitors bureau is still working an angle to
peddle hawaii using the title of the endangered species capitol of the world. Maybe
we can pimp a few more bucks annually on that one! That should defray the costs
of eliminating the apple snails that both the departments of agriculture and DLNR
allowed to be brought in here and now plague the taro industry! You won't find
that on the news either, and those responsible are probably still on the payroll, or
collecting their "high three" pensions.

Change people, true change...of ways and faces is what the aina is begging
for. We gotta stop ignoring the people on the front lines who see and deal with the
problems we face firsthand...their real experiences run deeper than any textbook
knowledge. We're tired of saying, "I told you so". Farming kalo is hard enough,
why must we have the added burden of pleading for proper assistance with this
constitutionally protected indigenous cultural activity. Did the pineapple and sugar
industries have to beg for help too?

You profess to be the new konohiki, act like it! Keep the streams
flowing and healthy and we'll keep our kalo organic, thank you very much! You
might really think about a moratorium on bringing in any organisms, plant or
animal at least until we catch up with the problems shoved down our collective
throats...a hundred years may be sufficient. Malama aina is not a trendy slogan to
be thrown around so loosely till it loses its true meaning...as aloha has. To utter
these words we must fulfill the kuleana that comes with it or we are all hypocrites.
I trust those elected officials have the guts not to worry about what is politic or
what is popular but to support us because it is right. Let your conscience be your
guide. Oh yeah, ALOHA.



Tom Young
Kalo Farmer; Waiahole, Waipao, and wherever else I can...organically



Name: DBen and Kuulei Badua
Organizations: DWaipio Taro Farmers Assoc.
Neighborhood: DWaipio Valley
Town, Zip Code:Kukuihaele, Hawaii 96727
Phone/Email (808) 775-0804

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We ask your support of the 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro plant species. Bill SB9858.

We support sustainable farming. Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part
of our island community. We join Mahi' ai of Hawaii in calling on you and your
fellow legislators to protect all of us and Hawaiis unique culture and resources by
passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and
patenting of taro.

Mahalo,
1'~'r.K~~

Ben and Kuulei Badua

Kukuihaele, Hawaii



Donald Cooke
Taro Farmer & Poi Maker
47-146 A Pulama Rd
Kaneohe, HI 96744

Support SB9S8

Aloha Legislators,

I have been growing kalo and making poi for fifteen years. I am a member
of Onipa'a na Hui Kalo. About 30 years ago I took a class with Linus
Pauling, a Noble prize winning chemist. It covered genetic engineering, a
subject that was catching on. The promises of researchers at that time have
not rung true. Unintended releases of genetic alterations have found a way
into non altered crops. This is possible in taro by the cultural practice of
sharing huli. I have seen inexperienced and old timers alike, confuse the
varieties that we have now. I support the ten year moritorium. Please pass
SB9S8.
Mahalo piha, Donald D Cooke

Donald Cooke
47-146 A Pulama Rd
Kaneohe, HI 96744



Meala Bishop
Waiahole Kalo Farmer

Aloha Legislators,

My mother use to serenade to me at the end of the day with songs that described places I had
never been to. A travelogue of natural phenomenon, forests, oceans, lovers calling out like the
songs of birds. This is how she passed generations of experience to me. The songs were
melancholy for the most, reflecting on a simpler time and the storytellers of the past. Our people
were more disconnected than ever. It was harder and harder to let your Hawaiianess show. So to
sing of aloha was her moment of self determination.

She had a deep spiritual integrity that impressed upon me indigenous ways of knowing
without me even knowing it. "Leave that popolo berry! Ifit wants to grow there let it." Her
well tended yard, always a profusion of color. If someone was to oftold her she could no longer
share limu among her classmates or friends without a permit she would of sighed," Thats why
the Hawaiians are going to die out." But she would respectfully accept whatever was asked of
her. She felt people saw her particular relationship with the 'aina as peculiar in those days. "Go
get me a bucket of salt water, if anyone asks, tell them your going to drown snails." Regarding
kalo and poi, she would of wondered why someone would be so interested in something they
described as 'wall paste.' It would ofjust annoyed her, "maha'oe" she would figure. She would
not of understood scientific methodology.

But in these times we see changing our kalo as eroding the lifeline to our past. Compare it to
rewriting the bible. It holds our stories. It's more of that picking a part of our bones. Demolishing
our heiau. More of our traditional knowledge stolen for personal and corporate profit. The huli
(replanting stalk) of our kalo is the living symbol of our people stretching all the way back to the
first man and his first food. I saw a web page showing off lumpy pa'i 'ai( pounded kalo) and the
video of the man who almost smashed his fingers pounding kalo! Our own people are
deteriorating our culture because of the lack of knowledge being passed down. Help us reclaim
our culture, not corrupt it. My keiki look to me for knowledge they should be inheriting, but like
my mother I mostly have stones to share. Hawaiians need to re-establish priorities regarding our
culture. Can we keep Haloa? Intact? So our children can have stories to pass on?

Meala Bishop
Waiahole Kalo Farmer
47-146 Pulama Road
Kaneohe, HI 96744
mealaaloha@aol.com



Mark S. Alapaki Luke- Taro farmer
2645 Dole St. 103A
Honolulu, 96822
808-381-4326, markluke@hawaii.edu

Organizations:
Kamakakuokalani Center for Hawaiian Studies
Ka Papa Loi 0 Kanewai
Wailua Auwai loi in Kahana Valley
Onipaa Na Hui Kalo
Geography Dept at Honolulu Community College
East-West Center International Board

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro
Aloha Legislators,
I write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species. For 1200 years farmers in
Hawaii have cared for and have protected the most extensive collection of varieties of
taro on the planet. In Hawai'i, taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and
ancient history, native nutrition and ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and
unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable agriculture, and industry for Hawaii.
Genetically modifying any variety of kalo is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.
As a child growing up with my grandmother, who is of 100% Native Hawaiian descent, I
was fortunate that she introduced me to important Hawaiian values, and I was able to
grow kalo in our backyard using only the runoff from various limited water sources. I
didnt quite understand the importance until I became enlightened during my early adult
years. Things have come full circle for me, because I have learned the foundations of the
Hawaiian culture manifested in the kalo plant. The kalo plant is our ancestor, ohana
(family), sustenance, religion, history and modern day pillar for our generations to come
after us. The kalo is our genealogy thru Haloa, our elder ancestor, and Hawaiians have
traced this genealogy over hundreds of centuries. With all these things being said, it is
our origins and our future survival, kalo needs to be sustained in a natural way, not
modified or manufactured for profit or fame.

Native planters of the wa kahiko (old days) were proficient in managing over 300
varieties tailored for different uses, these varieties were acquired through natural
propagation and farming. Each variety had qualities suited for different environments
and uses, therefore satisfying sustainability and longevity. Other work around the world
with genetically engineered crops have unfolded inevitable risks, such as elimination of
diverse crops, and risk of famine due to catastrophic loss of crops that are the sole
surviving species. These unknown risks are alarming, and at the same time ownership of



the only surviving variety of kalo will result in a monopolized control of our most
valuable source of the Hawaiian culture.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does not expose
the taro species to the disrespect and risks of genetic engineering. I ask that the
legislators actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and safely advanced
methods of protecting kalo from land &water issues and invasive pests & diseases. I also
ask that the legislators pursue other avenues such as more public lands to grow kalo and
more access to the water for growing kalo. I also ask the legislators to really find the
truth behind the research in GMO of kalo, do they really want to help the farmers and
Hawaiians, or are there other reasons, the ultimate question for the researchers is-
DO THEY EVEN LIKE TO EAT THE POI??
Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island community. We join
mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawaii in calling on you and your fellow legislators to protect all of
us and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10 year
moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro. As a teacher of Hawaiian
Studies and Geography, how should I explain to my students that the Hawaiian culture
is not respected by the University of Hawaii or the State of Hawaii Government? How do
I tell them that the very foundation of Haloa, who also represents the aina is altered by
irresponsible scientific research?
In conclusion, please consider my plea for Hawaii to preserve our heritage and the
integrity of the kalo plant. I am in favor of the House bill SB958, which relates to
banning research and growing of GMO taro.
Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
Me ka haahaa,

Mark S. Alapaki Luke
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Kamakakuokalani Center for Hawaiian Studies
2645 Dole Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822



Gretchen Struble-Cain
Taro Farmer
Waipio Valley

In Support of SB958

Aloha, My name is Gretchen Struble-Cain, I am a taro farmer from Waipio Valley. I support
SB958.
As a mother I am really concerned about the nutritional effects that genetic engineering will
have on our taro.
Poi is a healthy, hypo-allergenic food that is so vital to our babies, our elders, and to anyone
who has difficulty with aillergies.

We must not allow our food to be compromised.
Please tell the scientists, Thanks but no thanks, leave our taro alone.

Mahalo,
Gretchen Struble-Cain
Waipi'o Valley, 775-9001



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kala) plant species. For 1200 years
farmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor andprotecting taro. In Hawai'i taro is
the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition
and ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food,
medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying
any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering. I ask
that the legislators actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and
safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community.
We join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and your fellow legislators
to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to
provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama HaZoa! MaZama Pono,



Dodi Thomas
Taro Farmer, Poi Maker
Waipio Valley

Aloha,

My name is Dodi Thomas of the Thomas Ohana of Waipi'o Valley. Our family's history goes
deep into Waipi'o's past. We farm taro on our Kuleana lands. I am also employed as a poi
maker. I am in support of sb958. Please leave our kalo alone. Mahalo for your support.
Dodi Thomas 775-0339



Aloha Dela Rosa
Taro Farmer, Poi Maker
Kumu Hula- Hula Halau 0 Aloha
Waipio Valley

Aloha no,

My name is Aloha Dela Rosa. I am born and raised from Waipi'o Valley. My family has been
raising taro for generations. I am also employed as a poi maker with Kinglaulau Brand Poi.
I am also the Kumu Hula for Hula Halau 0 Aloha in Honoka'a. I voice my complete support
for sb958. We must insist that our culture be respected. Kalo is at the very roots of our
culture, please support us.
Aloha Dela Rosa 775-9410.



Rosa Erck
Poi Maker
Honokaa, Hawaii

My name is Rosa Erck, I live in Honoka'a on the Big Island and I am a student at the
University of Hawai'i at Hilo. I make poi every week and am 100% against the genetic
modification of taro. I fully support sb958 and hope that someone actually reads this email.

Thank you for your time,

Rosa Erck

rosa ssi hawaii@hotmail.com



Lia Cain
Taro Farmer
PO Box 884 Honoka'a HI 96727
Iialusurf@hotmail.com

Support 5B958

Aloha Legislators,

My name is Lehua Cain. My family and I farm taro in Waipi'o Valley on the Big Island. I
have been a taro farmer all my life. I am writing you to ask your support in passing
5B958. Please support the taro farmers! Mahalo for your time and support.



Kawewehi Pundyke
Taro Farmer
P.O. Box 880361
Pukalani, Hi
96788
PH# 757-2556
maoliola@hotmail.com

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Kalo

Wei ina Legislators,

I write this letter to ask you to support the 10year moratorium on all formsof genetic
modification and patenting of the kalo plant species. For generations we kanaka have cared
for Haloa (kalo). The kalo is part of culture, heritage, and history. Kalo is a beloved food,
medicine and sustainable crop for these islands. Genetically modifying any variety of kalo is
disrespectful to this host culture, not to mention the danger it poses to our food, health,
environment, and economy.

I farm kalo at my home in order to make seed for lo'i which I am currently restoring. I have
no want or desire to grow genetically modified kalo. I only want and desire to grow kalo
which has been passed down through many generations of kupuna.

I support sustainable farming and precautionary scientific research that does not expose the
kalo species to the disrespect and risk of genetic engineering. I ask that the legislature
actively support farmers/ scientist in publically accepted and safely advanced methods of
protecting kalo from land, water, invasive pests, and disease.

Kalo is a sacred and valuable part of our community and culture. It is my hope that you
pass the law providing for a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting
of all varieties of kalo. Please don't tell me you love me SHOW ME.



Kaonohiokalani Jeremiah
Taro Farmer
Leilani Estates, Pahoa

As a hawaiian woman who live and breathe the hawaiian way of being I do not want any
changes to our taro who is our family. I am a taro farmer in leilani estates in pahoa

kaonohiokalani jeremiah sacreddrums9@yahoo.com



Jason Ito
Taro Farmer
Hanalei Kauai 96714
jkenjiito@yahoo.com / 808-630-1760

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro
Aloha Legislators,
I write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

I am a taro farmer out of Wai' ali in Hanalei. Taro has been an
important part of my family for many generations. We need to leave taro in
its natural state because it is not just food, it is a symbol of Hawaii and
especially of my home town in Hanalei. Changing the genetic properties of
taro would be defacing this important icon of our unique state of Hawaii.

We have nothing to gain from genetically contaminating Taro and
everything to lose. We do not want it and do not need it.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
Jason K. Ito



Wesley K. Yadao Sr.
Taro Farmer
Makaweli Valley, Kauai

TESTIMONY

Subject: I SUPPORT S8958

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a Hawaiian taro farmer from Makaweli Valley on the island of Kauai. My family has been growing
taro for over 100 years using knowledge passed on from preceding generations. I am strongly against
developing, testing, and growing Genetically Modified Taro. I feel Genetically Modified Taro will not only
misrepresent the Hawaiian culture, it will also destroy the true significance of the Kalo plant, and what it
means to Hawaiians. Genetically Modified Taro is immoral, and wrong. I personally feel that I am being
robbed of my own traditions. Our Kupuna did not have to sell us our Kalo plants that we have today, nor
did they have to sell us the knowledge that we have to grow Kalo. It is for these reasons that I am in firm
support of S8958.

Sincerely,

Wesley K. Yadao Sr.



TESTIMONY
IN SUPPORT OF S8 958

Lani Kaeo Apo
P.O. Box 342
Waimea HI 96797
PH 338-9987

Being Native Hawaiian and a Taro farmer I am very concerned about Taro,GMOs /GE. Having read
some material on hybrids its clear there are no grantees that the outcome will be successful. It is one
thing for nature to mutate on its own, but quit different for man to manipulate the process. There's not
much left of my native culture, much has been manipulated and mutated by outside influences, some for
better much for worse. Taro is the only thing left that truly links us with our past-the way its grown and
cultivated has been passed down through generations. We have our difficulties as our ancestors surely
had. But to purposely alter something as sacred as our Taro, in hope of improvement, is much to large a
chance to take. Change the Taro and you will succeed in permanently destroying the last pure link to our
Hawaiian Culture.



PATRICK LACTAOEN
Farmer
Waipio Valley

iam a farmer from waipio valley please leave the taro alone "hawaiian", I support sb958
PATRICK LACTAOEN 775-9476



FROM :KIPAHULU CONST FAX NO. :808-248-7086 Jan. 09 2003 09:59PM Pi

Kipahulu Community Association, Inc.
HC1 Box 167A, Hana, HI 96713

House Agricultural Committee
Hawaii State Legislature

Re: Testimony in Support ofSenate BiIl9S8 relating to genetically modified taro

Aloha Chairs Tsuji and Brower and Members ofthe Committee:

I am writing on behalfofthe Kipahulu Community Association (KCA) to urge your
support for a 1O...year moratorium on the genetic modification ofkalo (SB958).

The Kipahulu Community Association, Inc., is a nonprofit organization founded in 1993
whose membership is comprised ofall residents ofKipabululKaupo area in East MauL
The purposes of the KCA include promoting self-sufficiency and conservation,
preserving the natural beauty and rural agricultural values of the community, and
functioning as a liaison with government agencies. The KCA has been actively involved
in the restoration of ancient kalo 10'i, and in the development ofa certified kitchen the
primary purpose of which is for the processing of poi for local consumption.

On August I? 2003 the Kipahulu Community Association voted unanimously to proclaim
Kipahulu a GMO Free Zone. Our community has long been extremely concerned about
the testing and cultivation ofGMOs.

We believe that a moratorium on the genetic modification ofka1o is very appropriate
considering the sacred nature ofkalo as an elder brother to the Hawaiian people, and the
central role this plant plays in the Hawaiian culture as a traditional staple food.

We urge you to pass SB958 without amendment.

Mahalo for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Rich Von Wellsheim
Preswent ~ ~n

.p~~O~.
Patricia O'Connell ...
Secretary



--
KIpAHULU ·OHANA.

Kipahulu 'Ohana
PO Box 454, Hana, HI 96713

www.kipahulu.org
March 6,2008

Re: Testimony is support of SB958 re genetic modification of taro.

Aloha,

I am writing on behalf of the Kipahulu Ohana to urge your support of a lO-year moratorium on the
genetic modification of kalo (SB958).

Kipahulu Ohana is a nonprofit organization founded in 1995 by descendents of the Kipahulu moku in
order to promote the practice of traditional ahupua'a management, restoration and education. Since
1995, through a Cooperative Agreement with the National Park Service, we have operated Kapahu
Living Farm within the Kipahulu section of Haleakala National Park where we farm over two acres of
kalo lo'i restored to active production.

Kapahu Living Farm is managed by our Project Director and traditional konohiki John Lind. Through
the knowledge passed down to him and his personal experience, Lind has identified seven varieties of
Hawaiian kalo that he chooses to cultivate, because they are hearty and make high quality poi.

Our production is completely organic - we use no chemical fertilizers or pesticides. While we do have
minor challenges with some diseases, Lind has found that these challenges can be adequately
addressed by ensuring a plentiful flow of cold water around and through the lo'i, using green manure
(weeds) buried in the lo'i to feed the kalo plants, and other traditional techniques.

From a practical standpoint, we have no interest or need for genetically modified varieties of kalo.
From a cultural and spiritual standpoint, we want to emphasize the deep connection Hawaiians have
with Haloa, and strongly oppose the genetic modification of this plant that is the single most important
plant in the Hawaiian culture, considered as the elder brother of the HaWaiian people.

We ask that you pass SB958 with no change in language.

Mahalo,

Scott Crawford
Executive Director



....
HOME OF WAIKAPU POI

west waikO Road, waikapii, Mani, Hawai' i
NOOo'ana Fann UC, P.O. Box 967, wailuku, Hawai'i 96793

808-242-4642 ~.rr.CXlll

To:
From:

Re:
Date:

Members of State Legislature
Victor Pellegrino
1420 Kilohi Street, Waikapu, HI 96732
242-4642 booksmaui@hawaii.rr.com
Testimony Supporting S8 958 Moratorium on GM Kalo
March 13, 2008

My name is Victor Pellegrino from Noho'ana Farm in Waikapu where we grow kalo. Thank you for giving
me the opportunity to testify in support of S8 958.

I want to urge every member to vote unanimously to pass a resolution to support S8 958.
There are many reasons why we must stop the genetic modification of kalo. Here are a few, stated briefly, to help
you make your decision.

First of all, we will not grow GM kalo, buy GM kalo, sell GM kalo or eat GM kalo. We will not allow
government or private enterprise to own kalo or restrict us in any way from exchanging kalo freely.

Second, GMO supporters believe that they will "save" kalo from disease. They are actually interested in making
money. In every article you read about GM foods, even biofuels, it's all about money. They hide their arguments with
jargon like "provides jobs," "maintains a healthy economy," "concerns our children's future," etc... These scare tactics
are used without regard for humanistic or cultural concerns.

Third, European countries have restricted GM foods and require clear labeling. The U.S. continues to
actively grow and allow companies to market GMO foods. No truth in labeling for GM food is required in the U.S.,
and scientific testing on the adverse affects of GM products is allowing us to be the guinea pigs. Selecting healthy
foods should not require guesswork.

Fourth, kalo farmers want to grow healthy kalo, but they, along with scientists, need analyze soil conditions,
invasive species that affect kalo, and especially the effects of lack of water for healthy kalo production. We need
the time a moratorium will give us to do that.

Fifth, scientists have failed to provide empirical data on the safety of GMO foods as well as any simple or logical
process whereby pure kalo or GM kalo can be identified or differentiated.

Sixth, science and government need to understand the cultural and religious foundations of kalo. Haloa
does not want to be dissected, injected, experimented with, altered, poisoned or patented. If science and govern
ment want to fool around with religion, let them try it on their own Simply put, leave Haloa alone.

Finally, kalo already is a healthy, nutritious food that is allergy free and a boon to diabetics. Keep it that
way.

Mahalo.



To:
From:

Re:
Date:

Hawaii State Legislature
Victor, Wallette and Hokuao Pellegrino
1420 Kilohi Street, Waikapu, HI 96732
2424642 booksmaui@hawaii.rr.com
Testimony SuppOlting SB 958 and Moratorium on GMO Kalo
February 13,2008

My name is Victor Pellegrino. My wife, Wallette Pellegrino, and my son, Hokuao Pellegrino are Hawaiian.
We own Noho'alla Farm in Waikapu where we grow kalo. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify.

I want to urge every member to vote unanimously to pass a resolution to support SB 958.
There are many reasons why we must stop the genetic modification of kalo. Here are a few.

First, GMO supporters believe that they will "save" kalo from disease. Kalo farmers already know two reasons
why diseases exist. The major reason is lack of water. Enough cool, running water for lo'i kalo was understood and
practiced by Hawaiians until large, greedy agribusinesses divelted it in the 1800s, beginning with the Peck vs Bailey
case. They still steal, divert, sell, dump and bank water on Maul. None of the 4 streams of Na Wai Eha reach the ocean,
and streams have been dammed, altered, and channeled, reducing the much needed water by kuleana users, many who
have been left in a desert. Many people ask me, "Why aren't there more kalo farmers?" I answer them with the question:
"Why isn't there more water?"

Secondly, our State is negligent in allowing invasive species into our islands. One can only cite the contin
ued governmental permissiveness in allowing invasive species a pathway to Maui via the Supelferry, which our
legislature and one time Maui mayor Lingle maneuvered around the required ElS. We can cite the apple snail,
which has adversely affected kalo farmers.

Third, kalo is a pure food. Yet, scientists want to shoot genes from rice into kalo that is already a perfect
diabetic food source; scientists want to shoot wheat genes into kalo that is already an allergy free food source;
scientists want to shoot kalo with a hydrogen peroxide material. What other kinds of toxic, anti-health, non
organic procedures will they think of next? Scientists even want to shoot Haloa. Isn't it simply common sense that
everyone must learn to respect the Hawaiians, their culture, and their ancient beliefs? Before they consider Haloa,
maybe they should ask themselves if they would do the same to Adam, or maybe Eve?

Fourth, scientists have failed to provide empirical data on the safety of GMO foods. When asked what long term
studies have been completed, for example for the papaya, they reply, "Well, people like it!" That is simply NOT a safe
scientific response. How can we guarantee the safety ofour food should it be toxic, affect our health, and contaminate the
environment?

Fifth, kalo farmers already know what will face them and their huli should GMO not be halted. Once
patented, farmers will not be able to share huli because it will be owned by another. Kalo farmers historically and
currently exchange huli freely. It is the Hawaiian way not to sell them. Already we know of legal court cases where
non-GMO farmers have been sued, and lost, because GMO seed was blown onto their lands from a nearby field,
and grew. GMO for kalo means the end of kalo as we have known itfor 100s of years.

Finally, just the thought of experimenting with GMO kalo is a drain on our psyche, our money, our time,
our way of life, our
traditions, our beliefs, and our bodies, which yearn for this nutritious food, a carbohydrate that has proven to be
healthier than rice, bread, or pasta.

If scientists really want to put their energy into improving Hawaii, let them rid us of miconia, the gall wasp,
biting red ants,
and the coqui frog, to make just a short list.

All that I can say right now is: STAY OUT OF OUR GENES!



Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO) 3-13-08

Unfortunately, because of money, many of our crops have been or are being genetically modified. Genetically engineered
(GE) means that the genes and DNA have been altered in that food item. Altering the genetic make-up of foods is
creating, well, Frankenstein foods. The effects of these changes have not been fully tested on our environment nor on
our health and what little information exists is dismal. Animals fed GMO corn, for example, developed problems of their
blood (leukemia), blood pressure, kidney, liver (including significant changes kidney weight as well as lesions on the
kidney and liver), allergies to infection, increased blood sugar levels, diseases, and yes, even cancer. These are not minor
problems, but major changes in the body. These are a toxic reactions to a poison. (Even if the same effect doesn't occur
in humans, think of the repercussions of us eating the meat of animals that ate the GMO corn and therefore unhealthy
animals!) Corn and Soy are the top two genetically modified crops and are two of the largest crops. You can find corn and
soy in practically every processed food. Chickens and cows eat corn and soy on feedlots (another reason to choose only
grassfed meats and organic chicken) so the problem is multiplied in every way. Then there is nature's way of creating
crops naturally with cross-pollination and it becomes clear that our entire food line is in jeopardy. The real fear is that at
some point, it will be difficult to find any corn and~ that is not genetically modified. When we think of how many
products use corn as a base and then the animals that are regularly fed this, we can easily see how this is a huge
experiment with our lives and the health of humans everywhere.Genetic Modification is a scientific process that changes
the very nature of a plant. Genes from humans, bacteria, viruses, plants and animals are inserted into the plants. This is
the first time that science has been able to cross the species barrier. This allows the companies to control the foods, the
farmers, and the food chain itself. Inserting these foreign organisms into corn changes how our body will use it nutrition
ally (many crops now offer less protein, for example) and creates new allergies and toxins that must be fought off with
additional chemicals and drugs. And to further add insult to this injury, because these Frankensteins can now reproduce,
"super weeds" are cropping up that need super strong pesticides! That's even MORE chemicals in our environment and in
our food. A vicious cycle, or is it a planned action for profit? The companies who are sponsoring this research and use
include pharmaceutical companies like the drug company that owns Monsanto which creates weed killer (and Nutrasweet),
and corporations like Phillip Morris which owns Kraft Foods. Kraft uses GMO. We are guinea pigs in this huge experiment.
Though the goal of GMO crops is to make them less susceptible to pests, more resistant to drought and stronger overall,
the actual result is that stronger pesticides will be needed for the stronger weeds and disease, just as overuse of
antibiotics has created stronger strains of disease in humans. "Seralini points out that Bt crops create new pesticides. Mon
863, for example, is unique; it differs from the natural version of Bt pesticide in seven ways and should, according to
Seralini, require at least the same level of evaluation as chemical pesticides. The same holds true for herbicide tolerant
crops, which are engineered to survive large applications of weed killers such as Monsanto's Roundup. Seralini points out
that these GM plants have far more herbicide residues in the edible portions and extensive toxicity tests must be
performed. But the biotech industry claims that they could not afford to introduce GM crops if they had to pay for the tests
normally required for pesticides in Europe. For GM crop approvals in the US, they spend even less. US authorities require
only 3D-day studies for the Bt plants and no safety tests whatsoever are required for herbicide tolerant varieties."*European
countries have restricted GM foods and require clear labeling, but the U.S. falls far behind in this and are actively
growing GMO foods. By definition, Organic foods are not genetically altered, but the issue is even bigger because of the
potential of cross pollination of crops. GMO crops affect our environment, our animals, our body, and our future health,
and our very survival since they have repercussions upon the very essence of our existence - food. Genetic modifications
of our foods introduce new food allergens, potential antibiotic-resistant bacteria, changes in nutritional value, changes
in the cattle and animals that eat them that we will then consume, changes in animals and life that consume them that
we appreciate for beauty and life, and potential changes in our body when we eat them. We need to get rid of genetically
modified foods. Supporting organic farmers and hOt buying foods that are GMO is the best way - since this is profit driven,
speaking with the wallet is louder than any letter. When we learn which foods are more likely GMO, we can let the
scientists and big companies know that it's not okay with us by not purchasing their products. We get many questions
about seedless grapes and fruits like that. This is not genetic engineering. This is selective plant breeding for a certain
characteristic. This process has been going on since the dawn of agriculture. GE or GMO only describes those foods that
have been spliced with other genes and DNA nucleus. Genetically engineered foods are very different from selective
plant breeding which is done for characteristics like orange for carrots, red for tomatoes, and seedless in grapes. The
vast majority of our crops today have been bred for a special characteristic that we have found most appealing. These
crops can still be grown organically. Understand GE crops are primarily in soy and corn (at present) and steer clear of
these as well as things that contain these in their ingredients list.
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WANTING THE PAST
by Victor C. Pellegrino
Copyright 2008, MAC.

This poem has been written as a response to support HR-958. Read "Wanting the Past" as if it were 2018.
Everyone has a responsibility to pass this bill.

We have a ehoice to do what is right now...or weep ten years tl'om now.
Mahalo.

"Give me back my kalo.
Waving free of GMo."

Restore the long gone, now altered, tastes of poi.
Even return my itehing hands,
And, if need be, I would even compromise
And take back the leaf blight and pocket rot.
I would even bargain for apple snails!
GMO has invaded my lo'i.
"Take it out. Take it out!" I shouted.

"We ean't."

The spiraling should have ended.
Now we reach for the kalo
And find it no more-gone
Never to return as it once was.

Give me back the right to share huli-Ullshot
With toxic wheat and diabetie rice genes.
"We wanted to 'save' the taro...making it resistant," they said.
"From what?" and "Resitant to what?" we questioned.
Why didn't you just give us back our cool, running streams
To feed our kala?

But now it is here...unwanted.
Tainting the human body... and spreading itself island wide...
All the while unidentifiable and unnurturing.
Our babies ClY for want of pure poi.
Parents bypass bags of poi, now unwelcome at their baby lu'au.
The kala farmer's pocket is empty...his spirit soars no more.

Where was the vision of our scientists?
Did it lie in the purses of private enterprise?
Where was the sense of responsibility to the human body?
Did it lie in the unwritten journals of medicine?
Where is the untainted huli?
Can we tell one from another any more?
Where was the heart of our government leaders?
Did they not understand that their decision included them?

We told you..."Leave kalo forever untouched!"
The Hawaiians understood.
Haloa understood.

"Give me back my kala.
Waving free ofGMo."

Victor Pellegrino is professor cmcritll.f, University of
Hawaii, Maui Community College. He and his family
are owners of Noho' ana Farm, a kalo farm on Maui.
Photos, copyright 2008. Noho'ana Farm.



February 26, 2008

Aloha Honorable Legislators,

I strongly support SB958 and urge the County Council to pass this
resolution.

Protecting all taro, is important to me because Lokelani 'Ohana's
[see www.lokelaniohana.org] organic farming program is located on
old Hawaiian family land in Waihe'e with kuleana water. It was
historically a taro farm that at one time fed the people of this
community. Lokelani 'Ohana plans to expand it's present gardening
program, that serves people with special needs, to include both dry
and wet land taro. We have many snails in this environment and
need realistic and environmentally safe solutions to the apple snail
problem now.

We need non GMO solutions as well, and hope that we can all
realize that taro is a historic treasure that needs to be protected and
insured to continue to support our communities heritage, economy,

Mahala,

Christina Chang
Lakelani 'Ghana VP

• 2315 Kaheldli Hwy. Wailulw, Hawaii. 96793 • (808) 249-0254 • www.lokelaniohana.org •



MAUINUI
BOTANICAL
GARDENS
P.O. BOX 6040 KAHULUI, ill 96733

Name: Lisa Schattenburg-Raymond
Organizations: Maui Nui Botanical Gardens
Town, Zip Code: Kahului, HI 96733

Phone / Email: 808249-2798.mnbg@maui.net March 13, 2008

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,
Kalo, the perfect food, leaf, stem, flower and corm, all delicious and nourishing. The

elder brother of the Hawaiians feeding and caring for his siblings, and in turn being cultivated
and cared for over 4,000 years. His body adapting and dividing into hundreds of varieties.
Preserved, cultivated, and perpetuated by Hawaiians, through countless generations.

When I take the first scoop of poi or bite of kalo, I praise and mahalo every one of the
people in the past and present generations that cared for, harvested and replanted, season after
season, year after year, this gift of life.

Kalo because of is significant value as a food crop, has been targeted for genetic
modification research. This is offensive and disrespectful to Hawaiian and to kalo itself. Genetic
modification cannot be contained, crossing of GMO and Hawaiian traditional varieties will
occur, and 4,000 years of spiritual and cultural heritage will be lost.

Please support preservation of kalo by supporting SB958 Legislation to ban GMO of taro
varieties.

There is no doubt that extensive research should to be done to truly understand the
adaptations that Hawaiian kalo is capable of. GMO of kalo will only cause the loss of these

culturally important resources.
Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island community. We join mahi'ai
(farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on you and your fellow legislators to protect all of us and
Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the
genetic modification and patenting of all varieties of the taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Lisa Schattenburg - Raymond
Executive Director
Maui Nui Botanical Gardens

Maui Nui Botanical Gardens P.O. 6040 Kahului, Hawai'i 96733 (808) 249-2798 Fax 249-0325



Testimony of Kawika Winter
Strongly Supporting S8 958 SD1 HD1
House Committee on Agriculture

March 1, 2008
Aloha to the House Committee on Agriculture,

You no doubt realize the cultural, economic and environmental importance of kalo and
its cultivation in Hawai'i. Many of us are strongly supporting legislation that would help
us to protect the genetic integerity of our original ancestor.

Kalo remains the centerpiece of Hawaiian culture. In many areas its importance is
growing as the younger generations of Hawaiians return to the roots of their culture. In
areas such as Ha'ena and Wainiha on Kaua'i, for instance, there are more lo'iand
more people eating kalo and poi than there were only a decade ago. Not only are more
people farming and eating kalo, but the sound of the pohaku on the papa echoes once
again as the younger generations are returning to traditional poi pounding-a practice
that had gone dormant for nearly two generations. I know that the same things are
happening in other communities around Hawai'i, but I shall only speak for my own here.

Kalo's importance in Hawaiian culture has never died, and it is, in fact, now growing. It
is precisely for this reason that it is incumbent upon you to do all that you can to support
the health and integrity of this plant.

Recombinant gene technology is controversial at best. I am sure that you are all aware
of the concerns that have been expressed by people in Hawai'i and around the world
regarding this technology, so I will not belabor you with a recital of that here. I will add,
however, that the claims being made that "lab only" research is not a threat because it is
confined to the laboratory are false. I am familiar with UH's laboratory facilities and lack
of security measures, and I have no confidence that GMO cultivars would not find their
way from the lab to the field. There is absolutely no room for genetic recombination
practices with kalo in Hawai'i. Kalo is sacred and its genetic integrity needs to be
maintained.

Not only is there no place for recombinant technology research with kalo in Hawai'i, but
there is no need fOr it. There is no problern tha.t currently exists With kalo that cannot be
addressed either by a change toward best farming practices or development of new
varieties using traditional breeding methods. Claims that kalo wnl not produce viable
seed are false. Evidence of kalo producing seed has been documented several times in
the last 75 years. Given these issues I ask you to pass SB 958 HD1.

'0 wau iho no me ke aloha no Haloa,

\t-wf{M~
Kawika Winter, Cultural Practitioner
Ha'ena, Halele' a, Kaua' i



Kamaui Aiona
Hana, Maui

Aloha,

I strongly support SB 958. It is critical that we protect all taro because Haloa is our ohana and
this kind of work does not feel right. Genetically modifYing taro is not worth the risk; there are
other solutions to helping taro growers produce healthy crops without forever tainting the
traditional varieties that we have received from our ancestors. Haloa is a huge part of our
heritage that is threatened. I do not want to have to refer to our taro varieties as "pre-GM/
post-GM" in the same way that we refer to our history and culture as "pre-Cook/post-Cook".
Please take the cautious path and support the moratorium on GM taro.

Mahalo for your time and strength to make the right choice on this issue.

Kamaui Aiona

Kamaui Aiona
Director, Kahanu Garden' National Tropical Botanical Garden
P.O. Box 95 . Hana . Hawaii, 96713
(808) 248-8912
kaiona@ntbg.org



Phyllis B. Somers

Limahuli Garden

Public Outreach Specialist

P.O. Box 808

Hanalei, Kauai, HI 96714

808-826-1668

psomers@ntbg.org

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms ofgenetic mod~ficationand patenting ofthe
taro (kalo) plant species. For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have caredfor and protected the most varieties oftaro
on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition
and ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifYing any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also
poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy. 1support sustainable
farming & precautionary scient~fic research that does not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks of
genetic engineering. 1ask that the legislators actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and safely
advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases. Taro is an
incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on
you andyour fellow legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to
provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.
Malama Haloa!

Malama Pono,

Phyllis B. Somers

-~~~~~-~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The mission ofthe National Tropical Botanical Garden is to

enrich survival (jfplants.
ecosystems, and cultural knowledge oftropical regions.



Testimony in Support for SB 958

From: Nancy Redfeather
Farmer

P.O. Box 906
Kealakekua, Hawai'i 96750

Aloha Chair Tsuji and Members of the Agricullture Committee,

Before you today is a request to support the Hawaiian food crop and sacred ancestor Taro. I
am not a taro farmer, but farm taro for my family and friends. I have had the privilege and
pleasure of working with Jerry Konanui these past few years on many taro projects at the
Amy Greenwell Ethnobotanical Garden in Kona. He has been working as you know, to
preserve the 85+ known varieties for the future, to catalog them, and help people to
understand the importance and significance of this food crop for our food future. I have
learned from him, and through my own experience what is needed at this time to grow taro
in a healthy way.

All agricultural crops today are in danger of being changed at the genetic level. For those
doing the work, they may truly believe they are helping to create plants "resistant" to
disease. But, unless they farm or garden themselves, they may not understand that the
true health of the taro or any other crop, depends upon the health of the water and the soil
in which it is grown. When the farmer grows only one variety of taro, when chemical
fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides are used to grow the plant, when the waters of the lo'i
are cut off, or too warm, when invasive spacies such as the apple snail ravage the lo'i,
disease will occur.

When disease occurs, moving to change the system, to increase the health of the field or
lo'i, is what is needed. The taro farmers know that already, and they are currently
experimenting with ways to bring back the health to their fields. Genetic engineered
varieties are not needed. They are time consuming to create, and extremely expensive.

Once a GE crop is created and planted in the field, it will be impossible to distinguish it from
other taro plants. Very few people know the taro like Jerry Konanui. He can tell every
variety by the way it looks, it's color, etc. Once the Bunlong variety is genetically
engineered by UH Manoa, and it spreads over the island matas, the genetic purity of the
Hawaiian Kalo will change. The patented genetic material will be owned by UH. This is not
something anyone who farms taro would want.

The University and HDOA say, that disease will eventually come in from Polynesia and
ravage the Hawaiian taro and then there will be none left, they "have" to engineer
resistance into the taro. But, HDOA no longer inspects shipments of taro coming from
around the world, potentially bringing unique diseases to Hawai'i. They say they are
"preempted" by a USDA federal law which prevents inspection. Then they should apply for
an "exemption" to the preemption. They could be helping control disease and invasive
species at the borders. Their call for GE varieties are "the solution" doesn't make sense. If
they took the millions of dollars and created positions and policy around inspection, they
could potentially save many diseases and pests from entering this unique and pristine
environment.



While we wait for that day, farmers' groups across the state can and are taking the health
and future of this crop to heart, and are creating workshops and experimenting with newt
old ecologically sustainable methods of production that will restore the health to the taro.
We will need all these varieties for Hawai'i's Food Future. I ask that you vote in the
affirmative and support this Bill.

Malama Haloa,

Nancy Redfeather
Farmer
Kawanui, Hawai'i



Rep. Clift Tsuji, Chair
Rep. Tom Brower, Vice Chair
Committee on Agriculture

Eden Marie Peart
Hawaii Farmers Union
clo Kawaiholehole Farm
P.O. Box 1863
Honokaa,HI.96727
808-775-7159
edenpeart@yahoo.com
Wednesday, March 19, 2008
9:00 a.m., State Capitol Auditorium
Support of SB 958

Dear Committee on Agriculture Members,
Concerning SB 958, the GMO taro moratorium bill - thank you for taking up this vitally important and
complex issue! It will require continued effort to educate everyone about the implications of this
technology. Thank you for making the effort yourselves and for supporting this bill, which not only
acknowledges the value of honoring and perpetuating Hawaiian traditional farming practices, but is also a
first legislative step in addressing the concerns of family farmers in Hawaii, the U.S. and internationally.

I am submitting my testimony as a member of the recently established Hawaii Farmers Union. HFU is the
newest subdivision of the National Farmers Union.
National Farmers Union (www.nfu.org ), established in 1902, is a general farm organization
representing nearly 300,000 family farmers and ranchers nationwide. Farmers Union serves
its membership by presenting the organization's policies to lawmakers at the local, state
and national level. Farmers Union also serves its membership by assisting with education
and by providing stimulus and know-how for farmer-owned cooperatives.
The following policy from NFU best articulates the position of family farmers in relation to GMO crops.
Please note especially the first point calling for a moratorium. (** ... **)

Policy of the National Farmers Union
Enacted by delegates to the 106th anniversary convention
Las Vegas, Nevada
March 2-5 - 2008

12. Genetically Modified Organisms and Biotechnology

1. Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) have created a series of ethical,
environmental, food safety, legal, market and structural issues that impact everyone in
the food chain. Consumer and producer concerns need to be addressed.
We acknowledge concerns that biotechnology is being used as a trade barrier. We respect all nations'
sovereignty and food policies and thus encourage open dialogue, cooperation
and understanding in trade negotiations relating to biotechnology. We support:
**a) A moratorium on the patenting and licensing of new transgenic animals and plants
developed through genetic engineering until the broader legal, ethical and economic
questions are resolved.** The moratorium should include the introduction, certification
and commercialization of genetically engineered crops, including all classes of wheat,
until issues of cross-pollination, liability, commodity and seed stock segregation



and market acceptance are adequately addressed. Research conducted in an environmentally secure
facility should be exempt from this moratorium. Research conducted in open field production should be
subject to mandatory public disclosure of; persons or entities initiating the research, location of test sites,
and specific species and traits involved and the characteristics of the intended resultant genetically
modified plant to be created.
Should commercialization of a new GMO become imminent, we
encourage the appropriate regulatory authority to provide for a public input and review
process, including production of economic and environmental impact analysis prior to
commercialization;
b) Legislation to exempt farmers from paying royalties on patented farm animals and
technical fees on seeds which have been genetically modified;
c) Legislation to prohibit the patenting of heritage seed, animal and biological
genetics;
d) Legislation to prohibit the further use of tax dollars in developing terminator
technology, e.g., a gene to ensure that seed will not reproduce;
e) Legislation to prohibit the development and selling of seed that is sterile;
f) The right of farmers to plant seed derived from proprietary organisms on their own
land;
g) New products involving GMOs be certified as safe by the FDA in testing done
independently of the patent holder, at the specific patent holder's expense before being
allowed on the market. Such testing is to be done at the expense of the specific patent
holders seeking to market such products;
h) Legislation requiring that patent holders or owners of GMO technology be held
strictly liable for damages caused by genetic trespass including safety, health, economic
and environmental effects. Farmers are not to be held liable for food safety, human
health or environmental problems, including cross pollination, related to the use of
GMOs as long as generally accepted crop production practices are followed;
i) Congressional action to regulate the biotech industry's technology agreements.
Farmers should not have to sign away their fundamental rights, including, but not
limited to, a jury of their peers in court in exchange for the privilege of growing biotech
crops. Grievances should be settled in the home state of the farmer, not the state of the
biotech corporation;
j) Any damages caused to farmers through lower prices, lost markets or contamination
shall be fully reimbursed to farmers, including legal fees, by the company producing the
genetically modified product;
k) All data used in the analysis of the health and environmental effects of GMOs be
public record, and that criminal penalties be established for the willful withholding or
altering of such data;
I) Prohibiting government regulatory agencies from licensing genetically modified
products that are not acceptable for both human consumption and animal feed;
m) Until USDA and FDA improves oversight and regulation of pharma crops, NFU
cannot endorse or support pharma farming based on economic, environmental, food
safety and liability risks to producers and consumers;
n) Requiring government regulatory agencies and input suppliers to ensure that
farmers are informed of all potential market risks and segregation requirements
associated with planting any licensed genetically modified crop;
0) Government regulatory agencies shall consider domestic and foreign consumer
acceptance of the product when licensing;
p) Requiring all GMO seed to be clearly labeled with the following information: 1)
markets (foreign or domestic) where the product is not accepted; and 2) all planting
restrictions;
q) Development of a paper verification system and a storage and marketing plan to
aid farmers with non-GMO grains;



r) Identity-preserved systems and insist they receive protection from cross
contamination; and
s) Requiring genetically altered or engineered food products to be appropriately
labeled to inform consumers. Food products derived from cloned animals should be
labeled at the retail level.

Thank you again Committee members, for conscientiously considering this opportunity to support Hawaii
family farmers and the perpetuation of Hawaiian culture - by passing HB958.

Sincerely,

Eden Marie Peart
Hawaii Farmers Union



Geoff Rauch & Lyn Howe
Know Your Farmer Alliance

Aloha Legislators,
We are Geoff Rauch and Lyn Howe, eastside contacts for Know Your Farmer Alliance, and
we are writing testimony in support of SD 958 (the 10 year
moratorium on genetic modification of taro). You are all aware by now that Kalo is a sacred
plant. Yet chopped up, put in the test tubes of university or corporate scientists, it is on the
path to becoming just another commodity. You see it will be tweaked with a foreign gene
unintended by nature and the result will be patented. We will be told this is for the highest
good, that there are pests and diseases of taro that threaten it's existence in Hawai"i.

We hear nothing about protecting taro with diversity and ecological growing practices. We
see no request for significant funding for ecological solutions. We see no apology for even
considering the genetic multilation of the God-given Kalo. Yet somehow we are expected to
roll over and pay Manoa or the likes of Monsanto for the "right" (on their terms) to continue
the age old farming of Kalo.

"But wait", you say, such payments will be the choice of a farmer who wants the new plant
(and yes there will be such farmers). But we all know by now the un-kept promises of
genetic containment, the inevitable accidental "mixing" of varieties, the undistinguishing
qualities of the genetic variety, and the arbitrary court rulings that demand patent
protection over farm contamination injustice.

The very arrogance of choosing taro for genetic research against the wishes of traditional
growers and thousands of home growers who want no part of this unwanted creation is
astounding. In a perverse way we should thank the university for creating the
circumstances for educating the public about the realities of this so called "genetic
revolution". The misleading promises promoted by the Monsanto's of this world are being
exposed daily in the form of obscene corporate profits at the expense of farmers well-being,
the contamination of organic crops and serious environmental roulette. Governmental and
university complicity is unconscionable.

Good people are doing bad things in the name of progress. Genetically released plants are
un-recallable and for the most part are toxic band aids for unnatural farming practices. To
most Hawaiians taro will be the first and most obvious outrage of this ongoing battle. In
reality it is but the tip of the iceberg.

Regards,
Geoff Rauch & Lyn Howe
Know Your Farmer Alliance
tynhowe 1946@yahoo.com



Eloise Engman
Member: Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation
Member: Hawaii Organic Farmers Association
22 Auoli Drive
Makawao, HI 96768
1-808-572-5831

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

My name is Eloise Engman. I was born and raised in Hawai' i and have raised three
children on Maui. I have been an organic gardener in Hawaii for over 30 years, and am now
developing an organic farm in Peahi.

As a grower of food, a parent, and a consumer, I am extremely concerned about the
dangers posed by GMOs. Hawaii's people are now asking for a moratorium on the testing of
GMO taro in order to prevent contamination of this sacred plant...the traditional staple food
of the Hawaiian people.

Poi, made from taro, is a uniquely special food. It's especially well suited for the elderly
and people with poor digestion. As it is so easily digestible, poi is traditionally the first food
of Hawaiian keiki.

Poi is also non allergenic, another special quality. To genetically modify taro would risk
loosing taro's unique qualities. In the process of genetic engineering, antibiotic resistant
genes are added to GMO plants. Scientists are wary of the consequences GMO antibiotic
resistant genes being taken up by humans. Hawaiian's have more than their share of
health issues, and must not be burdened with the threat of increased antibiotic resistance.

Taro farmers in Hawaii are facing challenges but far better choices exist for improving the
health of this crop. Funding classical breeding and other noncontroversial growing practices
would improve the health of taro grown in Hawai' i. Due to the influence of biotech
corporations, disproportionate amounts of Hawaii's tax monies have gone towards genetic
engineering. This policy is in dire need of reassessment, as GMOs are being shunned by
consumers around the world.

Years ago it was warned that genetic engineering of crops would contaminate the world's
seed and food supply. Unfortunately these predictions are coming true. So far, corn, canola,
soy, rice and Hawaiian papaya are contaminated with transgenic genes. The biotech
industry claimed GMO contamination was avoidable, but one by one crops are being
contaminated.

GMO contamination results in closed markets and lower prices for struggling farmers.
Japan, once Hawaii's largest export market for papaya, has closed its doors to the GMO
papaya.

Hawaiians have made it clear the technology is incompatible with Hawaiian culture.



Hawai'i needs a moratorium to protect the sacred kalo, ancestor of the Hawaiian people.

There is absolutely no guarantee that GMO taro could be kept in the lab. It has been clearly
documented time and again that "Franken foods" like the Frankenstein monster, do escape.

Eloise Engman
Makawao, Hawai' i



Rosa Russell
Akawakanugi Organic Farm
Kilauea farms
96754
rosa.hugh@usa.net

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

As an organic farmer, genetic engineering maintains it's threat to my business. It threatens by

way of contamination and patenting problems. I take note of the many recent lawsuits

whereby organic farmers have lost his crops, seed supply, etc.

We have farmed a few varieties oftaro in the past and plan to again in the current future. I, and

many other farmers, tourists, etc were so excited to see Chris Kobayashi's storyboard at the

recent Taro Festival in Hanalei. She documented alternative ways to grow taro using cover

cropping, interplanting, compost, rotation and her great success with many problems facing taro

growers! Most of these ideas are old ideas incorporated in the Permaculture methods I have

studied for over 15 years. I would rather see research going in this direction, not one that carries

with it potential dangerous side effects and legal misfortunes.

I would love to see the money spent on agricultural research go towards the work of people such

as Chris Kobayashi and Permaculture methods, tested for centuries, not new to the earth.

I am also a mother of two small children and choose to eat predominantly organic food, avoiding

GM foods as much as possible. GMO's have not been around enough, or have been tested

enough to prove their safety. Also the recent judge's decision against the EPA regarding GMO's

dictates that this new industry is not being watched as safely as the public needs. I will not use

my children as guinea pigs.

I am also a spiritual person with a reverence for all life, as it appears congruent with the wisdom

of old Hawaii. In respect to that reverence, I cannot accept any tampering, especially in such a

violent method ( ie a gun), of our creator's gifts. Whether you beleive in God or Mother Earth, I

am at a loss to understand the beauty in disturbing those gifts.
In closing, I strongly urge you to support SB 958 and all moratoriums on genetic testing. It does
not serve Hawaii.



Rosa Russell

POBox 336, Kilauea, ill 96754

8086353991



BethAnne Webb and David Coy
Organic Farmers
Honaunau Hawaii

Support SB958

We are organic farmers on Big Island and feel strongly that all plants for human and animal
comsumption be required to be non-GMO. I raise coffee and our econonic future depends
on keeping coffee free of GMO contamination which is nearly impossible to do once there is
testing of GMO coffee. The same is true of any testing of any GMO product where is
the possiblity for cross pollination. Please study the example of Monsanto and GMO corn
and soybeans. Innocent farmers were sued by Monsanto for "stealing" their patented life
forms when it was mother nature who "naturally" carried the GMO genes where they were
not wanted, not invited and there was no way to prevent this contamination from
happening. Also look to Europe where GMO products are banned by a more informed and
health conscious public support of government regulations. I don't want to eat anything
GMO because we do not know the long term effects. Remember DDT and Thalidomide
among countless other examples of "safe" new technology that had long term tragic
consequences.
BethAnne Webb and David Coy Honaunau Hawaii

Anne Webb <ladylavalover12@yahoo.com>
David Coy <dcoy13@hotmail.com>



Laura and Andrew Binstock
Farm owners on Maui
Ministers of IPuka i Ke Au of Maui
Haiku, Hi 96708
8085738334
Binstock@hawaiiantel. net

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Dear Legislators,
From the depth of our sincere and concerned hearts, we speak for not only ourselves but all future
generations.

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all
forms of genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant
species. For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and
protected the most varieties of taro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is
the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved
and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable agriculture
and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible
dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

I support sustainable farming Et precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks of
genetic engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support
farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and safely advanced
methods of protecting taro from land Et water issues and invasive
pests Et diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling onyou
andyour fellow legislators to protect all of us and Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10 year
moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of all
varieties of the taro plant species.
thank you so much for your serious consideration in the important matter. Please listen and support
the opinions of concerned citizens
such as my husband and myself. Reverends Andrew and Laura Binstock



Maria Walker
Kapaa, HI
ORGANIC FARMER IN SUPPORT OF SB958

Dear Legislators,
I am writing to you today to express my support for SB 958, creating a moratorium on GMO research

on kalo, or taro. I am urging you to support this important bill also. Kalo is, as you know, deeply
important to Hawaiian culture and to our future food security on this island chain. I am an organic farmer
and am opposed to any GMO plant production; I believe there are too many risks involved for the very
fragile environmental balance in our island ecosysytems. We as a state are being exploited as a
labortory for GMO experiments since any "accidents" or problems that occur can be contained here
easier than on the mainland. We need to protect our agricultural and botanical heritage by allowing kalo
to continue to grow and evolve as it has always done, with only the traditional kind of help to flourish that
as been done by farmers for hundreds of years.
Please support this vitally important bill and help protect kalo's legacy and history for our future
generations/

Sincerely,
Maria Walker
PO Box 33
Kapa'a, HI 96746
821- 0732



Theodore Firestone
Hoonanea Farm
Kipahulu
Hana, 96713
248-8020 tadpole9@earthlink.net

TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting of
the taro (kalo) plant species. For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most varieties of
taro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history, native
nutrition and ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also
poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

I support sustainable farming ft precautionary scientific research that does not expose the taro species to the
disrespect and risks of genetic engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmers/scientists in
publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land ft water issues and invasive pests ft
diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in
calling on you and your fellow legislators to protect all of us and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing
a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of all varieties of the taro plant
species.

THIS POLITICAL STUFF IF FINE AND DANDY, BUT WHAT I REALLY WANT TO DO IS PERSONALLY KICK THE
ASS OF ANY MOTHERFUCKER THAT IS TRYING TO DO GMO IN HAWAII.

TELL THOSE MONSANTO AND U OF H FUCKS THAT IF THEY COME ANYWHERE NEAR MY FARM I'LL HURT
THEM REALLY BAD. YOU CAN SEE WHY I CANT COME TO THE HEARING, IT'S BECAUSE I WOULDNT BE
ABLE TO CONTROL MYSELF.

SINCERELY

THEODORE FIRESTONE
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David Kendrick
Organic Farmer
Waimanalo, Oahu

darksevier@yahoo.com
Aloha Legislators,
I am an organic Farmer in Waimanalo who is writing in
support SB958.

I have been farming in ~~~~~~ for over eight years
now, and have spent a lot of that time dealing with
the politics of farming on these islands.

Organic and sustainable farming is rapidly becoming
the most important issue facing the people of this
state. The cultivation of farm land in a responsible
and future conscious way is challenging enough as it
is. Solving problems created by the short term
thinking of the past is taxing the resolve and passion
of the farmers that are striving to feed the people
and economy of these islands in a responsible way.

A cursory research of the disastrous history of GMO's
should be enough to set your mind in firm opposition
to the notion of exposing this land to a science with
such a dubious past.

Support the caretakers of the aina in their mission to
right the wrongs of the past. Please do not increase
the potential for disaster by allowing the promise of
another quick fix to be a mongoose of the future.

Thank you for your considered thought on such a
crucial issue.

Sincerely

David Kendrick

930 Spencer St.

Honolulu, HI 96822

Alchemy Farms



Maya Sylvia Dolena
Farm Owner
sdolena@businessinnovationlab.com

HEARING FOR BILL SB958- the 10 Year Moratorium on Genetic Modification of
Taro!

I SUPPORT PROTECTION FOR KALO AND TARO FROM GMO.

I own 4 businesses in Hawaii: IHHI LLC, Hawaiian Cinema Productions,
Metamorphosis, and a farm that grows taro.

I support SB958 for ALL Varieties of Taro in Hawaii!
This bill must protect ALL varieties of kalo in Hawaii, not only the
Hawaiian varieties of kalo. Genetic modification of any variety of the taro
plant species is a danger to the entire species and a danger to the purity
of our Hawaiian varieties.

Regards,
Sylvia Dolena
Registered voter.
Big Island Hawaii



Liza Franzoni
Farmer
Paauilo, HI

Support SB958

Aloha Legislators,
As a mother, farmer, consumer, and constituent, I very strongly support at
the very least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modificaton and
patenting of ALL varieties of kalo (taro) since it is blatantly culturally
insulting, inappropriate and disrespectful to Hawaiians and their many
thousands of years of nurturing relationship to their ancestor, Haloa.
The genetic modification does not support farmers or the public and poses
grave and irreversible long term risks to our food, environment, health and
economy.
The many hundreds of kalo varieties in Hawaii are the diversity of local
culture, ecological tradition, a uniquely hypoallergenic food for babies,
elders, and the immunocompromised. Listening to their constituents,
including many kalo farmers who are some of the best examples of
sucessful, sustainable agriculture and business, the Hawaii County Council
voted unanimously in support of the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification of Kalo.
Join the brave council members of Hawaii County to vote immediately to
protect Kalo.
Pass SB 958 NOW!

Sincerely,

Liza Franzoni, Farmer

liza franzoni
po box 73
paauilo, Hi
paauilo, HI 96776
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Lorrin Pang, MD, MPH
as private citizen
166 River Road
Wailuku, HI 96793
808-870-1637

HOUSE AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE- Auditorium 3/19/08 9:00AM

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT- SB958
10 YR MORATORIUM ON GENETICALLY MODIFIED TARO

15 March 2008

There have been three key bits of information that I presented for the past few years to
this body regarding genetically engineered foods. These have not changed. 1. New
products which we ingest, inhale or inject should follow the precautionary principle. We
should not allow products to be sold if we do not know if they are safe or unsafe (if we
violate this rule we should at least have them labeled so that consumers have a choice).
2. The World Health Organization states that no GE foods have been adequately tested in
humans for safety they are "unknown" entities. 3. Even without human data the US
National Academy of Science publishes that GE foods have a higher risk of unintended
health effects compared to non-GE foods.

Since these statements were made two worrisome issues have come to light: 1) In Britain
TGN1412 a GE product tested in several human produced unexplainable, horrible side
effects. Before the company shut down they claimed that their TGN1412 might have had
a production contaminant. German authorities determined that good manufacturing
procedures were followed, concluding that if there was a contamination it was inevitably
inherent in the process. 2) There was wide spread, economically devastating (maybe
over a $1.2 billion) contamination of long grain rice with experimental GE rice. No one
knows if contamination occurred via the laboratory, fields or silos. The rice seed (for
new planting) was also found to be contaminated and no one knows if containment/recall
is possible. During the rice investigation a second GE contaminant rice strain was
discovered.

So if GE taro is allowed and is marketed or somehow escapes, I will ask that it be labeled
and speak against its consumption (including taro from contaminated fields) - until
rigorous safety tests are performed (that may take years). The containment and clean-up
of this life form may be impossible.

Ask yourselves if the speakers have conflict of interest and what are their scientific/health
credentials. If there are issues on either count then they really should be referencing what
they say and we all have the obligation to check out the references. My references are
listed.



Lorrin Pang, MD, MPH
PG.2

Finally, some who oppose the moratorium cite academic freedom. When products rather
than ideas are involved this argument needs to be balanced by at least an effective
Biosafety Committee (covering EIS and occupational risks), liability assurances, and
agreement there will be no retaliation against those who give opposing views. This past
year the Advertiser raised UH Biosafety concerns and the Maui News raised issues of
retaliation to which the UH has not yet responded. I myself have called for a US
Congressional investigation of another key UH research unit, the ethical committee, for
failing to follow their own written rules. There was a recent ruling by Judge Seabright
who found that several biopharmaceutical GE projects in Hawaii were wrong not to have
prepared EIS's. Was the UH involved in any way with these? Ifso do they feel that the
Judge unfairly restricted their academic freedom?

Lorrin Pang, MD, MPH
As Private Citizen
Consultant to World Health Organization
Consultant to Glaxo Smith Kline
Retired Army Medical Corp
America's Best Doctors List 2006-8
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In Support of SB958
Clare Loprinzi, CPM, Kumu Palekeiki
Holualoa, Hawaii
Ehunuikaimalino Immersion School, South Kona

No GMO Taro

Aloha my name is Clare Loprinzi. My family and I live in Holualoa on the island of Hawai'i. I
am a teacher at Ehunuikaimalino, an immersion school in South Kona where I am known as
Kumu Palekeiki (midwife). I have worked as a teacher and midwife for over thirty years. I
come from many generations of Sicilian farmers and when I moved to Hawai'i it was of
utmost importance that I respect the 'aina and ways of the people here. We incorporated
the traditional plants of the island into our diet and life. Our acre garden grows many
varieties of kalo, besides fruits and vegetables. Interspersed amongst the plants we have
native teas and herbal medicines. This balance creates a healthy garden, which is shared
with na keiki of Ehunuikaimalino and the community at large. This creates balance in our
lives and others. Kalo is one of our staples. Teaching health and exercise is part of my life,
learning more is my passion.

Presently I am finishing up a master's certificate through JABSOM in the maternal/child
masters program. With 50% of Hawaiian people dying from diabetes and heart disease,
healthcare providers must do all we can to work with exercise and diet. Hawaiian people
have to fight for the kalo to stay as it is, as do 1. This is their life, their connection to their
Creator and to the health of their people. Kalo is perfect in and of itself and for any human
to think they can change it is not only culturally insensitive, but arrogant. It is simple;
changing kalo changes the people. As a midwife, I work with many Hawaiian families in
natural birth. Kalo is an important food for pregnancy, breastfeeding and one of the child's
first foods. It needs to remain pure. Most of my master's work has focused on birth and na
keiki. With some of the highest maternal and fetal mortality rates in the industrialized
world, na ohana of Hawai'i needs to become healthier. It is a fact that 50% of na keiki of
Hawai'i are obese. This needs to change. Although most of my portfolio for this MCH
program is filled with motherjkeiki issues, legislative issues are also included. Although I
have written testimonies on numerous maternal and childcare issues, SB958 is the most
important bill on the floor. It is the mother of all the other bills that concern the welfare of
the ohana. Being that we are here in the island, we should all remember this importance of
kalo. All the rest of the healthcare issues branch out like keiki from the mama kalo.

The health of na keiki and ohana is of utmost importance to me and the na kumu at
Ehunuikaimalino. It is so important that kalo is grown in gardens all over the school. Every
kumu from Po'o Kumu ( the principal), Hope Po'o Kumu (vice principal) down to every keiki
wrote a testimony for this bill. The artwork and writing from this Hawaiian Schoo/touches
your na'au. I hope when this bill is passed that you have a moment to sit back, take a big
breathe and read what na keiki wrote and drew.

With all respect, pass this bill and let the people move on to better health.

o me ka ha'aha'a
Clare Loprinzi, CPM



Hawaii Health Guide

Please submit as testimony for bill 58958 - Genetically Modified Organisms; Taro;
Moratorium

Aloha,

As the co-founders of Hawaii Health Guide and www.HawaiiHealthGuide.com statewide
health and wellness resource for residents and visitors,
and the Hawaii Healing Garden Festivals, the only statewide festivals in Hawaii focusing on
health and wellness, nutrition, agriculture and cultural healing arts, we strongly support a
moratorium of genetic experiments on Kalo / taro.

While working with a very diverse cultural, economical and ethical population of
our statewide community and international visitors, we have found that the community is
very concerned that the state has not done it's due diligence in investigating the health and
environmental threats of genetic experimental testing on Hawaii's community and
ecosystem.

We have worked with the cultural and health experts across the state in presenting the
Hawaii Healing Garden festivals, and have heard deep concerns about the disregard for the
Hawaiian religious and cultural importance of Kalo / taro by the University of Hawaii, and
the state's of Hawaii's permitting of genetic experimentation of Hawaiian Kalo.

We strongly support a moratorium on GMO experimental testing on Hawaii's community and
ecosystems, and especially for the cultural and religious importance of Hawaiian Kalo to the
native Hawaiians and their Aina.

Ua mau ke ea 0 ka 'aina i ka pono,

Michael Saiz & Katherine Fisher

Hawaii Health Guide
Website: www.hawaiihealthguide.com

Email: info@hawaiihealthguide.com

Voice: 808-638-0888



TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

S. Leinaala Bright
Ka Pa Ola Hawaii, LLC
Waimanalo, Hi. 96795
808 259-5000 Brights002@hawaii.rr.com

Dear Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting of

kalo (taro) because it is culturally inappropriate and poses unknown, potentially dangerous,
irreversible long term risks to our food, health, environment and economy. The kalo plant
species is rooted in Hawaiian folklore and a primary cultural reference for defining the Native
Hawaiian persona and/or psyche. More so, kalo's history and its present use as a healthy,
hypoallergenic starch and medicinal food has permeated Hawaii's local culture and is influential
in promoting a health lifestyle and well-being. Research on genetically modified organisms
(GMO) is controversial because of serious concerns regarding short as well as long term bio
physiological health risks that have not been adequately addressed by GMO industries and/or
proponents. For these reasons I as a (Native Hawaiian) health professional in the area of
(behavioral health, chronic disease, clinical/health psychology, etc ... ), am opposed to genetic
modification of kalo in Hawaii.

I support farming and precautionary scientific research that does not expose kalo species to
the risks of genetic engineering. I encourage you and your colleagues to support local
agricultural industries to promote publicly accepted and advanced methods of farming that
protects as well as preserves kalo from intruding pests and diseases. More importantly, it is
recommended that you adopt a Precautionary Principle that discerns the risks and benefits of
GMO research and its potential harmful effects to the people of Hawaii.

Kalo is a cherished, valuable legacy of our island life and culture. I join farmers as well as
others in the health field to urge you and your fellow legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by passing SB 598 into law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of kalo in Hawaii.

Sincerely,

S. Leina'ala Bright, LMT

Ka Pa Ola Hawaii, LLC



Dr Joseph Kassel, N.D., L.Ac.
P.O.B. 400 Holualoa, Hawaii 96725

(808) 329-6442

Aloha Representative ,

Thank you for taking the time to hear SB958. The issue of genetic engineering of Kalo has
profound implications for Hawai'i, whether viewed from a cultural, scientific or ecological
perspective.

A key issue relating to genetic modification of kalo is its direct and metaphorical impact on
native Hawaiian people. Throughout the history of the United States, issues of profound
cultural and practical importance to native peoples have been given little priority and in fact
have often been intentionally destroyed. The kalo plant has been a foundational component
of Hawaiian culture since the beginning. No one has the right to meddle with the very
genetic foundation of this plant that is so integral to Hawaiian culture.

From a scientific and ecological perspective, we come to you with strong familial and
educational foundations in the scientific method. Our father (and grandfather), Dr. Robert
Kassel, devoted his life to basic scientific research. To put it simply, modern GMO research
suffers from a severe case of tunnel vision and unfortunately has the likely potential to
create unforeseen impacts on our food supply that cannot be taken back. Once released into
the environment, genetic modifications are already documented to spread through
pollination to other plants. These changes cannot be taken back. We can testify with
certainty that the complexity of genetic interaction is complex and quite magical. The
totalities of impacts of genetic modifications are unknown. It is the height of scientific and
cultural arrogance to introduce genetic changes into the environment. It completely lacks
the humility in the eyes of the Creator and our host culture that is necessary to affect
positive changes in our world.

Although they do not necessarily conform to the modern financially lucrative technocratic
paradigm, there are well-documented safe means to meet our agricultural and nutritional
needs. We would be wise as a community at large to support sustainable, diversified and
ecologically sound agricultural practices. Many of these have been used effectively for
centuries and are being lost in our cultural obsession for maximum short term economic
gain and technological fixes. The impacts of this mistake of pursuing an industrial food
supply are clearly impacting the health of our people with astounding rates of diabetes and
obesity.

Thank you for your time and consideration on this important issue.

Sincerely,

Misha Kassel, 4th yr. JABSOM medical student
Dr Joseph Kassel, N.D., L.Ac.



Steve Slater, Computer/Internet ConlJulting
P.O. Box 790913 Paia, HI 96779
(808) 572-7121 www.vcasa.net

March 5, 2008

To Whom it May Concern:

Please support SB958, the 10 yr. moratorium on GMO Kalo.

As a Computer Instructor/Consultant on Maui since 1983, I have participated in researching
data pertinent to many Environmental Impact Studies and Law Suits. A qUick glance at the
new free service: http://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/about.html will qUickly reveal
the scope of the controversy surrounding the US's rush to capitalize on genetically modified
agriculture, without waiting for scientific consensus.

Hawaii, especially should slow down these irreversible commitments to what many highly
educated countries deem to be a dangerous contamination of our planets agricultural
heritage. The Monsanto Corporation, which has 1,680 references on 'Scholar' to Corruption:
(http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=monsanto+corruption ), has already
bought its way in to UH and key legislators in Hawaii. Remember this is the company which
assured us that their product 'Agent Orange' was safe for our troops.

Short sightedness on this issue could cause irreparable damage to the most honored and
culturally significant heritage of the Hawaiian ancestors.

Yesterday, the Danish Government allocated $10,000,000 to support Organically Grown
agricultural exports, in response to the European Union's study released in February that
found a 40-60 percent increase in nutritional value and antioxidants in Organic produce
verses conventionally grown fruit and vegetables.

[ EU-forskningsprojekt fra februar, der viser, at 0kologisk frugt og gmnt indeholder 40-60
procent flere ncsringsstoffer og antioxidanter end konventionelt dyrket frugt og gmnt:
http://politiken.dk/politik/article479710.ece ]

GMO varieties can cause considerably weaker strains then 'Conventional' since some of the
goals are being pesticide resistant, or other variables that do not take the full spectrum of
nutrition in to consideration .

...... .LCQuldgo_J)naJoUQug.er,Jetit.sufUce_tosay_thaLthingsare-.changingdaHY-,-wehave ...
already gone further than most places in the US, experimenting with GMO, a moratorium is
not a threat to people who have a desire to do 'Real Science'.

The State of Hawaii needs to do a lot more independent research on all GMO issues.

Here are the results of 10 more minutes spent on scholar.google.com:

"gmo dangers" = 1,640 references:
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=gmo+dangers&hl=en&lr-



"gmo cancer" = 3,120 references
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=gmo+cancer&hl=en&lr=

"gmo boycott" = 331 references:
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=gmo+boycott&hl=en&lr=

also

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=gmo+taro

http://direct.bl.uk/bld/PlaceOrder.do?UIN=131492157&ETOC=RN&from=searchengine

It should be noted that references on http://scholar.google.com are very different from
using www.google.com which would have a very unfocused not academic pool to choose
from. A fair minded person clicking on any of the first links listed above will become very
aware of the difference.

Dialog, the worlds largest entry point for independent international databases,
http://www.dialog.comhasthefoliowing39separatedatabasesundertheir·Science 
Agriculture & Nutrition' category. At one time our Health Department had a paid account
with Dialog, but I was recently told that the account was closed.

• AGRICOLA[10]
• AGRIS International[203]
• AGROProjects[235]
• Allied and Complementary Medicine™[164]
• ASFA (Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts)[44]
• BIOSIS Previews® (1926-present)[5]
• CAB ABSTRACTS[50]
• CA SEARCH® - Chemical Abstracts® (1967- present)[399]
• CSA Life Sciences Abstracts[24]
• Derwent Biotechnology Resource[357]
• Dissertation Abstracts Online[35]
• Elsevier Biobase[71]
• EMBASE® (1974-present)[73]
• EMBASE® Alert[172]
• Environmental Engineering Abstracts[64]
• ExtraMED™[467]
• Federal Research in Progress (FEDRIP)[266]
• Foodline®: SCIENCE[53]
• Foods Adlibra™[79]
• Food Science and Technology Abstracts~l]

eGate\3roupHeaittr&WellnessBatabase=J\j--i49]
• General Science Abstracts[98]
• Global Health[162]
• Inside Conferences[65]
• Manual, Alternative and Natural TherapyTM (MANTISTM )[91]
• MEDLINE® (1950-present)[155]
• Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts[29]
• New England Journal of Medicine[444]
• NewsRX Weekly Reports[135]
• NTIS - National Technical Information Service[6]
• Oceanic Abstracts[28]



• PASCAL[144]
• Pesticide Fact File[306]
• SciSearch@ - a Cited Reference Science Database - 1974-1989[434]
• SciSearch@ - a Cited Reference Science Database - 1990-[34]
• TQXFILE[156]
• Water Resources Abstracts[ 117]
• Wilson Applied Science & Technology Abstracts[99]
• Wilson Biological & Agricultural Index[143]

Sincerely,

Steve Slater



March 9, 2008

TO: Legislators

FROM:
Hector Valenzuela, Ph.D.
94-1070 Anania Cr. No. 107
Mililani, Hawaii 96789
Tel. 808-625-1277
hectoruh@yahoo.com
http://www2.hawaii .edu/rvhector/

RE: TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

I write this testimony in support of bill SB958, which supports a 10 Year Moratorium on the
Genetic Modification of Taro. I have worked as a UH-Manoa Professor and Crop Production
Specialist for 17 years, but write this on a personal capacity. My field research to support
commercial farmers is in the area of sustainable agriculture, organic farming, and crop
ecology. As someone who supports sustainability and environmental protection I have
become increasingly concerned about the open-field plantings of GMO crops in Hawaii. In
general I have concerns about the health risks to humans, about environmental risks, and
also about the long-term cultural and socioeconomic impacts on rural communities in
Hawaii.

Statements by proponents on safety is not backed by data
While proponents of GMO crop technology make strong statements about the safety of
these crops, they actually show little or no data to support their statements. Their
statements are reminiscent of those made by tobacco researchers and industry to claim that
tobacco was non-addictive. To date, relatively few independent studies, often cited as a
'handful', have been conducted to evaluate the environmental and human health-risk from
planting and consuming GM crops. Why is it that no environmental impact nor health
studies have been conducted in Hawaii, even though we have been planting GM crops for
about 15 years? For instance, a recent permit application by Monsanto for the planting of a
new GM corn variety had NO citations of safety or environmental studies that were
conducted in Hawaii, simply because none have been conducted (EPA, Experimental Use
Permit Amendment Application 524-EUP-97, Genetic Modified Corn Testing).

GM crop proponents also repeatedly state that GM crops are well regulated by three federal
---------Ragefleies-o--HeweveHRe-Feqtl-latGf-y~em-in-tl:l-e-lJS-(-e--SpeGiaU¥_tb.e-EDA-wb.i.cb-deals--wjtw.h _

health issues) has been declared a "broken system" by the New York Times, the Wall Street
Journal and Nature Magazine (the preeminent scientific journal), and

Hector Valenzuela
SUPPORT FOR: SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro
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even by its own internal audits. The federal courts have also ruled several times in the past
few years that GM crop regulators have failed to properly enforce the law to protect the
environment and human health, with regard to their oversight of GM crops. How then, can



citizens trust regulatory agencies that are understaffed, under funded, and laden from top
to bottom with former industry insiders?

Proponents also fail to indicate that most approved GM crops grown today are actually
DE-regulated (which precludes the need for environmental and safety studies), using the
non-scientific determination of "substantial equivalence." The terminology of equivalence
was proposed by the biotech industry, and approved by industry-friendly regulators during
the business-friendly administration of president Reagan. In my view the term of substantial
eqUivalence doesn't pass scientific scrutiny and further believe that it was established
purposefully to allow GM crops to be planted and introduced into the global food market
without the need for independent safety and environmental studies.

Concerns about GM taro
I support a 10-year moratorium on GM taro research in Hawaii for the follOWing reasons:

Academic Freedom does not justify GM taro research
Academic Freedom is cited by researchers as a justification for GM taro research, but this
reasoning is invalid. UH is a land grant university and its mission is to conduct research to
support small family farms and diversified agriculture in the state. Research should be
considered on its merit, based on whether it can help our state. Because state and federal
funding is so limited, funding should be funneled to high priority issues. The taro industry,
and taro farmers in the state have unequivocally opposed the need for GM taro varieties.
Top-down research models (i.e. doing research not needed nor requested by farmers) have
long been a recipe for failure, in the long history of agricultural development.

Another question is what are the odds of success with the GM taro project. The University
has worked to genetically engineer about 15-20 crops over the past 15 years, costing the
tax-payers millions of dollars; however most of these projects didn't lead to any new
varieties nor benefits to the ag industry. A UH researcher even worked for over 10 years to
genetically engineer anthuriums, a relative of taro, at a cost of over $1 million dollars, but
no variety was ever released because of unexpected side-effects. The millions of dollars
that were spent by UH-CTAHR over the past 15 years, at one time led

Hector Valenzuela
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by a staff of over 60-70 highly-paid researchers, have essentially led to no benefits for the
agricultural industries in the state.

·~~~l"heonly~GM-varie.t¥thGt---hasbeen~-I'"eleaseby.theUHGMp[Qg[am,_theGMp~apaY.~LWgS..sbLJJ
down by export markets and the industry has been in an economic decline since the GM
variety was introduced. A negative, but expected result, after the release of the GM papaya
was industry consolidation: scores of small farmers went out of business, but some larger
farmers became bigger and gained a larger market-share. This type of industry
consolidation, when experienced in other parts of the country, has resulted in the economic
and social decline of rural communities.

This bring the question of opportunity-cost. The question arises of whether the millions of
dollars that have been spent on GMO research at UH could have been spent on more applied
research to help farmers deal with many of their top priority day-to-day problems. As an
applied field researcher I argue that many other avenues of research exist that can solve



many of the problems that our farmers face today- such as seeking alternative
environmentally friendly techniques to manage pests or how to better apply fertilizers.
However, over the past 15 years, the monies that could have been used to assist our
farmers, were diverted to fund a large number of failed GMO projects.

After so many failures, and after so much money invested in failed GMO projects, it is not
unreasonable to place a moratorium on further GM taro research, until more is learned
about this new technology. Because there are also important cultural issues of biopiracy to
the indigenous people of Hawaii and the Pacific Region, and because many questions still
exist about potential environmental and human health risks from the planting of GM
crops-citizens and farmers are further justified to call for a 10 year moratorium on GM taro
research.

I thus encourage you to support bill SB958, which supports a 10 Year Moratorium on the
Genetic Modification of Taro.

Sincerely,

Hector Valenzuela
94-1070 Anania Cr. No. 107
Mililani, HI 96789
http://www2.hawaii.edu/ tv hector/
Hector Valenzuela
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Professional Bio:
Hector Valenzuela, Ph.D.
http://www2.hawaii.edu/ tv hector/
hector@hawaii.edu

Dr. Hector Valenzuela a full Professor and Vegetable Crops Specialist at the University of
Hawaii-Manoa received his Ph.D. from the University of Florida. Dr. Valenzuela has
conducted applied agroecology research for over 20 years in support of commercial farmers,
organic farming, and sustainable agriculture. He has authored over 350 technical and
educational publications, has conducted over 200 field research trials with over 60 different
vegetable and cover crop species, has organized over 60 field days and workshops for
farmers in Hawaii and the Pacific Region, and has participated in 13 international
assignments. A staunch supporter of organic and sustainable farming in Hawaii, Dr.

.··~--Valenzuela-established-the-firstJ.ong"term-organlc.xesearclLplots__in_HawaiLin....1993.,_and
established the first Web sites to assist vegetable farmers (1998) and organic farmers
(2005) in the Pacific Region.



P.O. Box 551796
Kapaau, Hawaii
96755
Phone: 808-884-5270

In Support of SB958 Moratorium on GMO Taro:

Nineteen years ago, when my infant daughter was born with severe food intolerances, I
began a journey that would guide me to the belief that the food we eat can either be our
safest and most powerful form of medicine, or the slowest form of poison. Having used
poi previously for myself and my first-born daughter for our own food sensitivities, I
instinctively turned to taro, the staff oflife of the ancient Hawaiians, for my baby's life
threatening illness.

Poi, the fermented paste of the taro corm, became the sole reason my daughter would
survive a life-threatening digestive illness. This occurred a few years after temporarily
moving from Hawaii to California where I relocated for a time to further my studies in
alternative medicine and healing. My second daughter was born at home in an easy and
quick delivery. She was exclusively breast fed and seemed to thrive for three days. But
on the third day she quit breathing and turned blue for no apparent reason. A successive
array of pediatricians gave a grave prognosis -spinal meningitis. The doctors wanted her
hospitalized immediately. One pediatrician however, after examining her thoroughly, told
me that her strength and alertness did not indicate spinal meningitis but possibly a
digestive disorder that was creating excessive mucus and blocking her airway after
nursmg.

I tried many kinds of foods-raw goat and cow milk, rice milk, nut milk, squash milk and
many more, yet after ingestion of each of these foods my baby would quit breathing. She
was soon diagnosed as failure-to-thrive. She cried constantly and rarely slept. Finally,
after going from 8 pounds at birth to 5 pounds in three weeks, I remembered poi and the
claim that it is a nutritious, life-giving and hypoallergenic food.

- Lhad.pQiair-=-shinp~dJr()JllHC!waiiJ~Cali(oIl1i<:l,Jhiilll~gitwith.J2.11r~~\yater ClllQI'l,lt itil1 Cl
baby bottle for her to drink. She finished one bottle and cried for more. After three bottles
of poi she fell into a sound sleep. She never stopped breathing again and began to steadily
gain weight and to thrive. I was also amazed that as long as my baby had poi before or
after breastfeeding, that she would have little problem with mucus or distress.

As she got older and required other foods I began to mix poi with fruits and vegetables to
create "poi pudding blends." Even after several years, if my child would ingest food
without poi included in the mix, she would have severe reactions such as fever, excessive
mucus and would even go unconscious at times. My daughter lived on poi blends



Taro Dream Inc.
Pg.2

exclusively for four years and needed poi on a daily basis for eleven years to remain
healthy and symptom-free. She is now a healthy and vibrant nineteen-year-old, free from
all digestive disorders and associated problems.

Taro Dream® poi pudding blends were created out of love for my daughter and are now
offered, from this same love and immense gratitude, to all people who may be struggling
with digestive challenges as well as to those who desire to experience this special food of
Hawaii.

Non-GMO taro is critical to not only the health and well being of many people of all ages
but that of this company, Taro Dream Inc. that began as a journey to save my child's life.
Food allergies in people of all ages are increasing at an alarming rate - Lives are on the
line--food allergies account for about 30,000 emergency room visits as well as 150 to 200
deaths each year, according to the Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network (FAAN). For
the 11 million-plus Americans who suffer from food allergies and potential danger to
human health and the environment, the critical need to protect food, especially taro from
GMO is vital.

2007 All Rights Reserved
Taro Dream Inc.
www.tarodream.com
Pamela N. Day
pamelanoeauday@msn.com
808.889.5270

Copyrighted 2007 No reproduction by any means for distribution pUiposes allowed without the written
permission ofthe author



Cynthia Groves
2463 So. Kihei Rd C-16 #321
Kihei, HI 96753
808 281-4212

Heath Care Practice Management Consultant for 20+ years
Maui, HI

Strong support of SB958 R. GMO Taro Moratorium

I am requesting the State legislature supporting SB958 calling for a la-year Moratorium on
GMO Taro.
I submit testimony of strong support of SB958 for ALL of the following reasons, including

studies I gleaned last year on the use of GMOs.

l.Contamination of Hawaiian taro and other varieties
2. Cannot guarantee containment in any facility
3. Loss of Genetic integrity of taro.
4. Potential Loss of biodiversity

5. GMO crops are potentially an invasive species which can be transmitted be wind, water,
soil, trucks carrying GMO taro to organic crops onto organic taro fields. Witness the
problems on the big Island with papaya industry and heed its examples. Known court case
addresses pharma crops that was won by Earth Justice anCenter for Food Safety against
Syngenta and others and encouraged regulation.

6.GMO taro will NOT save the taro industry. There ARE other options as I am sure will be
heard at testimony.

7.GMO with its patents takes away the right to choose what variety farmers want to plant
and can afford to pay for particularly if royalties get into the picture for plants from which
they already believe they themselves came from these living entities (The farmers and
Hawaiians as a whole believe taro are their ancestors, not just plants that have a certain
essence and message for us.

8. Unknown health and environmental risks.
Unintended Consequences. An environmental impact statement should be done on
GMOs in Hawaii, particularly in relationship to both taro and pharma crops and its
consseq-ue-liFsprea-d-OTGfofo-andimpac~c::rn-ourtsiandsre:wipin~~ut-l'lat-u..aI-organic
crops replaced by GMO, rather than seeing our organically grown species as our
treasures to share both health wise and economically to support small farmer's
organic markets.

9. Consumers desire a pure product and have the right to eat it and have it labeled as either
organic or GMO. This is not happening now and I don't support propagation, growing and
raising and feeding GMO crops, taro or otherwise, to unsuspecting consumers where
unlabeled product of this kind is promoted ..



10. Allergenic reactions to foreign genes in taro.

11. Our orientation in Hawaii needs to focus on other research, more natural, to help taro
and taro farmers (Snails, Soil health, etc)

12. Economic reason--not just supporting big corporations, but the smaller farmer, and
encouragement of young Hawaiians to support the land and grow natural food in the
islands. Heaven forbid should we get cut off in a natural disaster from the other parts of the
world and mainland and need to have natural healthy food grown here.

13.Farmers and many native Hawaiians do not want GMO taro. Cultural, spiritual reasons
and beliefs of the Hawaiians need to be respected.

14. I have done copious research on studies on GMO around the world and do not support
further GMO on our island, without strict ENFORCEABLE regulation. I have sent these
studies in with testimony on taro in the past. If needing this testimony submitted again., I
can be reached below.

15. Hawaii does not have adequate oversite of GMO crops presently, nor does the
Dept of Health indicate it has the funds to do so, nor do the former testifiers from
Dept of Health indicate that there is legislation in place for them to do this. Hence,
GMO crops can't be sufficiently monitored until laws and funding are in place to do
so. The FDA saying that GMO crops are the same as natural food is bogus. It is not
despite what industry would have you believe.

16. I feel Hawai' needs proper oversight of GMO crops before we move further to allow any
further testing, propagating or growing of GMO taro or any other GMO crop in these islands.

17. Further, I would like to see restriction on other open-air field tests of genetically
engineered crops.

18. While the FDA claims on their web site that GMO crops are no different than natural and
organic crops, this simply is no more than propaganda. The directors of the FDA overroad
their scientists on claiming the truth of that statement.

19. 828 scientists signed "Open Letter to All Governments Concerning Genetically
Modified Organisms (GMOs) requesting the ban of all GMOs WORLDWIDE. TEXT
and petition can be read in full at at http;llwww.j-sjs.org.uklljst.php

20, STUDIES

A. "Hidden Health Hazards of Genetically Engineered Foods," "Genetically
------t==Ennlgineer-ed--Fo9d5--and-t-lle-EnvironmeDt:~ente"_r__'_'fo"'_'r'___'_'Fo"'o"'d~S~a~fe~toLyL, _

http://www.centerforfoodsafety.org

B. Expert testimony before the Vermont State Agriculture Committee, Oct. 2, 2003 Jeffrey Smith, GMO

Detection Lab VP, 8/26/05 http://www.organicconsumers.org/school/children082605.cfm

C. Media Reporting 2-6-06. Illnesses & Deaths in Philippines Linked to
Gene-Altered Corn http://www.organicconsumers.org/ge/wanho060208.cfm

D.. July 2005, US Government Facts: Children's Chemical & Pesticide Exposure via Food Products, July 2005

National Academies Advisors to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine (see pdf file enclosed)



E. 7-15-99 Study: Viral Danger from GM crops confirmed. Http://www.netlink.de/
gen/Zeitung/1999/990715

F. Genetic Asssessment Chart: Assumptions, Actual Status, Backup. by Jeffrey
Smith, http://www.seedsofdeception.com/Public/AboutGeneticallyModifiedFoodsl
GeneticaIlyModifiedFoodsa reI nherentl/index.cfm

G. 2000, "Open Letter from World Scientists to All Governments Concerning

Genetically Modfied Organisms." 868 Scientists signed that document. Institute of
Science in Society's website. http://www.i-sis.orgl.uk/list.php SUBMITTED UNDER
SEPARATE TESTIMONY IN THREE PARTS.

H. Oct. 2, 2003 Expert testimony before the Vermont State Agriculture Committee, Jeffrey Smith, GMO
Detection Lab VP, 8/26/05 http://www.organicconsumers.org/school/children082605.cfm

I. Dec. 20, 2005, Scientists' Open Letter on the Hazards of Genetically Engineered Foods and Crops

will be read April 8, 2006 and April 20, 2006 at major conferences and events, Dr Dominique Beroule, on
behalf of the JIGMOD Coordinating Committee http://www.organicconsumers.org/ge/openletter122105.cfm

J. Gene Altered Bt Crops Threaten Public Health Immune Responses and Skin Sensitization to Bt in
Farm Workers and Presence of Bt in Many Genetically Engineered foods
http;//www.organicconsuemrs.org/ge/BT031706.cfm

K. "The Poor Performance of Genetically Engineered Crops: Imposing New Risks on
Consumers and the Environment While Failing to Improve the Farmer's Bottom
Line, June 3, 2003 Report, http://www.biointegrity.orglincreased-risks-no-benefits.htm

L. "Safety Checks on GMOs Flawed" : EU Chief April 5,2006, http://today.reuters.co.uk/news/
newsArticle.aspx?type=healthNews&storyID=2006-04-05T11 0046Z 01 L05651737 RTRIDST 0 HEALTH-FOOD-EL
http://www.Organicconsumers.org/ge/flawed060406.cfm

M. Lawsuit Calls Genetically Engineered Alfalfa a Risk to Farmers and the
Environment- February 16, 2006 http://www.truefoodnow.org/homealfalfa.html

N. Biotech Drug Disaster Underlies Danger of GE Pharma Crops March 18, 2006 A
drug trial catastrophe reflects upon the secretive open field testing of pharma crops. Drug trial
that led to catastrophic injury to human volunteers. Six volunteers were injured, one of whom,

.H··-----mav--faGe-up-.ta-a-¥eacor_.mo[8-.oLcQill_a.._ http://www.orgaQicc().Q?Jd lTl~rs_:on;;J/~e/ . . .__ ~__
danger060323.cfm

O. "24 Key FDA Documents Revealing "Hazards of Genetically Engineered Foods
and Flaws with How the Agency Made Its Policy," http://www.biointegrity.org/list.html

P. "Why Traditional Cross-Bred and Genetically Engineered Crops Are Completely
Different. "December 1, 2005 (Disproving FDA's basic assumption of waiving the necessity of
rigorous safety studies of GE foods by the FDA or industry.)
http://www.organicconsumers.org/ge/gmwatch120505.cfm



Q. "Spilling the Beans: Un-Spinning the Spin Masters on Genetically Engineered
Food," by Jeffrey Smith, Sept. 2005 and side by side interviews with biotech in Feb 1,
2006 issue of Noseweek, South African investigative magazine.
http://www.seedsofdeception.com/PubliclNewsletterlJan06Un-SpinningtheSpinMastersl
index.cfm

R. Study: "US Foodborne Illnesses Up Two to Tenfold ISIS report", 3-3-01 Study links GE

foods to US Foodborne illnesses. http://www.netlink.de/gen/Zejtung/2001l011103.html

S. "Genetically Engineered Foods Pose Higher Risk for Children," 2005 Steven
Druker, Alliance for Bio-Integrity, Institute for Responsible Technology,
http://www.biointegrity.org

T. "Safety of Genetically Engineered Foods-Approaches to Assessing Unintended
Health Effects," Institute of Medicine and National Research Council of the National
Academies, The National Academies Pres, Washington DC Http://www.nap.edu 2005

U. Africa: Ten years of genetically modified crops failed to deliver the promises made by biotech

giants.J anuary 10, 2006 http://www.foeLorg/media/2006/0110.html

V, Sited 2-28-06 U,S. MISLED THE WORLD ON BIOTECH FOODS "VICTORY" WTO ruling does not
prevent countries from restricting or banning GM foods http://www.organicconsumers.org/artman/

publish/article 119.cfm L[1] The wre report is available online in two www.foeeurope.org/biteback/

wre decision.htm [2] The Friends of the Earth preliminary analysis in the briefing 'Lookin

W, 131 Countries have signed the Cartagena Biosafety Protocol Agreement. The US has not. The latest
gathering of countries from this Colloboration agreed to a labeling that says "May contain GE
ingredients".

Sincerely,
Cynthia Groves
2463 So. Kihei Rd C-16 #321
Kihei, HI 96753
808 281-4212
unmanib@maui.net
Heath Care Practice Management Consultant for 20+ years
Maui, HI



Bobby McClintock, RED AHI (Respiratory & Environmental Disabilities Assoc. of HI)

Testimony in SUPPORT of SB 958 - This bill must protect ALL varieties of kalo in
Hawaii.

My name is Bobby McClintock and I am disabled with MCS (Multiple Chemical
Sensitivities). I have been sending research articles to all of our legislators over
the last 10+ years cautioning of the dangers of genetically engineered foods,
plants, and trees. The only people telling us these organisms are safe are the
companies manufacturing them. ALL other scientists without corporate affiliation
have research proving them wrong. We have seen, time and again, contamination
of other plants from this technology. It is crude, at best.

This technology posses an even greater threat to those of us with severe food
allergies. If our food is not pure, it could be life-threatening. Elsewhere in the
world, especially in the Philippines, the pollen is already posing other allergenic
problems. This technology has no bounds. Corporate greed is at the root of it. NO
ONE should own our food supply, NO ONE!

I am shocked to know Hawaii would even consider letting these corporate interests
do something as careless as genetically engineering our Taro. Please do all possible
to prevent this happening. Please protect our health and environment.

Thank you for your time,

Bobby McClintock, RED AHI (Respiratory & Environmental Disabilities Assoc. of HI)
Honolulu, HI
redahi@hawaii.rr.com



Jeri DiPietro
PO Box 338, Koloa, HI 96756
(808) 651-1332

IN SUPPORT
SB 958 a 10 year moratorium on developing, testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and

raising genetically modified kalo (taro) in Hawai' i nei
SB 958 asks for a temporary moratorium, a time out. It is a moment to evaluate and use
precaution in a new situation. If only a second look had been given before the DOA allowed
the importation of apple snail and let it rage out of control into pest status.
Let's seize this opportunity before we release another unwanted and uncontrollable life
form, such as genetically engineered kalo.

Let's take this opportunity to concentrate on stopping the importation of kalo without
quarantine. Let's avoid getting plant diseases that we do not currently have anywhere in our
state. There are no measures or testing in place to quarantine imported kalo.
I would think that before getting under a microscope and patenting genes, we would use
some manpower to put up the physical roadblocks to stop these plant disease of other
countries taro, from coming into our state. Why haven't we done this? A moratorium would
allow time for these and other measures, to be put into place.

Right now, Kaua' i produces the most Kalo in the state. As we embrace the importance of
food security, let's protect our valuable, niche market.

Already we are seeing that just the rumor that someone on Kaua' i is growing genetically
modified kalo, taints the perception of the entire market. You cannot tell by looking. What if
one is a GMO? No agency is able to answer that question. No one is offering to perform the
PCR tests to tell us which huli is and which huli is not.

Until better regulations can be designed, demonstrated and enforced - until the system is
transparent and acceptable to the public, the principle of precaution justifies a moratorium.

You cannot approve of GE kalo as being safe to eat. Ask UH to show us the human data on
consuming GE kalo, there is none. You cannot say it is safe, you cannot say it is unsafe-no
one knows, no one has done the research. This is a fact.

Consumers want labeling. Which kalo is traditional and which is GE? GE Kalo has genes
from wheat, rice and grapevine. What if someone in your family is allergic to one of those
things. Allergic reactions are really hard to determine when people are brought to the ER.
Especially if no one is aware of what that person came in contact with.

Labeling equals the need to assign liability. Who would be responsible if harm occurred?
WiloWITf be -responsible-if people areharmea~-5yTheprod-ucfor-fiar~med6y~freld----~~~-

contamination? Who is going to pay the costs of testing for farmers huli? Contamination
from genetically modified taro would place an immeasurable threat on traditional varieties.
Jeri DiPietro
Pg.2

Last but not least, Rainbow papaya seeds, they are a GE product of UH. UH holds the patent
and a grower must buy these seeds from UH only, sign a contract and promise not to reuse
the seed from the trees they grow. Rainbow papaya seeds come to Kaua' i from Big Save,
they sell Rainbow papaya. Even though Kauai is not presently contaminated by GMO
papaya, it is crossing into our eco system, people eat the fruit and throw out the seeds.



Pretty soon, you got a biotech tree in your yard. Supreme court law says 'you are in
violation of possession of private, patented property'. Those seeds are illegal! Farmers have
been sued by biotech companies for being in illegal possession, even when their non gmo
plants have been crosspollinated by GE plants, and their conventional fruit contaminated
against their will.

Introducing GE kalo would contaminate all our kalo. In ten years time, we would not know
what was what. Things get mixed up!

Kalo farmers would be paying for huli every single time they plant. They would be obligated
to pay a percentage of their kalo sales back to UH. How can you even keep track of that?
If they sign a contract with UH, they would be obligated to report anyone known to be
saving huli illegally.
It is up to us, our generation, to malama Haloa the taro, so Haloa the taro can malama
Haloa the man.
Experimenting with the genetic engineering of this crop, without thoroughly examining and
evaluating the adverse effects of that process, is careless and could very well have
far-reaching, irreversible, and unintended consequences.

Mahalo nui loa for your careful consideration
and I look forward to your response,

Jeri DiPietro
PO Box 338, Koloa, HI 96756
(808) 651-1332
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TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name: (~. \.tu:;".. t....... ".... v':".
Organization:
Town, Zip Code: l~ l. \c..>~?-\.A4_ ...-~.\'\
PhonelEmail:

Dear Legislators,
o I strongly support a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic modification and patenting
ofkalo (taro) because it is culturally inappropriate and poses unknown, potentially dangerous,
irreversible long term risks to our food, health, environment and economy. The kalo plant
species is rooted in Hawaiian folklore and a primary cultural reference for defining the Native
Hawaiian persona and/or psyche. More so, kalo's history and its present use as a healthy,
hypoallergenic starch and medicinal food has permeated Hawaii's local culture and is influential
in promoting a health lifestyle and well-being. Research on genetically modified organisms
(GMO) is controversial because of serious concerns regarding short as well as long term bio
physiological health risks that have not been adequately addressed by GMO industries and/or
proponents. For these reasons I as a (Native Hawaiian) health professional in the area of
(behavioral health, chronic disease, clinical/health psychology, etc...), am opposed to genetic
modification ofkalo in Hawaii.
o I support farming and precautionary scientific research that does not expose kalo species to
the risks of genetic engineering. I encourage you and your colleagues to support local
agricultural industries to promote publicly accepted and advanced methods of farming that
protects as well as preserves kalo from intruding pests and diseases. More importantly, it is
recommended that you adopt a Precautionary Principle that discerns the risks and benefits of
GMO research and its potential harmful effects to the people of Hawaii.
o Kalo is a cherished, valuable legacy of our island life and culture. I join farmers as well as
others in the health field to urge you and your fellow legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by passing SB 598 into law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of kalo in Hawaii.

Sincerely,

Name
Title of organization

c.~. <::> \1'1:,. \, C'_ A
Email Testimony to:NaKahuOHaloa(c_L;gmaiLcom
Or send to: KAHEA: The Hawaiian Environmental Alliance, Attn. KALO
P.O. Box 2701120Honolulu, Hawai'i 96827-0112



I n ' ,....'..,..- ,
Name: ,/'7.. ~../p'L ~~
Organizations:.4~~v~v'-"-~-r
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:~~~.. fbY I 7
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

.-- -- - -- --......-----.. - - ·MCiram(THaloaTlVIalamiTPono~··---_···-··-····--·_··--·-.. ----.- .

Signature



FOOD SAFETY
CENTER FOR

660 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., SE , SUITE 302, WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 547-9359 =:J FAX (202) 547-9429

2601 MISSION ST., SUITE 803, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94129
(415) 826-2770 =:J FAX (415) 826-0570

WWW.CENTERFORFOODSAFETY.ORG

March 10,2008

On behalf of the Center For Food Safety, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on SB958 HD1,
a bill proposing a la-year moratorium on research and cultivation of genetically modified (GM) or
genetically engineered (GE) taro.! Center for Food Safety (CFS) is a national, non-profit public
interest group working to protect human health and the environment by curbing the use of harmful
food production technologies and promoting organic and other fonus of sustainable agriculture.
CFS has over a decade of experience in the legal, economic, environmental, public health and
cultural issues raised by agricultural biotechnology. CFS also has extensive experience with GM
crops in Hawaii. For instance, CFS was the lead plaintiff in a successful federal court case
challenging the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture's "arbitrary and capricious" failure to assess the potential
environmental impacts of the release of GM "pharmaceutical crops" on the Islands (Attachment 1).

The Center wholeheartedly supports SB958 HD1's call for a la-year "time-out" on research and
cultivation of genetically modified taro, as discussed further below. First, however, we respond to
three misleading and misguided arguments presented by opponents of SB958:

1) SB958 does NOT violate "academic freedom"
2) SB958 does NOT discourage research on other crops
3) SB958 would have absolutely no effect on the state's seed industry.

The Legislature of the State of Hawai'i vs. "academic freedom"

Kevin Kelly of the University of Hawai'i (UH) seems to believe that UH is above the law. In
___________~1l11()ll11Cing UH's opposition to SB958, he reportedly made the following remarkable statemellt:

''We are concerned with the Legislature being able to legislate what you can and cannot
study." 2

Mr. Kelly does not dispute the fact that taro farmers and taro consumers overwhelmingly oppose
genetic manipulation of kalo and support SB958, apparently because this does not matter to him or

I In the following testimony, these terms are used interchangeably to refer to the use of recombinant DNA
technology (i.e. gene-splicing) to introduce novel traits into crops.
2 As quoted in: "Activists renew taro ban effort," by Alexandra Da Silva, Honolulu Star Bulletin, January 17,2008.
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UH. He does not give any compelling reason as to why such research is needed, and even admits
that "modified taro research has no funding at UH and there are currently no plans to restart the
research process."3 As clearly expressed in Mr. Kelly's statement above, UH opposes SB958
simply because it wishes to establish the precedent that the University's research agenda is
beyond the jurisdiction of the Legislature of the State of Hawai'i.

With respect to genetic modification of kalo, UH is asserting the right to conduct research that is
abhorrent to those most affected by it, even though any fruits of such research would be rejected by
the same. Through its opposition to SB958, UH is thus insisting on its right to conduct culturally
objectionable research that will not confer any benefit on the people of Hawai'i. Mr. Kelly raises the
banner of "academic freedom," yet completely fails to comprehend that academic freedom is not an
unconditional right, but rather is conditioned by other rights and obligations. As a state institution,
UH's first and most important obligation is to serve the interests of the state's citizens, who are its
primary funders. Genetic modification of kalo serves no one's interests, and in fact harms the
interests of those who would be most affected by it.

Legislators should beware the dangerous precedent that UH is attempting to establish here. By
the same logic, the Legislature would have no authority to prohibit or circumscribe any research
conducted by the University. Say, for example, that a UH scientist received funding to genetically
manipulate a dangerous human pathogen. Would the Legislature give up all responsibility for the
potential hazards of such research to the state's citizens on the grounds that any restrictions it might
impose would violate "academic freedom"? Hopefully not. But this is precisely the sort of absolute
freedom from the Legislature's will that UH is attempting to establish in this case. And whether the
hazard posed by the research is to the health of the state's citizens or to Hawaiian cultural integrity is
immaterial to the principle. The Legislature has not only the right, but the duty, to impose prudent
restrictions on the University's "academic freedom" when it comes into conflict with the greater
good, as it indisputably does in this case.

SB958 would NOT discourage research on other crops

It is absurd to suggest that a lO-year moratorium on the genetic engineering of taro would
discourage research on other crops.3 SB958 applies only to taro, and makes no mention of papaya,
anthuriam, banana, or any other crop. The bill's language makes it perfectly clear that it is a sacred
plant to native Hawaiians, who ovelwhehningly reject genetic manipulation of kalo as a deep affront
to their cultural traditions.

"K310 (coJocasia~.eBcu1enta).,-lh.eBawaiian~wOJ:d~fn.Ltarn,i~acul1:lll:a14'_significantplanLtQ~thekanak.a~

maoti, Hawaii's indigenous peoples."

"The purpose of this Act is to recognize the importance of the kalo in the heritage of the
State by creating a ten-year moratorium on developing, testing, propagating, cultivating,
raising, and growing of genetically modified taro in the State of Hawaii." (emphasis added)

3 See, for instance: Yager, B. "GMO taro protesters take aim at Rep. Tsuji," Hawai'i Tribune-Herald, Jan. 15,2008.
Such blatantly false claims were also made in a memo dated March 8, 2007 from Joy Gold ofthe Hawai'i Crop
Improvement Association to members of the Hawai'i State Senate.

2



Opposition to the bill is tantamount to denying the importance of kalo to Hawai'i's heritage. The
attempt by a few extremists to "spin" the bill as some sort of referendum on genetic engineering
technology as a whole is fear-mongering at its worst, and reveals a cynical contempt for the sincere
motivations of the bill's proponents.

SB958 would have absolutely no effect on the state's seed industry

Last year, the Hawai'i Crop Improvement Association (HCIA) sent a memo (dated March 8, 2007)
to members of the Hawai'i Senate claiming that SB958 and HB177 (a bill proposing a 5-year
moratorium on GM coffee field trials) would harm Hawaii's seed industry. This outrageous claim
has absolutely no merit. Figures from the Hawaii Agricultural Statistics office show clearly that 92%
of the $60.2 million in seed crop revenue in the 2004/05 season derived from com seed. SB958
would have absolutely no effect on the com seed industry. None of the remaining revenue of the
seed industry is based on GM taro, for the simple reason that the seed industry produces absolutely
no GM taro.

Once again, a few extremists with a fervent ideological commitment to genetic engineering
technology are attempting to cloud the debate and misrepresent the simple and clear intent of SB958
- which is neither more nor less than to protect a plant sacred to Hawaiians from genetic
manipulation.

Center for Food Safety supports SB958 for the following reasons:

1) Passage of the bill is overwhelmingly supported by both taro farmers and taro consumers on
strong cultural grounds.

2) Genetic engineering is incapable of addressing the true threats currendy facing taro production
in Hawaii, and would thus represent a cosdy distraction.

3) The great expense and high failure rate of plant genetic engineering make it an ineffective
strategy for addressing potential future threats to taro production.

4) Genetically engineered taro could contaminate conventional taro, rendering it objectionable to
taro farmers and consumers

CFS does not presume to speak for the taro farmers and consumers who support SB958 on cultural
grounds, beyond noting that we believe their objections deserve full consideration.

T ffin&ge-nic---research does-not-addre-s-s-the--ne--e-Gs of-taro--f-arm&s

Even if it were not culturally objectionable, transgenic research on taro does not address the true
threats currendy facing Hawaiian taro growers, and thus represents a cosdy distraction.

According to taro growers, the biggest biological threat to Hawaiian taro production is the apple
snail, which reportedly consumes 18-25% of the taro crop each year, and greatly increases the need
for farm labor. No one has proposed a transgenic solution to the apple snail, and apparendy, no
one at University of Hawaii has even attempted to provide assistance in combating the apple snail.
According to Paul Reppun, a well-respected Kaneohe taro farmer, most taro diseases are effectively
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countered through adequate supplies of cold water, long fallow periods, adequate soil fertility, crop
rotation and diverse smalllo'i rather than concentrated production in a few areas.4 Cold water slows
growth of damaging fungus and also suppresses apple snails. Access to affordable land and water to
permit longer fallow periods and more widespread planting of taro are political issues that obviously
cannot be addressed by transgenic research.

We note that Hawaiian lawmaker Clift Tsuji is reportedly introducing four bills that would include
measures to require the state to provide reduced lease rates for taro farming on state lands, create a
taro farming grant appropriation, and establish taro farming education and training programs.s

While we have not examined and cannot comment on the merit of these bills, they at least appear to
be on the right track and certainly come closer to addressing the true needs of taro farmers than
transgenic research.

Transgenic research will not address future threats to taro
Transgenic research is too often presented as some magic elixir that will eliminate all agricultural
problems. Sadly, University of Hawai'i officials and others who should or do know better are
complicit in promoting this myth, which is starkly at odds with the facts on the ground. One of the
more blatant bits of propaganda comes from Ania Wieczorek, public relations officer at UH's
College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR). A commentary by Ms. Wieczorek
in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin boldly proclaimed that "Engineering helps keep Hawaiian taro
healthy"6 - an outright falsehood, given the fact that there has not even been a single outdoor field
trial of GM taro, much less a GM taro brought to market.7

Despite over 2,000 permits nationwide for field tests of various plants genetically engineered for
disease resistance since 1987,8 only two GM disease-resistant plants have been commercialized
(virus-resistant papaya and squash), and these are planted on extremely small areas. The failure of
genetic engineering for disease resistance is also reflected in the dramatic decline in the number of
field tests for GM disease-resistant crops since 1998.9 As shown by the biotech industry's own
figures, virtually 100% of GM crop acreage worldwide in 2006 was planted to just four crops (soy,
corn, cotton and canola) that have been engineered to survive dousing with chemical weedkillers
(herbicide-tolerance) and/or to produce their own internal insecticides (insect-resistant).10

4 Reppun, P. "Deep Roots," Letters, Honolulu Weekly, Feb. 1-8,2006.
5 Yager, B. "GMO taro protesters take aim at Rep. Tsuji," Hawai'i Tribune-Herald, Jan. 15,2008.
6 Wieczorek, Ania. "Engineering helps keep Hawaiian taro healthy," Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Jan. 22, 2006.
7 UH has conducted limited laboratory research on GM taro, though as UH's Kevin Kelly admits, there is no

-----ongolng-research(seefootnote5iibover.-GM cropsaresuoJectfoan-extreme!ylilgfifiiHure rate. GMcropsbegiii-lii--
the lab. Most lab experiments fail. Those few that are promising are then tested out-of-doors under permit from
USDA. USDA maintains a database ofall GM crop field trials conducted throughout the country at
http://www.nbiap.vt.edu/cfdocs/fieldtestsI.cfm. Go to this website, check "Organism." Search list of Organisms
and note that taro is not listed. Even those GM crops that are field-tested are seldom approved for the market, so
there is no GM taro anywhere close to being approved for the market.
S See website in footnote 7. Based on search of the disease-resistant "phenotype categories" - virus-resistance,
fungal resistance, bacterial resistance and nematode resistance.
9 CFS internal analysis of data downloaded from http://www.nbiap.vt.edu/cfdocslfieldtestsI.cfm.
10 See industry figures, presented in: "Who Benefits from GM Crops? The Rise in Pesticide Use," Friends of the
Earth-Center for Food Safety, 2008. Accessible at:
http://www.centerforfoodsafety.org/WhoBenefitsPR2_ 13_08.cfm
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Given these facts, and the lack of interest in expensive genetic engineering research on taro, passage
of SB958 would in no way limit effective responses to potential future threats to taro, which would
be better met by conventional breeding and improvement in the conditions under which taro are
planted in the state, as outlined above.

Genetically engineered taro could contaminate conventional taro

There is no ongoing research on genetically engineered taro, nor plans for such research at UH.
Even if such research were to be conducted, it is unlikely that it would advance beyond the lab to
field trials. However, in the event that GE taro were to be planted out-of-doors, it could
contaminate traditional taro, rendering it objectionable to taro farmers and consumers. We note that
taro has been observed to flower and produce seeds on numerous occasions, and that the traditional
cultural practice of huli exchange between farmers presents a potential mode for mixing of
traditional taro stock with GE varieties. ll

This represents still another strong argument for passage of SB958.

Conclusion

SB958 is overwhehningly supported by those in the State of Hawaii who farm and consume taro.
Genetic manipulation of taro is deeply offensive to the Hawaiian community, and rejected by taro
growers as irrelevant to their needs. The major opponent of SB958, the University of Hawai'i,
disregards the will of the citizens it is supposed to serve, and is apparendy only interested in
establishing a precedent that places the University's research agenda beyond the jurisdiction of
Hawaii's Legislature.

According to taro farmers, the major challenges they face (e.g. lack of sufficient water and land; the
apple snail, and the failure of UH to assist in combating it) cannot be addressed by transgenic
research, even if it were culturally acceptable. Longer-term potential threats to taro production are
also highly unlikely to be addressed by transgenic research, given the technology's near-total failure
to produce disease-resistant crops. Finally, any GE taro varieties that are planted could contaminate
traditional plant stocks.

For all of these reasons, Center for Food Safety respectfully urges the legislature to pass SB958.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Freese, Science Policy Analyst
Center for Food Safety

11 Levin, P. "Evidence of the flowering and seeding of taro (Colocasia esculenta): a review of Hawaiian literature,
manuscripts and researchers," November 1,2007.
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660 PENNSYLVANIl\ AVE., SE , SUITE 302, WASIIlNGT'ON, DC 20003
(202) 547-9359 _ FAX (202) 547-9429

2601 MISSION ST., SUITE 803, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 826-2770 _ FAX (415) 826-0570
WWW.CENTERFORFOODSAFETY.ORG

Gaining Ground in the Courts: The Center for Food
Safety's Recent Victories in the Battle Over Genetically

Engineered Crops

In a Jtring if recent caJeJ, the CenterjOr Food Sqfery (Ct'-:J), repmenting andpartnering with other non-prqfit
consumer ad1Jocacy groupJ, mvironmentalprotection ot;ganizatiom, and numerOUJ smallfarmerJ, haJ won hard
jOught victories in federal court. Judges jOund that the environmmtal aJse.rsments done 0' the United State.r
Departmmt ifAgriculture (USDA) prior to the te.rting or commercialization if .reveralgeneticalfy engineered
(GE) crop.r wa.r either non-exi.rtent or .reverefy lacking, and in violation if our nation:r environmmtal
protection law.r. Each if the.re victoriej~ Jummarized bri~f!y below, iJ a landmark deci.rion, with far-reaching
implication.r jOr the future te.rting and agency a.r.ressmmt ifgeneticalfy engineered crop.r. Taken together, the.re
ca.res repre.rent corltmtones qfa new borf:y if ca.re law being created try CFS and other.r that protect the public,
the environment, andfarmers from the danger.r if GE crops and pre.ret7Je ourpublic right to chooJe non-GE
crop.r andjOod.

Genetically Engineered Alfalfa
Geertson Seed Farms, et al. v. Johanns, Docket No. 06-1075 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 14,

2007)

- ..~ ._~~~"- ~~"- ,"------'-------- -------,.,-._---- --- ------~-~---------~ ------~----~-~ -- - -----_.- -~---------------~----~ --- -----_.__.-- -------------~-- ---_.- ---' ----~~--~-~-,-----_.~----_._--

The-Ca.re: USDA illegally approved for commercial sale Monsanto's GE "Round Up Ready"
alfalfa after conducting only cursory environmental review pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Endangered Species Act (ESA).

The RiJks: Alfalfa, an open-pollinated, perennial crop poses unique risks when genetically
engineered for resistance to Round Up including but not limited to: (1) unintentional
biological contamination of conventional and organic alfalfa with GE alfalfa genes; (2)
increased use of the toxic herbicide Round Up, endangering protected species and
biodiversity; (3) creation of Round Up resistant "superweeds" resulting from increased Round
Up use; and (4) threats to the economic livelihood of organic and conventional alfalfa
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growers. Alfalfa is the fourth largest crop grown in the U.S. and would be the first perennial
crop approved for GE commercialization.

The Decision: For the first time, a Federal court held that USDA failed to abide by
environmental protection laws when it approved a genetically engineered crop for
commercialization without conducting a full Environment Impact Statement (EIS). Judge
Breyer of the Federal District Court of the Northern District of California concluded that
USDA failed to address numerous significant environmental risks raised by CFS before
approving the commercialization of Roundup Ready alfalfa, and therefore must prepare an
EIS before release of GE alfalfa.

"For those farmers who choose to grow non-genetically engineered alfalfa, the
possibility that their crops will be infected with the engineered gene is
tantamount to the elimination of all alfalfa; they cannot grow their chosen
crop." ... "A federal action that eliminates a farmer's choice to grow non
genetically engineered crops, or a consumers' choice to eat non-genetically
engineered food, is an undesirable consequence." Judge Brryer

The Impact. USDA's approval of GE alfalfa is vacated - the USDA must now fully review the
environmental risks in a rigorous EIS before it can allow GE alfalfa onto the market.

Genetically Engineered Bentgrass
Int'l Ctr. for Tech. Assessment, et al v. Johanns, et al., Docket No. 03-0020 (D.D.C.

Feb. 5, 2007)

The Case: USDA illegally approved open-air field trials of GE "Round Up Ready" Creeping
Bentgrass and Kentucky Bluegrass (created by Scotts' and Monsanto) by claiming that these
tests were "categorically excluded" from needing any environmental risk assessment.

The Risks: Creeping Bentgrass and Kentucky Bluegrass, two robust, weedy perennial grasses,
pose significant environmental risks to the environment when genetically engineered for
Round Up resistance, including but not limited to: (1) the threat of biological contamination
of naturally occurring grass species through pollen transfer; (2) enhanced weediness as Round

.....·Upr.esistan£.ed€we.-all<:l~atl--mability--tG--:t;€rnQ.v@-~weedy-gl·asses-t:t;Gm-natw;aUJL--Prot.ected
areas; and (3) increased use of Round Up and more toxic pesticides as Round Up resistance
develops.

The Decision: Judge Kennedy of the Federal District Court of the District of Columbia held
that USDA improperly exempted GE Bentgrass from NEPA's environmental review
requirements and ordered that USDA must halt approval of all new field trials across the
country until more rigorous environmental reviews are conducted for each field trial.
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"The record contains substantial evidence that the field tests may have had the
potential to affect significantly the quality of the human environment, and that
the tests may have involved, at the least, novel modifications (if not "new
organisms") that raised new environmental issues. APHIS failed, however, to
consider any of these possibilities. ... [D]efendants are permanently
ENJOINED from processing any acknowledgment or permit ... without
[complying with NEPA and this opinion]." -Jttdge Kmnecfy

The Impact: USDA has approved over a thousand field trials for new GE crops each year
without doing any environmental assessment under the "categorical exclusion" loophole. This
court decision forces USDA to significantly slow down its dangerous, fast-tracked allowance
of experimental GE crop field trials, and to comply with environmental protection laws by
adequately assessing the significant environmental consequences of such field trials before
they are allowed to occur.

Genetically Engineered Biopharmaceuticals Crops
Center for Food Safery, et al v. Johanns et al.,

(D. Hawaii Aug. 31, 2006)

The Case: USDA illegally approved field trials of drug-producing, GE crops (including corn
and sugarcane) throughout Hawaii without considering the effects to endangered species and
without conducing any environmental review under NEPA.

The Risks: Biopharmaceutical (biopharm) crops, genetically engineered to produce
pharmaceutical compounds such as hormones, vaccines, and cancer fighting agents, pose
unique human health and environmental risks including but not limited to: (1) threats to
endangered species that feed on such crops; (2) releasing unwanted chemicals into the air,
water, and soil; (3) contamination of non-GE crops with the genes to produce these
compounds; and (4) threats to the economic livelihood of organic and conventional farmers
that could lose their markets if contamination occurred.

The Decision: Judge Seabright of the Federal District Court for the District of Hawaii held that
USDA violated the ESA by failing to do even minimal investigation into whether biopharm

...._ ~_.. cropsJ:;Q1l1d~har1nan+-QLHaw.aii's over three .h"lJndr.edenda.ngered~pe~ies-,..~USDA...~~Q
violated NEPA by granting four field trial applications without conducting any environmental
reVIew.

"APHIS's utter disregard for this simple investigation requirement [under the
ESA], especially given the extraordinary number of endangered species and
threatened plants and animals in Hawaii, constitutes an unequivocal violation
of a clear congressional mandate."-Judge Seabtight
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The Im:bact: This case was the fIrst-ever court ruling on biopharm crops, holding that the fIeld
testing of these risky GE crops must comply with our environmental protection laws. The
decision makes crystal clear that USDA must consider impacts on endangered species and
other environmental impacts before allowing the fIeld testing of these novel crops.

TheJe landmark lJi(torieJ mark the end f!l USDA j- danger01JJ Jtreamlining ifGE crop teJting and approlJalJ
and hopifulfy portendJ an era if federal agenry olJerJight that complieJ with our nation 'J environmental
protection lawJ rather than merefy kowtowing to GE crop induJtry'J bottomline. However much more work iJ
needed to protect the publi(~ Jmallfarmers and the environment; if USDA and otherJ (harged with theJe dutieJ
continue to fail to lead, Cf''J will contintJe to Jhow them the wqy.

For more information and to read all the opinions, please visit:
'vvww.centerforfoodsafety.org
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1.9.2000

Open Letter from World Scientists to All Governments

Summary

We, the undersigned scientists, call for the immediate suspension of all
environmental releases of GM crops and products, both commercially and in open
field trials, for at least 5 years; for patents on living processes, organisms, seeds,
cell lines and genes to be revoked and banned; and for a comprehensive public
enquiry into the future of agriculture and food security for all.
Patents on life-forms and living processes should be banned because they threaten food
security, sanction biopiracy of indigenous knowledge and genetic resources, violate basic
human rights and dignity, compromise healthcare, impede medical and scientific research
and are against the welfare of animals.
GM crops offer no benefits to farmers or consumers. Instead, many problems have been
identified, including yield drag, increased herbicide use, erratic performance, and poor
economic returns to farmers. GM crops also intensify corporate monopoly on food, which is
driving family farmers to destitution, and preventing the essential shift to sustainable
agriculture that can guarantee food security and health around the world
The hazards of GMOs to biodiversity and human and animal health are now acknowledged
by sources within the UK and US Governments. Particularly serious consequences are
associated with the potential for horizontal gene transfer. These include the spread of
antibiotic resistance marker genes that would render infectious diseases untreatable, the
generation of new viruses and bacteria that cause diseases, and harmful mutations which
may lead to cancer.
In the Cartegena Biosafety Protocol negotiated in Montreal in January 2000, more than 130
governments have pledged to implement the precautionary principle and to ensure that
biosafety legislations at the national and international levels take precedence over trade and
financial agreements at the World Trade Organization.
Successive studies have documented the productiVity and the social and environmental
benefits of sustainable, low-input and organic farming in both North and South. They offer
the only practical way of restoring agricultural land degraded by conventional agronomic
practices, and empower small family farmers to combat poverty and hunger.
We urge the US Congress to reject GM crops as both hazardous and contrary to the
interest of family farmers; and to support research and development of
sustainable agricultural methods that can truly benefit family farmers all over the
world.
We, the undersigned scientists, call for the immediate suspension of all

-----...e""'nc>7vironnrental releases of GM crops and productSfbotlrcom'n-eTciallvand-m-open----~

field trials, for at least 5 years; for patents on living processes, organisms, s~eds,
cell lines and genes to be revoked and banned; and for a comprehensive public
enquiry into the future of agriculture and food security for all.
1 Patents on life-forms and liVing processes should be banned because they threaten food
security, sanction biopiracy of indigenous knowledge and genetic resources, violate basic
human rights and dignity, compromise healthcare, impede medical and scientific research
and are against the welfare of animals(l). Life-forms such as organisms, seeds, cell lines
and genes are discoveries and hence not patentable. Current GM techniques which exploit
living processes are unreliable, uncontrollable and unpredictable, and do not qualify as



inventions. Furthermore, those techniques are inherently unsafe, as are many GM
organisms and products.
2. It is becoming increasingly clear that current GM crops are neither needed nor beneficial.
They are a dangerous diversion preventing the essential shift to sustainable agricultural
practices that can provide food security and health around the world.
3. Two simple characteristics account for the nearly 40 million hectares of GM crops planted
in 1999(2). The majority (71%) are tolerant to broad-spectrum herbicides, with companies
engineering plants to be tolerant to their own brand of herbicide, while most of the rest are
engineered with bt-toxins to kill insect pests. A university-based survey of 8200 field trials
of the most widely grown GM crops, herbicide-tolerant soya beans - revealed that they yield
6.7% less and required two to five times more herbicides than non-GM varieties(3). This
has been confirmed by a more recent study in the University of Nebraska(4). Yet other
problems have been identified: erratic performance, disease susceptibility(5), fruit
abortion(6) and poor economic returns to farmers(7).
4. According to the UN food programme, there is enough food to feed the world one and a
half times over. While world population has grown 90% in the past 40 years, the amount of
food per capita has increased by 25%, yet one billion are hungry(8). A new FAO report
confirms that there will be enough or more than enough food to meet global demands
without taking into account any yield improvementsthat might result from GM crops well
into 2030 (9). It is on account of increasing corporate monopoly operating under the
globalised economy that the poor are getting poorer and hungrier(10). Family farmers
around the world have been driven to destitution and suicide, and for the same reasons.
Between 1993 and 1997 the number of mid-sized farms in the US dropped by 74,440(11),
and farmers are now receiving below the average cost of production for their produce(12).
The farming population in France and Germany fell by 50% since 1978(13). In the UK, 20
000 farming jobs were lost in the past year alone, and the Prime Minister has announced a
£200m aid package(14). Four corporations control 85% of the world trade in cereals at the
end of 1999(15). Mergers and acquisitions are continuing.
5. The new patents on seeds intensify corporate monopoly by preventing farmers from
saving and replanting seeds, which is what most farmers still do in the Third World. In order
to protect their patents, corporations are continuing to develop terminator technologies that
genetic engineer harvested seeds not to germinate, despite worldwide opposition from
farmers and civil society at large(16).
6. Christian Aid, a major charity working with the Third World, concluded that GM crops will
cause unemployment, exacerbate Third World debt, threaten sustainable farming systems
and damage the environment. It predicts famine for the poorest countries(17). African
Governments condemned Monsanto's claim that GMOs are needed to feed the hungry of the
world: "We..strongly object that the image of the poor and hungry from our countries is
being used by giant multinational corporations to push a technology that is neither safe,
enVironmentally friendly, nor economically beneficial to us... we believe it will destroy the
diversity, the local knowledge and the sustainable agricultural systems that our farmers
have developed for millennia and ...undermine our capacity to feed ourselves.(18)" A
meSSgge~ from_theEeaS~gnLm~:nlement~Qtlhe_ehmppinestQthe~QrganizatifrD~fDLEcQnomic __.
Cooperation and Development (OECD) of the industrialized countries stated, "The entry of
GMOs will certainly intensify landlessness, hunger and injustice.(19)"
7. A coalition of family farming groups in the US have issued a comprehensive list of
demands, including ban on ownership of all life-forms; suspension of sales, environmental
releases and further approvals of all GM crops and products pending an independent,
comprehensive assessment of the social, environmental, health and economic impacts; and
for corporations to be made liable for all damages arising from GM crops and products to
livestock, human beings and the environment(20). They also demand a moratorium on all
corporate mergers and acquisitions, on farm closures, and an end to policies that serve big
agribusiness interests at the expense of family farmers, taxpayers and the
environment(21). They have mounted a lawsuit against Monsanto and nine other



corporations for monopolistic practices and for foisting GM crops on farmers without
adequate safety and environmental impact assessments(22).
8. Some of the hazards of GM crops are openly acknowledged by the UK and US
Governments. UK Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) has admitted that the
transfer of GM crops and pollen beyond the planted fields is unavoidable(23), and this has
already resulted in herbicide-tolerant weeds(24). An interim report on UK
Government-sponsored field trials confirmed hybridisation between adjacent plots of
different herbicide tolerant GM oilseed rape varieties, which gave rise to hybrids tolerant to
multiple herbicides. In addition, GM oilseed rape and their hybrids were found as volunteers
in subsequent wheat and barley crops, which had to be controlled by standard
herbicides(25). Bt-resistant insect pests have evolved in response to the continuous
presence of the toxins in GM plants throughout the growing season, and the US
Environment Protection Agency is recommending farmers to plant up to 40% non-GM crops
in order to create refugia for non-resistant insect pests(26).
9. The threats to biodiversity from major GM crops already commercialized are becoming
increasingly clear. The broad-spectrum herbicides used with herbicide-tolerant GM crops
decimate wild plant species indiscriminately, they are also toxic to animals. Glufosinate
causes birth defects in mammals(27), and glyphosate is linked to non-Hodgkin
lymphoma(28). GM crops with bt-toxins kill beneficial insects such as bees(29) and
lacewings(30), and pollen from bt-corn is found to be lethal to monarch butterflies(31) as
well as swallowtails(32). Bt-toxin is exuded from roots of bt-plants in the rhizosphere,
where it rapidly binds to soil particles and become protected from degradation. As the toxin
is present in an activated, non-selective form, both target and non-target species in the soil
will be affected(33), with knock on effects on species above ground.
10. Products resulting from genetically modified organisms can also be hazardous. For
example, a batch of tryptophan produced by GM microorganisms was associated with at
least 37 deaths and 1500 serious i1lnesses(34). Genetically modified Bovine Growth
Hormone, injected into cows in order to increase milk yield, not only causes excessive
suffering and illnesses for the cows but increases IGF-l in the milk, which is linked to breast
and prostate cancers in humans(35). It is vital for the public to be protected from all GM
products, and not only those containing transgenic DNA or protein. That is because the
process of genetic modification itself, at least in the form currently practised, is inherently
unsafe.
11. Secret memoranda of US Food and Drug Administration revealed that it ignored the
warnings of its own scientists that genetic engineering is a new departure and introduces
new risks. Furthermore, the first GM crop to be commercialized - the Flavr Savr tomato 
did not pass the required toxicological tests(36). Since then, no comprehensive scientific
safety testing had been done until Dr. Arpad Pusztai and his collaborators in the UK raised
serious concerns over the safety of the GM potatoes they were testing. They conclude that a
significant part of the toxic effect may be due to the "[gene] construct or the genetic
transformation (or both)" used in making the GM plants(37).
12. The safety of GM foods was openly disputed by Professor Bevan Moseley, molecular

__--'g.eneticisLand current Chair of the Working Group on Novel Foods in the European Union's
Scientific Committee on Food(38). He drew attention to unforseen effects inherent to the
technology, emphasiZing that the next generation of GM foods - the so-called
'neutraceuticals' or 'functional foods', such as vitamin A 'enriched' rice - will pose even
greater health risks because of the increased complexity of the gene constructs.
13. Genetic engineering introduces new genes and new combinations of genetic material
constructed in the laboratory into crops, livestock and microorganisms(39). The artificial
constructs are derived from the genetic material of pathogenic viruses and other genetic
parasites, as well as bacteria and other organisms, and include genes coding for antibiotic
resistance. The constructs are designed to break down species barriers and to overcome
mechanisms that prevent foreign genetic material from inserting into genomes. Most of
them have never existed in nature in the course of billions of years of evolution.



14. These constructs are introduced into cells by invasive methods that lead to random
insertion of the foreign genes into the genomes (the totality of all the genetic material of a
cell or organism). This gives rise to unpredictable, random effects, including gross
abnormalities in animals and unexpected toxins and allergens in food crops.
15. One construct common to practically all GM crops already commercialized or undergoing
field trials involves a gene-switch (promoter) from the cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV)
spliced next to the foreign gene (transgene) to make it over-express continuously(40). This
CaMV promoter is active in all plants, in yeast, algae and E. coli. We recently discovered
that it is even active in amphibian egg(41) and human cell extract(42). It has a modular
structure, and is interchangeable, in part, or in whole with promoters of other viruses to
give infectious viruses. It also has a 'recombination hotspot' where it is prone to break and
join up with other genetic material(43).
16. For these and other reasons, transgenic DNA - the totality of artificial constructs
transferred into the GMO - may be more unstable and prone to transfer again to unrelated
species; potentially to all species interacting with the GMO(44).
17. The instability of transgenic DNA in GM plants is well-known(45). GM genes are often
silenced, but loss of part or all of the transgenic DNA also occurs, even during later
generations of propagation(46). We are aware of no published evidence for the long term
stability of GM inserts in terms of structure or location in the plant genome in any of the GM
lines already commercialized or undergoing field trials.
18. The potential hazards of horizontal transfer of GM genes include the spread of antibiotic
resistance genes to pathogens, the generation of new viruses and bacteria that cause
disease and mutations due to the random insertion of foreign DNA, some of which may lead
to cancer in mammalian cells(47). The ability of the CaMV promoter to function in all
species including human beings is particularly relevant to the potential hazards of horizontal
gene transfer.
19. The possibility for naked or free DNA to be taken up by mammalian cells is explicitly
mentioned in the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) draft guidance to industry on
antibiotic resistance marker genes(48). In commenting on the FDA's document, the UK
MAFF pointed out that transgenic DNA may be transferred not just by ingestion, but by
contact with plant dust and air-borne pollen during farm work and food processing(49). This
warning is all the more significant with the recent report from Jena University in Germany
that field experiments indicated GM genes may have transferred via GM pollen to the
bacteria and yeasts in the gut of bee larvae(50).
20. Plant DNA is not readily degraded during most commercial food processing(51).
Procedures such as grinding and milling left grain DNA largely intact, as did heat-treatment
at 90deg.C. Plants placed in silage showed little degradation of DNA, and a special UK MAFF
report advises against using GM plants or plant waste in animal feed.
21. The human mouth contains bacteria that have been shown to take up and express
naked DNA containing antibiotic resistance genes, and similar transformable bacteria are
present in the respiratory tracts(52). .
22. Antibiotic resistance marker genes from GM plants have been found to transfer
horizontally to soil bacteria and fungi in the laboratory(53). Field monitoring revealed that
GM sugar beet DNA persisted in the soil for up to two years after the GM crop was planted.
And there is evidence suggesting that parts of the transgenic DNA have transferred
horizontally to bacteria in the soil(54).
23. Recent research in gene therapy and nucleic acid (both DNA and RNA) vaccines leaves
little doubt that naked/free nucleic acids can be taken up, and in some cases, incorporated
into the genome of all mammalian cells including those of human beings. Adverse effects
already observed include acute toxic shock, delayed immunological reactions and
autoimmune reactions(55).
24. The British Medical Association, in their interim report (published May, 1999), called for
an indefinite moratorium on the releases of GMOs pending further research on new
allergies, the spread of antibiotic resistance genes and the effects of transgenic DNA.



25. In the Cartegena Biosafety Protocol successfully negotiated in Montreal in January,
2000, more than 130 governments have agreed to implement the precautionary principle,
and to ensure that biosafety legislations at the national and international levels take
precedence over trade and financial agreements at the WTO. Similarly, delegates to the
Codex Alimentarius Commission Conference in Chiba Japan, March 2000, have agreed to
prepare stringent regulatory procedures for GM foods that include pre-market evaluation,
long-term monitoring for health impacts, tests for genetic stability, toxins, allergens and
other unintended effects(56). The Cartegena Biosafety Protocol has now been signed by 68
Governments in Nairobi in May, 2000.
26. We urge all Governments to take proper account of the now substantial scientific
evidence of actual and suspected hazards arising from GM technology and many of its
products, and to impose an immediate moratorium on further environmental releases,
including open field trials, in accordance with the precautionary principle as well as sound
science.
27. Successive studies have documented the productivity and sustainability of family
farming in the Third World as well as in the North(57). Evidence from both North and South
indicates that small farms are more productive, more efficient and contribute more to
economic development than large farms. Small farmers also tend to make better stewards
of natural resources, conserving biodiversity and safeguarding the sustainability of
agricultural production(58). Cuba responded to the economic crisis precipitated by the break
up of the Soviet Bloc in 1989 by converting from conventional large scale, high input
monoculture to small organic and semi-organic farming, thereby doubling food production
with half the previous input(59).
28. Agroecological approaches hold great promise for sustainable agriculture in developing
countries, in combining local farming knowledge and techniques adjusted to local conditions
with contemporary western scientific knowledge(60). The yields have doubled and tripled
and are still increasing. An estimated 12.5 million hectares worldwide are already
successfully farmed in this way(61). It is enVironmentally sound and affordable for small
farmers. It recovers farming land marginalized by conventional intensive agriculture. It
offers the only practical way of restoring agricultural land degraded by conventional
agronomic practices. Most of all, it empowers small family farmers to combat poverty and
hunger.
29. We urge all Governments to reject GM crops on grounds that they are both hazardous
and contrary to ecologically sustainable use of resources. Instead they should support
research and development of sustainable agricultural methods that can truly benefit family
farmers the world over.
[sort by surname][sort by country]
signed by

1 Dr. Dennis Smith poopy den s Afghanistan
2 Prof.em Calum Wright M.Phii i am a expert on the study of life none Afghanistan
3 Prof. Polyeap Dank B.Se science polycap research institute Angola
4 Prof. Adolfo E. Boy Horticulture and Sustainable Agri. Univ. Moron Chair of Inst. of
Sustainble Agriculture Argentina
5 Alfredo Galli Agronomist Groupo de Reflexion Rural Argentina
6 Dr. Jorge Kaezewer M.D MD complementary medicines cientific journalism author of the
book in spanish language Transgenic Risks for Human Health ECOMEDICOS Argentina
7 Jorge Eduardo Roulli Ecologist Groupo de Reflexion Rural Argentina
8 Damien Beaumont B.Se Postgraduate student at the University of New England
Armidale Australia
9 Peter Belbin B.Se Land Management Consultant Tafe Australia
10 Dr. Graeme E. Browne General Practitioner Melbourne PSRAST Australia
11 Dr. Judy A. Carman Epidemiologist Flanders University Adelaide Australia



12 Dr. Catherine Clinch-Jones General Practitioner Adelaide Australia
13 Mr Sid Cowling B.Sc Environmental Biology Consultant Australia
14 Dr. Philip A. Davies Geneticist Adelaide Australia
15 Rocco Di Vincenzo M.Sc Chief Dietitian Swinburne University Hospital Australia
16 Prof. Horst W. Doelle Micobiologist Univ. Queensland retired Chair of International
Organisation for Biotechnology and Bioengineering Director MIRCEN-Biotechnology
Brisbance and Pacific Regional Network Australia
17 Dr. Lynette J. Dumble Medical Scientist Women's Health and Environment University of
Melbourne Australia
18 Doug N Everingham Physician MB BS Univ Syd 1946 Ex MPs Association Australia
19 Angela Fehringer Anthropology Student Sydney Australia
20 Prof. Frank G.H.P. Fisher Graduate School of Environmental Science Clayton Australia
21 Kasia E. Gabrys Environmental Scientist Environmental Science National Trust of
Australia Melbourne Australia
22 Prof. Adrian Gibbs Ph.D Virologist retired Australia
23 Dr. Dion Giles Ph.D Analytical chemistry organic chemistry chemical education Stop
MAl (WA) Australia
24 Stephen Glanville PDC ECOS Design Australia
25 Dr. Veronica R. Griffin Consultant Nutrition and Environmental Medicine Cairns
Australia
26 Vince Halpin B.Sc Acupuncturist Herbalist Pharmacist Australia
27 Dr. Richard Hindmarsh Environmental Social Scientist Univ. Queensland Australia
28 Margaret Jackson B.Sc. Genetics National Genetics Awareness Alliance Australia
29 Dr. Warren Kinne Ph.D Philosopher theologian Society of St Columban Australia
30 Steven Kiss B.Sc Biological! Organic Farm Manager broad acre crops sheep cattle
medicinal herbs Australia
31 Dr. Elmar Klucis Ph.D Biochenistry Biology Retired Australia
32 Keith Loveridge B.Sc Bachelor Environmental Soc Sci RMIT University Croydon
Conservation Society Australia
33 Lisa McDonald Agronomist CRC for Sustainable Sugar Production James Cook
University Australia
34 Michelle Mclaren Bach Nutrition and Dietetics Australia
35 Dr. Peter J. McMachon Plant Physiologist Genethics Australia Conservation Foundation
Australia
36 Elham Monavari B.Sc Bsc Maj Biology Masters in Env. Managemment Student Cities for
Climate Protection Project Officer Australia
37 Dr. Angela Morris Ph.D Root nodule development Research School of Biological
Sciences ANU Australia
38 Dr. Paul Nelson CSIRO Land and Water PMB Australia
39 Tim Osborn Web Development Australia
40 Dr. Sharron L. Pfueller Biochemistry/Environmental Studies School of Geography and
Environmental Sciene Monash University Melbourne Australia
41 Katrina E. Preski Environmental Science Monash University Melbourne Australia
42 Dr. Peter Renowden Strategic Planner Melbourne Australia
43 Sandra Russo Principal of College As a Homoeopath I lecture have a private clinic and
mentor students of Homoeopathy Adelaide Training College of Complementary Medicin
Australia
44 Frank Samson B.Sc R&D Project Manager (Physics) Sola International Holdings
Australia
45 Glenn Sorensen B.Sc Natural Products Chemist/Phytochemist Jurlique Australia
46 Dr. Rosemary Stanton Ph.D Nutritionist Australia
47 Dr. Maarten Stapper Ph.D Farming Systems Agronomist Australia
48 Michelle Starr Ph.D student Natural Therapist none Australia
49 Dr Corinna-Britta Steeb Ph.D Pathophysiology Medical Sceinces Nutrition Klein



Research Institute Australia
50 Dr. Ted Steele Molecular Immunologist U. Wollengong Australia-
51 Dr. Philip Stowell M.D GP working in Nutritional and Environmental Medicine n a
Australia
52 DI Gertrude Kaffenbock Ph.D student Ph.D. candidate Agricultural Economist St.
Polton Austria
53 Thomas Klemm Psychologist Konrad Lorenz Institute Austria
54 Dr. Maria G. Neunteufel Economist Vienna Austria
55 Dr. SYED NAZMUL HUDA Ph.D IN NUTRITION AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT NUTRITION
AND FOOD SCIENCE UNIVERSITY OF DHAKA Bangladesh
56 Muhammed Saiful Islam M.Sc Entomologist DAE Bangladesh
57 Golam Kibria M.Phii EcologyCultureBiodiversity UBINIG Bangladesh
58 Zakir Kibria M.Phii Ecology Biodiversity Culture BanglaPraxis Bangladesh
59 Dr Farhad Mazhar Ecologist New Agricultural Movement Bangladesh
60 Dhirendra Panda Ph.D student MOBILISATION AND ACTIVISM the collective
Bangladesh
61 De Beer Daniel M.Sc Lawyer Lawyers Without Borders and Vrij university Brusse
Belgium
62 Dr. Ga~tan du Bus Forest Engineer Univ. Catholique de Louvain INRA Belgium
63 Verstraeten Guy B.Eng have an engineering eductation in biochemistry education I
have ethical objections to do work in most of the current industries and research Belgium
64 Pablo Servigne Ph.D agronomist engineer PhD in Biology ULB Belgium
65 Dr. Michel Somville Ph.D GMO s Health environmental risks GREENS EFA group in the
European parliament Belgium
66 Els Torreele Ph.D student biotechnology Vrije Universiteit Brussels Belgium
67 Flavia Camargo De Oliveira Biologist UFPR Brazil
68 Prof. MOHAMED HABIB Ph.D 39 years of research experience Biological Control and
Agro Ecolgy University of Campinas Brazil
69 Prof. Antonio Carlos Junqueira Do Val Filho B.Sc Engineer Agronomist CDA Brazil
70 Samuel MacDowell Ph.D Plant Molecular Biology IBAMA Brazil
71 Paulo Roberto Martins Research Institute of Technology Brazil
72 Dr. Leovegildo Matos Ph.D Animal nutritionist Research Embrapa Brazil
73 Renata Menasche Anthropologist Federal Un. of Rio Grande do Sui Brazil
74 Prof. Lu~s C~sar Nunes B.Sc Education PCRJ Brazil
75 Ventura Eduardo Souza Barbeiro Engineer agronomist ABRAMA Brasilian association
of Enviroment Brazil
76 Franco Werlagn M.Sc Business Administration GaiaVillage Project Brazil
77 Dr. Stefan Panaiotov Ph.D molecular microbiology National Center of Infectious and
Parasitic Diseas Bulgaria
78 Dr Thomas R. Preston Un. of Tropical Agriculture Cambodia
79 Prof. Lonnie Aarssen Ph.D Ecologist Queen s University Canada
80 Prof. Paul Antze Ph.D medical anthropology Canada
81 Dr. Sandra Awang Ph.D Sociologist/Writer on biodiversity biodemocracy and food
security Canada
82 Prof.em Henry Becker Ph.D 7 years in applied biology 35 years teaching research in
chemical engineering currently writing book on nutrition health disease Queen s University
Canada
83 Dr Warren Bell MD Canad. Assoc. of Physicians for the Environ. Canada
84 Prof. emeritus Alfred M. Braxton Anthropologist Univ. British Columbia Canada
85 John A Brown watchdog on growing power of corporacy in our world and the world s
governments lack of will stop it Education Canada
86 Denis Cauchon M.Sc. Ph.D. candidate Toxicology Ecole HEC Montreal Canada
87 Dr. Samit Chakrabarty Ph.D Systems Neurophysiologist Canada



88 Yoon C. Chen B.Sc. DPM Podiatrist Foot Clinic Lethbridge Alberta Canada
89 Bert R. Christie Plant Breeding Research Scientist Agriculture and AgriFood Canada
Charlotte Town Canada
90 Dr. E.Ann Clark Ph.D crop physiologist Plant Agriculture University of Guelph Canada
91 Una Coghlan nterested in securing a healthy food chain Voice of Women Canada
92 Prof. Alain Cuerrier Taxonomy/Botany Quebec Univ. of Montreal Canada
93 Prof. Joe Cummins Geneticist University of Western Ontario Canada
94 Prof. Edwin E. Daniel FRSC Health Science McMaster Univ. Ontario Canada
95 Prof. Dennis Dennis poopy none Canada
96 Justin Duncan B.Sc Environmental biology law and policy Queen's University Canada
97 Prof. Chavez Eduardo R Ph.D Animal nutrition production and mangement agricultural
production systems McGill University Canada
98 Virginia F. Flamarique AMD Consultant Agrologist Edmonton Canada
99 Glenn Fletcher M.Sc Masters degree research in toxicology occupational health
McMaster University Canada
100 Dr. Josh Gallant Ph.D surgery general Canada
101 Dr. Imme Gerke Ph.D Cell biologist BIOTEPP Canada
102 Julie Guenette M.Phii Philosophical enquiry into our relationship to nature Ottawa
University Canada
103 Tanya Handa M.Sc. Ecologist Univ. Toronto Toronto Canada
104 Virginia Jacobsen organic growers Canada
105 Aaron Jette Anthrolopogy student McGill Univ. Montreal Canada
106 Prof. Leonard Kasdan Ph.D Social Anthropology and Resource and environmental
studies Dalhousie University (retired) Canada
107 Dr. Gavin A. Kemp ret. Researcher Vegetable Crop Breeding Lethbridge Canada
108 Zorica Knezevic M.Sc Senior Consultant Environment Stantec Consulting Ltd Canada
109 Prof. Ronald Labonte Population Health Research Director Ontario Canada
110 William J. Lewis Linguist Univ. of Victoria British Columbia Canada
111 Prof. Abby Lippman Epidemologist & Geneticist McGill Un. Canada
112 Jan Martel B.Sc Student in biology University of Sherbrooke Canada
113 Prof. Ralph C. Martin Plant Science Nova Scotia Agricultural College Truro Canada
114 Prof. Dennis R. McCalla Biochemist & Geneticist emeritus McMaster University
Hamilton Canada
115 Laura Mitchell Earth Scientist APEGBG Canada
116 Mary Mitchell teacher Canada
117 Dr. Anne Morgan Waterloo Climate Change Entomolgist/ Univ. of (retired) Canada
118 Dr. M. Murphy Pediatrician NAMBLA Canada
119 Dr. James A. Nero D.C. General Practitioner neuromusculoskeletal medicine Coquitlam
Canada
120 Anna D. Noikov B.A.B.Ed. B.A.B.Ed. Wholistic Practitioner Edmonton Canada
121 Lise Norgren Concerned Consumer Canada
122 Prof. Ann Oaks Botany (retired) Univ. Guelph Canada
123 Steve Robak Canadian Department of National Defence Canada
124 Leslirae Rotor Economist consultant Ottawa Canada
125 Dr. Bassam Ismaeil Sam Ph.D Information Systems Ismaeil Consulting Canada
126 Vere Scott ecologist Canada
127 Dr. John Scull Psychologist University of Victoria Victoria Canada
128 Dr. Carolyn A. Simmerman ND.DC Docotr. Whole Health Centre Edmonton Canada
129 Prof. David Suzuki David Suzuki Foundation Geneticist U.B.C. Canada
130 Prof. Stephen Talmage Philospher (retired) Carleton University Ottawa Canada
131 Dr. Wee Chong Tan Ph.D 5 years of reaserch and several papers on sustainable
farming and the dangers of GM foods Canadian College for Chinese Studies Canada
132 Mark Thompson Ph.D student Molecular Evolutionary Genetics The University of
Calgary Canada



133 Noemi Tousignant M.Sc history of science technology and medicine Canada
134 Caroll Tranchant Ph.D Enseignant chercheur Sciences et technologies des aliments
Canada
135 Dr. Pierre Turcotte Ph.D Plant breeder Canada
136 John B. Van Loon M.Sc. Storage Entomologist retired Canadian Grain Commission
Winnipeg PSRAST Canada
137 Dr. Susan Walsh Ph.D Phd cultural anthropology Executive Director of NGO focussed
on food security in the South USC Canada Canada
138 Roland Wilhelm B.Sc One who choses to think and take on problems that effect the
environment Guelph Canada
139 Prof. R.M. Wolfson Physicist Maharishi Vedic College Ottawa Canada
140 Prof. Howard Woodhouse Ph.D Philosopher of Education and Co Director of
Saskatchewan Process Philosophy Research Unit University of Saskatchewan Canada
141 Dr. John C. Worketin Retired computer scientist Ontario Canada
142 Werner Zimmermann interested informed and concerned citizen Canada
143 Tea Garcia-Huidobro M.Sc Biochemistry (B.Sc) and Environmental Technology (M.Sc)
Chile
144 Diana Medel Studies on Anthropol Soc Soc Psy Member Anthroposophic Society
Volunteer for Children sRights Garden s Constr Inv Med Plants Food Environm Stud ONG to
supervise Children s Rights Chile
145 JUAN DU B.Eng civil Engineering Warwick U K China
146 Dr. Ye Hua over 20 000 pieces hand painted oil painting and picture frames in stock
for sale at lowest prices http www art98 com China
147 Dr. Alexander Jablanczy General Practitioner Doctor's Building Saulte Ste. Marie
China
148 Dr. Jesse LiLing M.D Bioinformation Tsinghua University China
149 William Bingbin Lui Ph.D student I strongly support such an effort I think both
National and International legal regimes should accept this open letter Law School Fudan
Universitry Shanghai China
150 Elias Gomez Ph. D. student Dept. of Geology University of Cornell Colombia
151 Dr. Jaime E Garc~a Gonz~lez Ph.D Pesticides Organic Agriculture Universidad
Estatal a Distancia UNED Costa Rica
152 Damian Bogdanovic Ph. D. student Un Zagreb Croatia
153 Prof. Mariian Jost Plant Geneticist Agricultural College Krizevci Croatia
154 Damir Magdic Food Scientist Osijek Un Croatia
155 Dr. Zora Matrovic MD MD MS Vice-President Croatia Natural Law Party Croatia
156 Vesna Samobor M.Sc. Agricultural College Krizevci Croatia
157 Prof. Drasko Seman Ecologist Univ. Zagreb Medical School Croatian Man and
Biosphere Committee UNESCO South Eastern Mediterranean Sea Project UNESCO Comm.
Ed. & Communication INCN European Committee on Environmental Ed. WCN Croatia
158 Prof Anton Svaiger Un Zagreb Medical School Croatia
159 Prof. Valeriie Vrcek Ph.D organic chemistry University of Zagreb Croatia
160 Dr. Vladimir Zaiac Ph.D oncovirology genetics microbiology Cancer Research Institute
Czechoslovakia
161 Henrik Westergaard Odense University Hospital Odense Denmark
162 Alexandra Almeida biochemist Accion Ecologica Ecuador
163 Dr. Elizabeth Bravo biologist Accion Ecologica Ecuador
164 Ziad Abdel Razak Aly Ph.D student Radar and Optic remote sensing images analysis
applied on soil Universit~ de Sherbrooke QC Canada Egypt
165 Ziad Aly Ph.D student Soil survey and classification Optic and Radar Images Analysis
CARTEL Universit~ de Sherbrooke Qc Canada Egypt
166 Dr. Bahaa Awwad M.Sc oncology hematology bmt landguardians Egypt
167 Mahrous Kandil Ph.D student soil microbiology and concerning with Genetics Univ. of



Minnesota (USA) Egypt
168 Ahmed Said Mohamed Kamel sweet corn Egypt
169 Dr. Mohamed Salem Ph.D Molecular Plant Pathology Biological Control Genetic
Engineeering and Biotechnology Research In Egypt
170 Prof. Fathy Mahmoud Salem Ph.D Professor of Nematology Faculty Of Agriculture
Shibin EI Kom Minufiya Univ Egypt
171 Dr. Ehab Zayed Ph.D student tissue culture Breeding ARC FCRI CRD Egypt
172 Dr. Gennadi Kobzar Senior Scientist Biomedicine Institute of Chemistry Tallinn
Technical Univ. Estonia
173 Prof. Anne Luik Ph.D Entomology plant protection Estonian Agricultural University
Estonia
174 Sue Edwards M.Sc botanist and scientific editor lover of all life forms Institute for
Sustainable Development Ethiopia
175 Dr. Tewolde Egziabher Agronomist Min. of the Environment Spokesperson for African
Region Ethiopia
176 Dr. Liisa Kuusipalo Ph.D cellbiologist North Carelian Central Hospital Finland
177 Dr. Mark Rawlings Ph.D Astrophysicst Finland
178 Sylvain Allombert M.Sc. Ph.D. Student Ecology Centre National de la Recherche
Scientificque Monpellier PSRAST France
179 Dr. Thierry Baussant Biochemist Senior Scientist Pharmaceutical Industry Bellegard
France
180 Dr. Jean-Pierre Berlan Directeur de Recherches INR/CTESI France
181 Dr. Luc G. Bulot Researcher ESA CNRS 6019- Centre de Sedimentologie- Paleontologie
Marseille PSRAST France
182 Dr. Pierre Calinaud Ph.D organic chemistry France
183 Dr. George Capouthier Biologist Univ. Paris France
184 MORAND CEDRIC c LCR Faucheurs Volontaires France
185 Dr. Dominique Cellier Prof Statistics in Bioinformatics Laboratoire LMRS ABISS
Universit~ France
186 Dr. Marie Christine BRGM Environment & Procedes Unite Biotechnologie Orlean
France
187 Nathalie Cialdella Ph.D student agronomist France
188 Olga Daric M.Phii linguistics France
189 Bertrand desClers M.Sc Scientific research/Aeronautics/Conservation/Environment
IGF France
190 Dr. QUEIROS CONDE Diogo theoretical biology turbulence geometry of multi scale
systems Ecole des mines de Paris France
191 Dr. Jean Estrangin MK General Practice Grenoble France
192 Alain Fardif Certificat of therapist Paris France
193 PRAT Frederic B.Sc Information about GMO Geyser France
194 Dr. Du Bus De Warnaffe Ga Tan sustainable management of temperate forests INRA
France
195 Dr. Du Bus De Warnaffe Gaetan Ph.D Sustainable forest management INRA France
196 Prof. Pierre Henri Gouyon Ph.D Geneticist specialist of Evolutionary biology
Population biology and Plant breeding Universit~ de Paris Sud France
197 Jacques Hallard Plant breeding Plant pthology Genetics Independant France
198 BAZIN Jean Pierre B.Eng Medical Imaging INSERM France
199 Dr. Arthur MacKenzie Ph.D physical chemistry France
200 Etienne Maillet Logic Philosophy Mathematic Ethic Polititics Anthropology China France
201 Dr. Herve Le Meur Biomathematician Univ. Paris France
202 C~cilia Meynet Ph.D student g~ographe France
203 Ruby Michel B.Eng chicken breeder ATTAC France
204 Dr. Birgit M~lIer Ph.D Social Anthropologist LAIOS CNRS France



205 Dr. Vic Norris IFR Systems Integres Univ. Rouen France
206 Dr. Jean-Michel Panoff Microbiologist Univ. of Caen Caen France
207 Dr. J. Pelt Institut Europeen d'Ecologie France
208 Dr. Bernard PINTUREAU Ph.D Entomologist INRA France
209 Dr. Christian PRAT Soil Scientist Agronomist in Latin America Institut de Recherche
pour Ie D~veloppement France
210 Thierry Raffin Sociologue President de 'Inf'OGM France
211 Prof. GilleS-Eric Seralini Laboratoire de Biochimie& Moleculaire Univ. Caen France
212 Dr. Jean Staune Ph.D Post Darwinian Evolutionist Interdisciplinary University Paris
France
213 Dr. Christophe Vieren Ph.D Automatique Universit des Sciences et Techonlogies de
Lille France
214 Anwar Abo Amer Ph.D student fluorine chemistry and organometallic chemistry
DUisburg Essen University Germany
215 Hudson Angeyo Ph.D student Physics: Analytical atomic spectroscopy and nuclear
techniques in analysis University of DUisburg Germany
216 Dr. Elisabeth B?cking Ph.D Biologist Germany
217 Dr. Jurgen Boxberger Ph.D Cell and tissue culture ProCeliulaGermany
218 Dr. Reinald Doebel Institute of Sociology Rural and Development Soc. Westfaelische
Wilhelms Univ. Germany
219 Dr. Tarek Elsherif Molecular Biologist TU Munich Germany
220 Lotz Frank Wolfgang Expert in The Vedic Health System Bestselling Author Germany
221 Brian Gentry Ph.D student Soft matter physics biophysics Germany
222 Dr. Anita Idel Author and Zoologist Op'n Dorp 17 Barsbek Germany
223 Dr. Martha Martens Biologist Bund Naturschutz in Bayern e. V. Munich Germany
224 Ilaria Mazzini Ph.D paleontologist Germany
225 Dr. Werner Mittelstaedt President Future Research/Peace Studies Gelsenkir Germany
226 Dr. Jennifer Schmid Ph.D Plant Ecology; Plant Population Genetic OEko Institut e.V.;
Institute for Applied Ecology Germany
227 Dr. Eckart Stein Physicist Univ. Regensburg Germany
228 Dr. Beatrix Tappeser Head of Dept. Risk analysis of genetic engineering Institute for
Applied Ecology Freiburg Germany
229 Dr. Stefan Thiesen Ph.D Astronomer and Geographer author of several popular
science books one on climate change one on the perils of Biotech German Genterror und
Lebenspatente independent Germany
230 Dr. Rebecca C. Wade Molecular Biology Heidelberg Germany
231 Dr. Christine von Weisaeker Ecoropa Germany
232 Frank Wolfgang Research on Vedic Health Food and Bestselling Author Germany
233 EMMANUEL KWAW M.Sc FOOD SCIENCE STUDENT Ghana
234 Prince K.N Nkrumah B.Sc Biochemist Development and Advocacy Foundation Ghana
235 Dr. Maria Caparis Marine Biologist Greece
236 Yannis Coconis translation Greece
237 Prof. Nicholas Fanourakis Ph.D Vegetable geneticist Technological Education
Institute of Crete Greece
238 Dr. Costas Giannakenas Consultant Nuclear Medicine Univ. Patras Medical School
Rion-Patras Greece
239 Prof. Tasos Kourakis B.Sc Geneticist Dept. General Biology & Genetics Medical
Faculty Aristotelian University Thessaloni Greece
240 Harry Papageorgiou M.Sc Agricultural Sciences Environmental Impact Assessment
Greece
241 Anna Gigli statistical modelling for medicine and biology national research council
Greenland
242 Dr Christiane Boecker MCommH MCommH Community Health Haiti



243 Kevin Li B.Sc. Hong Kong
244 Prof. Julissa Martin Ph.D student i do not know what your talking abou t idk Hong
Kong
245 Iren Karacsony B.Sc social medicine Hungary
246 Prof. Ervin Laszlo President The Club of Budapest Hungary
247 Prof. Dr Fenyvesi Peter Ph.D ONCOVIROLOGY MTOKKFI Hungary
248 Dr. Nikki Broglowskhini Ph.D I am well equipped with all things scientifical. The
society for science Iceland
249 Dr. Ibrahim Abdul Azeez Ph.D Effect of acidification on the ecophysiology of
freshwater fishes Fathima college of pharmacy kadayanallur 627759 India
250 Dr. Muhua Achary Environmentalist St. Joseph's College Bangalore India
251 Dr. TANVEER ANSARI Ph.D Natural Product Chemistry DABUR GROUP India
252 Dr. Muthukumarasamy Arunachalam Ph.D fish biodiversity fish ecology
conservation of ecosystems Manonmaniam Sundaranar university Alwarkurichi Tir India
253 Prof. Jayapaul Azariah Ecology Environmental Ethics Head of Dept.of Zoology and
Director of School of Life Sciences Univ. Madras Chennai India
254 MOHAN BAJIKAR B.Sc Has introduced important first entry in India biotechnologies
Was a Member of Task Force Mission Mode Program of the Dept of Biotechnology Govt of
India Fetchus Consultancy Innovators Pvt Ltd India
255 Dr. Sarath Babu Balijepalli Ph.D Research Scientist withexperience in collection
evaluation and conservation of agrobiodiversity and natural resources management for crop
protection National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources India
256 Dr. CHANDRESH BORAD Ph.D Ecology Evolution and Conservation Biological Control
Research Laboratory India
257 Dr. Tushar Borse Ph.D Biochemistry University of pune India
258 Dr. Gopal Yadav Boyina Ph.D In organic chemistry Sanmar speciality chemicals India
259 Dr. GopalYadav Boyina Ph.D In organic chemistry Sanmar speciality chemicals India
260 Dr. Sreenivas Burra Ph.D consultant in Natural Resource management Agronomist
AMR APARD India
261 Dr. Amar Chouhan Ph.D master in enviroment analysis i i f t r India
262 candice coates M.Sc Lecturer in Biotechnology, Mumbai University. India
263 Dr. Thomas S. Cox Research Geneticist U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Manhattan KS
(retired) - present address Hyderabad India
264 Dr. M I H Farooqi Ph.D Plant Chemist NBRI India
265 Prof.em Jahnavi Jahnavi M.Sc mol bio agri university India
266 Dr. Harry Jeyaprakash Ph.D IPM expert cotributed to farming communities 35 years
in agricultural extention retired as joint director of agriculture India
267 Dr. Dr Dinesh Kacha M.D Obesity management Benmoon Pharma Research India
268 Dr. Sudhir Kaura Ph.D Organic Farming Molecular Genetics Natural Farming Network
India
269 Dr. Nelson Kochappavu Ph.D Natural Health Rural health India
270 Prof Rayana Bhavan Kovutarapu M.Sc AgricultureNatural Resorces biotech
agroeconomy and management withadministration (IAMMA) India
271 Dr. Dr Bellie Krishnan Ph.D Biological Control Sun Agro Biotech Research Center
India
272 Prof.em Ranjeet Ku Sah B.Eng no study India
273 Dr. RAJEEW KUMAR Ph.D Crop growth modelling fertilizer reccommendation Barssica
wheat NFCL Hyderabad India
274 Rajesh Kumar Ph.D student Vegetable Insect Pests of Lepidoptera Indian Agricultural
Research Institute India
275 Dr. Joban Modha M.D ayurvedic onco heametologist nisargayurveda India
276 C. Nanjunda Murthy M.Sc. Plant Scientist Karnataka India
277 Dr. Divyesh Nagar Ph.D organic synthetic chemistry alembic ltd India
278 Dr. Dr Sankar Narayanan Ph.D Environmental Microbiologist KSR college of Arts



Science India
279 Satheesh P M.Se Grassroots work on food security and organic agriculture in dryland
areas and gender Deccan Development Society India
280 Dr. DR GEEVEE PANDALA M.D virologost India
281 Dr. DR GEE VEE Pandala Ph.D INVENTIONAL SCIENTIST GVSRC India
282 Dr. Parvaiz Qazi Ph.D Recombinant DNA technology regional research laboratory
canal road Jammu India
283 Dr. N. Raghauram Plant Molecular Biology Univ. Mumbai India
284 Dr. Atul Sahai Ph.D Remote Sensing GIS Specialist for Natural Resource Disaster
Management HOPE Technologies India
285 Dr. Shreekant Sapatnekar M.D Community Medicine Haffkine Institute Mumbai India
286 Prof.em Thangavelu Saravanan M.Se Scientist in organic Agriculture Agronomist
NaturalResourcesProtectionAndDevelopmentSociety India
287 Dr. Sathan Sathan Ph.D Kill Sulthan India
288 Dr. Chaitanya Sathe Ph.D industrial water pollution and waste water treatment
Hindustan Dorr oliver Ltd India
289 Dr. Bala Ravi Sekhara Pillai Ph.D Geneticist and Plant Breeder India
290 Sharad Shah Director of Ace natural foods Vadodara India
291 Devinder Sharma Geneticist Plant Breeder and Writer Forum for Biotechnology and
Food Security New Delhi India
292 Dr. Vandana Shiva Research Institute for Science and Ecology India
293 Dr. Dr Shirish Shrivastava M.D Herbal and ethnobotany expert do not favour GM
plmts since they disturb the local flowra SAPRC India
294 Dr. Dr Shirish Shrivastava M.D Herbal and ethnobotany expert do not favour GM
plmts since they disturb the local flowra SAPRC India
295 Prof. Arun Shrivastava Management Consultant SEDEM India
296 Priya Srinivas M.Phii Food Science Katra Phytochem Private Ltd India
297 Dr. Parshotam TANDON Ph.D Entomophagous Insect Behaviour Biological Control of
Crop Pests Project Directorate of Biological Control India
298 Prof. Thomas Tharayil Ph.D tiuiruiuiuiuiruriy India
299 Dr. RAMA KRISHANA THOTA M.Se I ve done project in aqua related to pro biotics
and anti biotic in ecology vesper biotech india ltd India
300 Dr. R.P. Upadhyay Ph.D Lecturer in Physics India
301 Prof.em Durga Bhushaiah Vakkapatla M.Se VIRAL RNA can be expressed in cytosol
on HIV infected T cells university of hyderabd India
302 Dr. Sanjay Vasoya Ph.D organic synthetic chemistry alembic ltd India
303 Gustav Vaz B.Se Biothechnology India
304 Gustavo Vaz B.Se Biotechnology India
305 Erwin Adriawan B.Se Campaigner on Anti GMOs Biotani Foundation Indonesia
306 Dr. Ernawati Gender and Rural Development Institute of Rural Development Indonesia
307 TOTO HARA Senior Consultant Coordinator ICRD Indonesia Chamber of Resources
Development Indonesia
308 Wasis Krisnadi forest product forest faculty GMU Indonesia
309 Dr. Sina Ahmadi Ph.D Bio technologits Iran
310 Arman Ardalan Ph.D student Molecular Evolution NIGEB Iran
311 Dr. Kamran Haeri M.Se research scientist MPT Iran
312 Dr. Amir Jalali M.D TIM TCM Unani Ayurveda also I have created a new kind of
workout called Jalali System Traditional Iranian Medicine TIM Iran
313 Dr. Saeid Malekzadeh M.Se yekom Iran
314 Sajad Noor industrial ergineering economic asd Iran
315 Dr. Saeed Yadranji Aghdam M.Se none university of tehran Iran
316 Prof. Sean McDonagh M.Se I am a theologian and anthropologist I worked for over
20 years in the Philippines I have written extensively on ethics and genetic engineering
catholic priest Ireland



317 Barry Jude McGuinness Student Of BSc Biomedical Sciences University College Cork
Ireland
318 Iris Atzmon represent the public opinion we are not lab animals Israel
319 Prof. Rita Alicchio Plant Geneticist Univ. Bologna Italy
320 Dr. Andrea Amadei Molecular Biophysics Assistant professor Un. of Rome Tor Vergata
Italy
321 Prof. Drago Antonino B.Sc History of Physics Bioethics Scientific Committe of Inter
Univ. Center on Bioet Italy
322 Prof. Livia Armandi Ph.D Agronomist Italy
323 Dr. Ciro Aurigemma Ph.D psicologist member of csa CEU/IPV Italy
324 Dr. Giampiero Barbieri Ph.D Chemists GMO analysis laboratory Stazione
Sperimentale Industrie Conserve Alimentar Italy
325 Dr. Giovanni G Bazzocchi Ph.D Entomologist Agroecologist Universita di Bologna
Italy
326 Dr. Stefania Biondi M.Sc Plant Physiologist University of Bologna Dept. of Biology
Italy
327 Dr. Ernesto Burgio pediatrician attac Italy
328 Dr. Tiziana Camorani psicologa private Italy
329 Paola Capozzi plant and soil ecology Italy
330 Dr. Ferdinando Cerbone psicologo Italy
331 Dr Giorgio Cingolani Agricultural Economist Italy
332 Dr. Alberto Clarizia M.Sc Physicist University of Naples Italy
333 Dr. Raffaella Comito B.Sc General Practitioner holistic medicine Italy
334 Dr. Immacolata Coraggio Ph.D Plant Molecular Biologist Counseil National Research
Italy
335 Dr. Bruno D'Udine Behaviour Ecologist University of Udine Italy
336 Dr. Simone De Ph.D Mathematics Combinatorics National Council of Research Italy
337 Prof. Adriano Decarli Cancer Epidermiology INST Univ. Milan Italy
338 Prof. Stefano Dumontet M.Sc soil microbiologist Universit. Basilicata Italy
339 Dr. Enzo Ferrara M.Sc Metrology in Chemistry lEN EURACHEM Italy
340 Dr. Sergio Francardo B.Sc Anthroposofical medical doctor Gruppo Medico
Antroposofico Italiano Italy
341 Dr. Alessandro Giuliani Ph.D Biophysics Multidimensional Statistics Istituto Superiore
di Sanita Italy
342 Elena Del Grosso Geneticist Researcher Deptl Evolutionary & Exptl. Biology Univ.
Bologna Bologna Italy
343 Dr. Nicolas Kropacek M.D Public Health Free Lance Researcher Italy
344 Dr. Agostino Letardi M.Sc ecotoxicologist E.N.E.A. Italy
345 Prof. Ignazio Licata Full Professor of Theoretical Physics 1st Cibernetica non Iineare
Italy
346 Dr. Marco Mamone Ph.D mathematician University of Perugia Italy
347 Prof. Marco Mamone Capria Ph.D mathematician historian of science epistemologist
University of Perugia Italy
348 Dr. Paolo Manzelli M.Phii Research in Education on Biochemistry LRE EGO CreaNET
University of Florence Italy Italy
349 Dr. Bussolati Mariella M.Sc science writer Italy
350 Dr. Carlo Maurizio Modonesi Animal and environmental biology Universit~ di Parma
Italy
351 Dr. Karin Munck B.Sc comunication & science Fondazione Medikinale International
Parma Italy
352 Prof. Valeria NEGRI Ph.D geneticist teaches 'Agricultural Genetic Resources'
University of Perugia Italy
353 Prof. Francesco Palmirotta Ph.D psycho somatic c1inicssocial work AOP Italy



354 Prof. Mariuccia Papa M.Sc biologist high school teacher Italy
355 Dr. Pietro Perrino Ph.D Plant Genetic Resources expert in collection conservation
characterisation evaluation and utilasation From time to time Prof in Botany and Ecology C
N R Germplasm Institute Italy
356 Dr. Francesca Salvemini Ph.D Biologist Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche Italy
357 Prof. Steven N Shore Ph.D Physicist University of Pisa Italy
358 Prof. Leopoldo Silvestroni Endocrinologist Univ. of Rome Italy
359 Dr. Francesco Spinazzola M.D infectivologist Italy
360 Roberto Stefani Ph.D student Student of Political Science writing final thesis on
GMOs Greenpeace Italia Italy
361 Prof. emeritus Shingo Shibata Hiroshima University; Environmental Sociology and
Biosafety Tokyo Japan
362 Prof. Atuhiro Sibatani Molecular Biologist Osaka Japan
363 Dr Shiron Sugita Plant Geneticist Nagoya U. Japan
364 Dr Noboru Yagishita Plant Geneticist Jap. Assoc. Agro-Nature Tokyo Japan
365 Dr Machiko Yasukohchi PLAN - International Japan Public Relations Team Japan
366 Prof. Julian BAUER Ph.D Ecologist Forest Scientist working against any GE Tree
development and or planting No GEO introductions without PIC of local people GE free zones
a must ECOTERRA Inti var East African Universities Kenya
367 Wycliffe Wanzala Ph.D student Naturalist University of Nairobi Kenya
368 Dr. Georges Mailliet B.Sc Pulmonologist Luxembourg
369 Mohd Roshdi Hassan M.Sc Smart Material university Putra Malaysia Malaysia
370 AI Hanisham Mohd Khalid International Law Lawyer University Utara Malaysia
Malaysia
371 Dr. Rosli Omar Ph.D Arificial Intelligence Universiti Malaya Malaysia
372 Prof. Elena Alvarez Buylla Ph.D Molecular Genetics of Plant Development and
Evolution UNAM Mexico
373 Douglas Hinds Dir Gral Center for Community and Rural Development National
Coordinator for Organic Production National Confederation of Rural Property Owners Dir of
Sp CeDeCoR CNPR CSNI ISHS Mexico
374 Prof. Andres F Keiman Ph.D student Populations Ecology and Forest Conservation
Universidad de la Ciudad de Mexico Mexico
375 Prof. Alberto R. Miranda Biologist Environmental Public Education Cuernavaca Mexico
376 Rodriguez Mitchell Nemesio Anthropologist PNUD INI Mexico
377 Dr. Ronald Nigh Ph.D anthropology specialty in agroecology biodiversity
environment; member of SNI CIESAS Mexico
378 Dr. Enrique Vargas Ph.D Molecualr Immunology Universidad Veracruzana Grupo L
dico Mexico
379 Dr. Ilya Trombitsky Ph.D BIOTICA Ecological Society Moldova
380 Prof. Si Bennasseur ALAOUI Ph.D Organic farming and alternative crops Institut
Agronomique et V~t~rinaireHassan II Morocco
381 Prof. Lahcen Kenny Ph.D Oraganic Agriculture and Horticulture IAV Hassan II
Morocco
382 Mukti Ram Chapagain Organic agriculture Nepal Organic Agriculture Ctr NOAC Pvt Ltd
Nepal
383 M R Chapagain Organic Suistainable Agriculture and Rural Development Nepal Organic
Agriculture Ctr Nepal
384 Maheswar Ghimire Organic Agriculture Promotion and Inspection Ecoscentre Nepal
385 Prof. Jiwan Rai M.Sc biochemist nepal organic association Nepal
386 Prof.em Bechan Raut M.Sc Medicinal Botanist Pokhara University Nepal
387 David Baillie B.Sc Deep Ecologist Naturopath NZ Forest Gardening Research Harmony
Farmof Harmony Farm New Zealand
388 Dr. Robert Anderson Physicist Nuclear Medicine Technical Institute Hamilton New



Zealand
389 Dr. Troy Baisden Ph.D Ecosystem Science (Soil Science/Ecology) Landcare Research
New Zealand
390 Marie Buchler M.Sc Zoology masters editor and journalist and university tutor Bio
Dynamic Farming and Gardening Association New Zealand
391 Dr. George Coghill Software Engineering University of Auckland New Zealand
392 Dr. Bernard Conlon B.Sc Rural GP New Zealand
393 Dr. Tim Ewer Physician Mapua Health Centre Nelson New Zealand
394 Dr. Michael Godfrey Environmental Toxicologist General Practitioner Taura New
Zealand
395 Brendan Hoare M.Sc Organic systems sustaianble design integrated land managment
UNITEC econation2020 Orgnaic Federation of NZ New Zealand
396 Sigrid D. Houlette B.Sc. B.Sc. Solid Waste Manager Environmental Engineering Local
Government Lower Hutt New Zealand
397 Jessica Hutchings Ph.D student Maori environmentalist Maori science and resource
management Lecturer Faculty of Science Victoria University New Zealand
398 Hussila Keshaw M.Sc Molecular Biology The University of Auckland New Zealand
399 Dr. Peter King Ph.D Sociologist Family Centre Social Policy Research Unit New
Zealand
400 Dr. Nick Lambrechten Consultant Revegetation Ecologist Wellington New Zealand
401 Dr. Shona L. Lamoureaux Plant Ecology Christchurch New Zealand
402 Dr. Ruth Lawson Ph.D Parasite Epidemiologist and GE Campaigner New Zealand
403 Helmut Lubbers M.Sc ecologist ecology discovery foundation new zealand New
Zealand
404 Dr Robert Mann Ecologist Auckland New Zealand
405 Dr. Ted Ninnes Ph.D Sociology and Psychology University of Waikato New Zealand
406 Robin W. Ord Molecular Geneticist Law Student Hamilton New Zealand
407 Tara Satyanand M.Sc Molecular genetics University of Auckland New Zealand
408 Dr. Sean Weaver Ph.D Environmental Policy Victoria University of Wellington New
Zealand
409 Dr Colin Wells Director of Energy Management Dept of Physics University of Otago
New Zealand
410 Katharine White I am an experienced artist and G E Free H B N Z campaigner I am
and have been in the position to put my graphic expertise to use in the cause of the planet
T L C Wellington and E I T Hawke s Bay New Zealand
411 Dr Peter R Wills Theoretical Biology Univ. Auckland New Zealand
412 Prof. Leong Yap Ph.D Ergonomist Industrial Designer Massey University New Zealand
413 Dr. Emmanuel AFOLABI Ph.D come and be healed physiotherapy and ecology Nigeria
414 Dr. Ralph Nwaokoro Ph.D ECOTOXICOLOGIST UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS Nigeria
415 Dr. Azeez Bolaji Odewenu M.Sc National association of science students Nigeria
416 Dr Ingrid Olesen Senior Research Scientist Institute of Aquaculture Res. Ltd Norway
417 Dr. Lars Rasmussen MD MD General Practitioner Univ. Oslo Mesnali Norway
418 Prof. Terje Traavik Virologist University of Tromso Norway
419 Dr. Hussain Ahmad M.Sc fermentation sold state fermentation koji university of
veterinary and animal sciences lahor Pakistan
420 Dr. Obaid Ali M.Phii Bioavailabilitiy and Pharmacokinetic studies Govt of Pakistan
Pakistan
421 Prof. Muhammad Bilal M.Sc research work on maize mmri yusafwala sahiwal
pakistan Pakistan
422 Dr. Shakeel Farooqi Ph.D Genetics University of Karachi Pakistan
423 Muhammad Imran Imran Biochemist damask_786 Pakistan
424 Farhat Jabeen Jabeen B.Sc biotech biotech Pakistan
425 Prof. Omer Khayyam M.Sc food research programe food research Pakistan
426 Dr. Washdev Malhi Ph.D student whole soules and mind control jai rna jee Pakistan



427 Sajjad Naqvi M.Sc University of Karachi Pakistan
428 Dr. Mian Qaseem Ph.D Nuclier Magnetic Resonance Retired Educational Adviser Govt
of Pakistan Pakistan
429 Dr. Tasneem Rizvi Ph.D Molecular Biophysics. PCSIR Laboratories Complex Lahore
PAKISTAN. Pakistan
430 Madiha Saeed Rizvi B.Sc Deptt of Biotechnology Univerity of Karachi Pakistan
431 Dr. Naveed Yusuf M.Phii veterinarian university of veterinary and animal sciences
lahor Pakistan
432 Prof.em Eric Jimenez Ph.D none Aquatic Panama
433 Ethel Japeth B.Sc none police Savings & Loan Papua New Guinea
434 Dr. Sergio Barrio Tarnawiecki Science Policy National Research Council of Lima Peru
435 Prof.em Pedro Angco Jr H20 Iimpyobaybay founder Philippines
436 GEONATHAN BARRO Doing Anti GMO campaigns coordinates with other NGOs on our
Anti GMO GE stand KALITAWHAN WORKING GROUP ON BIODIVERSITY Philippines
437 GEONATHAN BARRO Coordinator Coordinates with NGOs POs and other Organizations
on Anti GMO campaigns and other related issues and concerns KALITAWHAN WORKING
GROUP ON BIODIVERSITY Philippines
438 Paterno Borlagdan M.Sc Agricultural Engineer Filipino Inventors Society Philippines
439 Javier M Claparols Agriculture Rice Sugar Aquaculture Milkfish Bangus shrimp
Businessman Ecologist Ecological Society of the Philippines Philippines
440 Antonio M CLAPAROLS M.Sc Ecologist farmer marine and terrestial biodiversity
economics Ecological Society of the Philippines Philippines
441 Johnny Danganan B.Sc layout artist in publications Sustainable Agriculture advocate
Philippines
442 Dr. Clint ESco Ph.D student Expert in psychology concerning students PICHES and
PIDO Philippines
443 Dr. Pamela G. Fernadez Agronomist U. Philippines Los Banos Philippines
444 Delilah Galang B.Sc Natural Therapy Consultant Cancer Council Philippines
445 Dr. Richard Kharpungal Ph.D Agronomist U Philippines Philippines
446 Prof. Mark Erick Magbanua Ph.D student no Philippines
447 Prof. Mark Erick Magbanua M.Sc metro manila Philippines
448 Ben Malayang University of Philippines Los Banos Laguna Philippines
449 FRANCIS MORALES M.Phii Advocacy Officer of MASIPAG Mindanao MASIPAG
Philippines
450 Charles T. Olsen D.C. Chiropractic Clinic Davao Clinic PSRAST Philippines
451 Prof. Marlon Pareja Ph.D student Cell and Molecular Biology Wildlife Conservation
Society of the Philippines Philippines
452 Nicanor Perlas B.Sc Agricultural Scientist and Ecologist Sustainable Agriculture
Specialist Center for Alternative Development Initiatives Philippines
453 Dr. Romeo F. Quijano Pesticide Action Network PharmacologistjToxiologist Philippines
454 Dr. Dante Jr Simbulan Ph.D Neurophysiology De La Salle University Health Sciences
Campus Philippines
455 Dr. Jaime A Sison Animal Nutrition and Feed Milling Aqua Ace Nutrition Inc Philippines
456 Dr. MARVIN UMALI M.D pediatrician doctors of the philippines Philippines
457 Prof. Oscar B. Zamora Agronomist U. Philippines Los Banos Philippines
458 Prof. Joel Mckevin Zamora Ph.D b s of sand t psu Philippines
459 Dr. Szymczyk Ryszard Ph.D methodology of cultivar testing wildlife conservation
Poland
460 Prof. Vicinzineddu Itunculu M.D biochemistry portug univrsity Portugal
461 Rui Pereira M.D General Practice Portugal
462 Prof. Clara Queiroz Ph.D Geneticist Retired University of Lisboa Portugal
463 Teresa Silva Ph.D student Coconut Portugal
464 Dr. Margarida Silva Molecular Biologist Portuguese Catholic Univ. Portugal
465 Dr. Franciso J.C.M. Teixeira Researcher Geophysics Geological and Mining Institute



Lisbon Portugal
466 Fatima C. Teixeira Researcher Marine Geology Lisbon Portugal
467 Carlos Altieri M.Sc Toxicity and pesticides in water Health Environmental Department
Puerto Rico Puerto Rico -
468 Nelson Alvarez JD Sociologist and Lawyer Agriculture and development consultant
Puerto Rico
469 Dr. Clara Carrasco Ph.D Molecular Biology and Genetics Puerto Rico
470 Dr. Shridhar Devidas Ph.D Basically an Ecologist turned environmental management
system specialist advocating sustainable resource use among the industires Bureau Veritas
Qatar
471 Dr. Joseph Mezei M.D quantum medicine Medical Center Tongtian Romania
472 Prof. Vladimir Kuznetsov Ph.D Plant Physiology and Biochemistry Institute of Plant
Physiology RAS Russia
473 Dr. Ali Mohammed Ph.D Chief executive officer Companies Saudi Arabia
474 Prof. WAIL SALAH B.Sc BIOTECH Saudi Arabia
475 Prof. Vladimir Ajdacic Ph.D nuclear physics carcinogenecity none retired Serbia
476 Peter Sevich Ph.D student Serbia
477 Glenn Ashton Director Ekogaia Foundation and Green Party South Africa
478 Dr. Brigitte N.B. Schwabe-Berg Medical Officer Groote Schuur Hospital Cape Town
South Africa
479 Ben Van Der Walt Director in Nutritional Advisory Forum Agre~ on the concern of
Genetically Manipulated Food GNLD South Africa
480 Nicole Venter The Southern Health Ecology Institute SHAE Institute South Africa
481 Dr. SangSoo Hur Ph.D Lecturer Sociology of Science and Technology Sungkonghoe
University South Korea
482 Prof. Suk Hwan Kim Ph.D Sociology of Science and Technology Kookmin University
South korea
483 Bingbin LU International Law Transnational Law and Business University TLBU South
Korea
484 Dr Gregorio Alvar Biotechnologist. Computense U. Madrid Spain
485 Javier Blasco Aragonese Ctr for Rural European Information Spain
486 Prof. F. Pura Duart-Soler Sociology Univ. Valencia PSRAST Spain
487 Prof. Ernest Garcia Ph. D. Ph. D. Sociology Univ. Valencia Dept. Sociologia I
Antropologia Social Valencia Spain
488 ANDRES MAGANA B.Eng electronic instrumentation escorial sostenible Spain
489 Andres Magana Garcia B.Sc world heritage freelance consultant escorial sostenible
Spain
490 Dr. Pablo Malo Psychiatrist Consultant Mental Health Center Bilbao Spain
491 Jose Ramon Olarieta Ph.D Soil Science Agriculture Land use Universitat de L1eida
Spain
492 Dr. Rosario Sierra De Grado Ph.D Forest geneticist University of Valladolid Spain
493 Dr. Jagath Perera B.Eng electrical engineering uom SriLanka Sri Lanka
494 Adil Hassan Ahmed Abdelmageed Ph.D student Breeding of vegetable crops
Vegetable Physiologist and researcher and lecturer University of Khartoum Sudan Sudan
495 Dr. Kamal EI Siddig Ph.D Tree eco physiologist Sudan
496 Dr. Isameldeen Khair Ph.D Education and training Sennar University Sudan
497 Dr. Balgis Osman Elasha Ph.D Environmentalist Higher Council for Environment
Natural Resources Sudan
498 Dr. Bo Dahlin Education Science Karlsbad University Karlsbad Sweden
499 Folke G Nther Ph.D student Sustainability issues and Ecological Engineering Systems
Ecology Sweden
500 Prof. Every N. Gummesson Management Stockholm Univ. PSRAST Sweden
501 Folke Gunther Ph.D student Sustainability issues and Ecological Engineering Systems
Ecology Sweden



502 Said o. Holmin Lic. Technology Rector Computer Science College of Creative
Computer Science Stockholm Sweden
503 Dr. Katarina Leppanen History of Ideas Gothenburg Uni Sweden
504 Dr. Jaan Suurkula Physician Physicians and Scientists for Responsible Assessment of
Science and Technology Stockholm Sweden
505 Dr. Daniel Amman Cell Biologist Tech. Switzerland
506 Dr. Charles Beard M.D General Practitioner CNBPharma Switzerland
507 Dr. Ruth Goseth Dermatologist ISDE Switzerland
508 Florianne Koechlin Biologist World Wildlife Fund Switzerland
509 Dr. Nicole Maestracci Beard Ph.D Microbiologist Virologist Immunologist Serono
International Switzerland
510 Yvan Maillard dip!. Sc. Nat. ETH Environementalist Ecology Fribourg PSRAST
Switzerland
511 Yves Schatzle Agronomist and Economist Switzerland
512 Verena Soldati Biotechnologist Basler Appell Switzerland
513 Dr. KuoChi Yeh M.D Geriatric Publich Health and Hospital Administration medical legal
Taipei City Hospital Zhongxing Branch Taiwan
514 Arend De Haas M.Sc Conservation Ecologist African Conservation Foundation Tanzania
515 Mwanaidi Kafuye M.Sc HOLDER IN BIOCHEMISTRY NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
MEDICAL RESEARCH Tanzania
516 Dr. William Kisinza Ph.D Epidemiology Public Health Specialist National Institute for
Medical Research Tanzania Tanzania
517 Danial Minja B.Sc PARASITOLOGY & MICROBIOLOGY NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
MEDICAL RESEARCH. Tanzania
518 Acleus Rutta M.Sc Immunologist National Institute For Medical Research Tanzania
519 Dr. Peter Burt Ph.D Water Quality Management Prince of Songkla university Thailand
520 Dr. Jidbhong Jayavasu Ph.D Medical Virologist Arogya Smasai Thailand
521 Prof. Omboom Luanratana Pharmacologist Univ. of Mahedol Bangkok Thailand
522 Piengporn Panutampon biology/medical biology Biothai (Thai Network on Community
& Biodiversity) Thailand
523 Prof. Reungchai Tansakul Ph.D Biologist Prince of Songkla University Thailand
524 Lianchamroon Witoon Sustainable agriculture Biothai Thailand
525 Jaroen Compeerapap Environmental Law and Development Center The Netherlands
526 Jaap Hamers M.Sc Ecologist The Netherlands
527 Tedje Van Asseldonk M.Sc biology phytotherapy inst f ethnobotany
zoopharmacognosy The Netherlands
528 Dr. Siirsel Tas Dizdar Ph.D Radiation Oncology Turkey
529 Prof. KANYANDAGO Peter Ph.D Expert and researcher in endogenous knowledge and
African cultures Uganda Martyrs University Uganda
530 Dr. Michael L. Abrahams (retired) Aeronautics Bristol PSRAST UK
531 Maryam AI Alami Ph.D student Science in Society civic and stakeholder participation
GM food law Manchester Metropolitan University UK
532 Michael Alexander M.Phii Theoretical Physics UK
533 Chris Anthony B.Sc Qualified amateur UK
534 Janey Antoniou M.Sc Molecular Biologist UK
535 Dr. Michael Antoniou Molecular Geneticist Guy's Hospital UK
536 Paula F. Baillie-Hamilton Academic Researcher on Pesticides Perthshire UK
537 Dr. Susan Bardocz Geneticist Aberdeen UK
538 Dr. Jeremy Bartlett Plant Molecular Geneticist (formerly John Innes Institute) UK
539 Manoel Bascoi Geneticist PhD Candidate JII UK
540 Dr. David Beasley Genetic Algorithm University of Bath UK
541 Dr. David Bellamy Biologist and Broadcaster London UK
542 Lynda Birke Biologist Liverpool Uni. Veterinary School UK
543 Dr. David A.H. Birley General Medical Practitioner Swindon UK



544 Sarah Blenkinsop B.Sc Environmental Consultant/Campaigner/Organic grower Planet
Services Environmental Consultancy UK
545 Gerard C. Bodeker Ed. D. Senior Clinical Lecturer in Public Health Univ. Oxford
Medical School UK
546 Dr. Jeffrey Boss Cell Biologist Dept. of Physiology Bristol University UK
547 Sophie H. Bown Ph.D. Candidate Zoology Manchester Univ. UK
548 Paul Breslaw Computer Scientist Consultant Financial Research Forest Row UK
549 Dr. Allan Britton Ph.D Environmental Health and Safety UK
550 Prof. Roy Butterfield DSc.DIC CEng. MICE MIStruct.E. Civil Engineer Southampton UK
551 Dr. Alessandra Cavalletti Ph.D Research Associate Imperial College STM UK
552 Maureen Childs B.Sc Internet Developer British Computer Society UK
553 Emma Churchman B.Sc Social Scientist UK
554 Dr. Janet Cotter-Howells Environmental Geochemist Lecturer in Soil Science
Aberdeen University UK
555 Dr. Stephen Cross Molecular Population Geneticist Birmingham University UK
556 Dr. Alan Currier Taxonomist IRBV UK
557 Gordon Daly Ph. D. student Gene Therapist Kennedy Inst. London UK
558 Stuart Daly Ph. D. student Transgenic group Charing Cross Hosp. UK
559 Dr. Yuliya Demydchuk Ph.D Molecular biology of producers of antibiotics Cambridge
university UK
560 Dr. Mike Dodd Ecologist Open University UK
561 Prof. Jane Eberlynne M.Sc enviromental studdies conscerning health erzats peace co.
UK
562 Tom Fox Amateur neurology biochemistry psychology sociology and philosophy
enthusiast UK
563 Joseph A. Gari Marie Curie Research Fellow Political Ecology University of Oxford UK
564 Dr. Mike Gillman Ecologist Open University UK
565 Dr. Alassandro Gimona Research Scientist Ecology MLURI Aberdeen UK
566 Edward Goldsmith Editor The Ecologist London UK
567 Zac Goldsmith Editor The Ecologist London UK
568 Prof. Brian Goodwin Biologist Schumacher College UK
569 Lale Gurel Bee. Manager Nature - Macmillan Publishers London UK
570 Adrian Haffegee B.Eng B.Eng Electronic Engineer UK
571 Julian Haffegee M.phil Biophysicist Institute of Science in Society UK
572 Dr. Keith H. Halfacree Univ. Lecturer Geography Univ. of Wales Swansea UK
573 Dr. John E. Hammond Engineer Highfield UK
574 Dr. David J Heaf Biochemist Wales UK
575 Dr. Marion Hersch Assistive Electonic Technologies Dept. Electronics & Electrical
Engineering Univ. Glasgow Glasgow Scotland UK
576 Dr. Mae-Wan Ho Geneticist and Biophysicist Open University UK
577 Dr. Caroline Hoffmann Ph.D Ecotoxicologist Centre for Human Ecology UK
578 Patrick Holden Director Soil Association UK
579 Dr. Vyvyan Howard Toxipathologist U. Liverpool UK
580 G. D. Humphreys M.Sc technologist aerodynamics UK
581 Gerald Humphreys B.Sc Aerodynamics Operational Research Information Technology
Hemel hempstead GM action group UK
582 Dr. Brian Hursey ex FAO Senior Officer for Vector Borne Diseases Neath UK
583 Prof. Tim Ingold Anthropologist University of Aberdeen UK
584 Lorna Jackson M.Sc Ecology soil science HDRA the organic organisation UK
585 Magnus L. Johnson School of Science & Management U.c. Scarborough UK
586 Peter Preston Jones MSc Environomental Campaigner UK
587 Dani Kaye M.Sc. Scientists for Global Responsibility London UK
588 David Kaye M.Sc. Scientists for Global Responsibility London UK
589 Dr J. M. Kerr Bioethics Winchester College: Oxford U. UK



590 Dr. Philip Kilner Cardiac Imaging Specialist Royal Brompton Hospital UK
591 Prof. Richard Lacey Microbiologist Leeds UK
592 Dr. Jonathan R. Latham Molecular Virologist previously JII and Genetics Dept.
Wisconsin-Madison Univ. Exeter UK
593 Dr. Colin L.A. Leakey Plant Geneticist Cambridge UK
594 Chris Lucas MIMIS Complexity Scientist CALResCo UK
595 Dr. Paul Marchant Ph.D Chartered Statistician UK
596 Jan Martinez social visionary holistic entrepreneur Just Rural Development Trust S W
EN UK
597 Dr. Joan Mason Chemist Cambridge UK
598 Druvananda Mauree B.Sc graphic designer school of design UK
599 Dr. Alan Mayne Statistician Scientists for Global Responsibility London UK
600 Darl N. Middleton Ph. D. student Environ. Science Dept. Civil Engineering Univ.
Manchester UK
601 Dr. Erik Millstone Science & Techology Policy Research Sussex Univ. Brighton UK
602 Patrick Mulvany C Bioi Food Security Policy Adviser specialising in Agricultural
Biodiversity Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG) UK
603 Dr. Harash Narang Pathologist BSE expert UK
604 Dr. Eva Novotny Astrophysicist Univ. Cambridge (retired) UK
605 Prof. Bob Orskov Ph.D Animal nutrition Rural development in developing countries
macaulay research Institute UK
606 Dr. David Packham Material Scientist U. Bath UK
607 Nicholas Papadimitriou M.Sc conservation and eco philosophy Institute of science in
society UK
608 Dr. Barnaby Peacocke Ph.D Agricultural Science International Development ITDG UK
609 Fatima Pelica Biochemist PhD Candidate JII UK
610 Marcus Petz B.Sc Biology/Geology Environmental Politics UK
611 George Pilkington M.Sc Countryside management UK
612 Dr. Michel Pimbert Agricultural Ecologist International Institute for Environment and
Development London UK
613 Dr. Robert C. Poller Organic Chemist U. London UK
614 Michael Pooler A Level Biology Student human relations People Of The Earth UK
615 Dr. Malcolm Povey Ph.D Food Scientist Reader in Food Physics University of Leeds UK
616 Dr. Ronald Press Ph.D Chemical engineer UK
617 Bala Puspa UK
618 Prof. Arpad Pusztai Biochemist Formerly from Rowett Institute UK
619 Dr. Jerry Ravetz Philosopher of Science London UK
620 Dr. Irene Ridge Biologist Open University UK
621 Dr. Barry T. Rubin Physical/Electro Chemist Director Davis-Rubin Associates Ltd
Northhants UK
622 Dr. Barry T Rubin Ph.D Physical Electro Chemistry Business Consultant CD DVD
Replication for Business Davis Rubin Associates Ltd UK
623 Angela Ryan Molecular biologist Open Univ. UK
624 Dr. Jean A.D. Saunders BDS BDS LOS RCS Dental Surgeon (retired) Faringdon UK
625 Prof. Peter Saunders Biomathematician U. London UK
626 Dr. Wendy Seel Ph.D Plant Sciences University of Aberdeen UK
627 Martin Shaw Geneticist UK
628 Dr. Ellis Snitcher M.D Teaching and research in integrative medicine Middlesex
University UK
629 Dr. Peter Sollich Theoretical Physics Dept. Mathematics King's College London UK
630 Vanessa Spedding M.Phii science and science policy journalism None UK
631 Dr. Gesa Staats.de.Yanes Veterinarian Toxicologists U. Liverpool UK
632 Prof. Ian Stewart Biomathematics U. Warwick UK
633 Dr. Gene S. Thomas Agriculturist UK



634 Simone Turchetti Ph.D student History of Science Technology and Medicine CHSTM
UK
635 Dr. Margaret J. Tyson Glossop PSRAST UK
636 Dr. Rob Verkerk Ph.D Sustainable agriculture and health UK
637 Dr Tom Wakeford Biologist U. of East London UK
638 Barry Weir B.Sc Physics Engineering OGL HMAF UK
639 Martyn Wells Astronomer UK Astronomy Technology Centre Edinburg UK
640 Barbara Wood-Kaczmar M.Sc. Science writer UK
641 Julian Wootton Conservationist London UK
642 Dr. Karen Wren University teacher Geography St. Andrews Univ. St. Andrews Fife UK
643 Linda Yeodal B.Sc MNIMH Medical Herbalist UK
644 Dr. JOHN ZARB Ph.D Small scale farming systems Senior Research Fellow Newcastle
University NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY UK
645 Dr. Grygoriy Petjuch Ph.D Ecology genetics Institute of Agroecology and
Biotechnology Ukraine
646 Dr. Maulud Betaieb Ph.D environmental microbiology managment United Arab
Emierates
647 Nelson Alvarez JD Sociologist and Lawyer Agriculture and development consultant
Uruguay
648 Dr. Rayane Abusabha Senior Research Associate Department of Nutrition College of
Health and Human Development Penn State University USA
649 Prof. Miguel A. Altieri Environment Science Policy and Management Univ. Calif.
Berkeley USA
650 Ruth Alviola Posadas M.Sc Aquaculturist State Food Safety Officer MS DMR USA
651 Biff Appia autism USA
652 Dr. Catherine Badley Biologist University of Michigan USA
653 Dr. Britt Bailey Senior Researcher CETOS Ca USA
654 Prof. Phil Bereano Council for Responsible Genetics U. Washington USA
655 Prof. Stephen Bialkowski Ph.D Analytical Environmental Chemistry Department of
Chemistry Utah State University USA
656 Andrew Bigler Infrared Systems USA
657 Dr. Walter Bortz Physician Palo Alto USA
658 Dr. Douglas H Boucher Ecologist Hood College USA
659 Nancy Brokaw M.Sc Identifying and treating disease through organic whole food
Nutrition Foundation for Nutritional Therapy and Application USA
660 Nancy Brokaw Gerchak M.Sc Dedicated to finding Causes rather than treating
SYMPTOMS of disease researcher CRA Practitioner Holistic Healthcare Consultant Foundation
for Nutritional Therapy and Application USA
661 Claire Cabeza M.Sc Envionmental Scientist W.A.T.E.R.S. for Salmon People USA
662 Dr. Neil J. Carman Clean Air Program Director Sierra Club Austin Texas USA
663 Ricardo Carvajal Ph.D student agricultural ecology University of Michigan USA
664 Liane Casten M.Phii M.Phii journalist and author on food pesticides public policy public
health etc. Chair Chicago Media Watch USA
665 Prof. Liebe F. Cavalieri Mathematical Ecology Evolution and Behaviour Univ.
Minnesota St. Paul USA
666 Claire Caveza M.Sc Project leader for Chum Salmon genetic sampling fisheries
biologist for Native American tribe in the Pacific NorthWest W.A.T.E.R.S. for Salmon People
USA
667 Vijaykumar V.C. Chalasani MS Consultant East Brunswick USA
668 Dr. Ignacio Chapela Microbiologist & Ecologist U.C. Berkeley USA
669 Dr. Frederick Cichocki Ph.D Ecologist Graves Museum of Natural History USA
670 Kristin Cobelius M.Sc. Student M.Sc. Student U. Michigan USA
671 Dr. Alan Connor Ph.D Ph D in Communty Planning Development Univ Of Mich
Practiced in Zambia and the U S Taught at Univ of Mich and Headed program at Siena



Heights College Friends Committee on Unity with Nature Democratic USA
672 BARBARA CRAWFORD SURVIVAL INDEPENDENT USA
673 Dr. Martha Crouch Biologist Indiana University USA
674 Jill Davies Stream Ecologist Organic Farmer Montana USA
675 Dr. Carolyn F.A. Dean MD NO MD ND Consultant Integrative Medicine Holeopathic
Pharmakeia NY USA Board of Women for a Safe Future USA
676 Tricia Deane Certified Organic and nonGMO Food Supplier USA
677 Burgess Dillard Natural Scientist Self USA
678 Earth Duarte Trattner Ph.D student Social and Ecological Impacts of Biotechnology
UC Berkeley USA
679 Dr. Chris Duffield Ph.D Visiting scientist Stanford University USA
680 Dr. David Ehrenfeld Biologist/Ecologist Rutgers University New Jersey USA
681 Mr Irucka Embry Studying civil and environmental engineering and Spanish University
of Tennessee student USA
682 Andrew Epstein B.Sc Environmental Policy/planning sustainable development The
Nature Conservancy USA
683 Dr. Samuel Epstein School of Public Health Univ. Illinois Chicago USA
684 Juiet S Erazo Ph. D. student PhD student U. of Michigan USA
685 Sanek Erem USA
686 Sanekus Erem USA
687 Prof. John B. Fagan Maharishi University of Management Fairfield Iowa USA
688 Dr. Don Fitz Research Psychologist and Editor Synthesis/Regeneration: A Magazine of
Green Social Thought USA
689 Dr. Ty Fitzmorris Ecologist Hampshire College USA
690 Dr Michael W Fox Veterinarian & Bioethicist Washington DC USA
691 Dr. Chris Francovich Ph.D Learning Through Participation Practice Lightfiled Inc USA
692 Cynthia A. Frye FS/MS Student Biology Univ. Texas Medical Branch USA
693 Prof. John Garderineer Biologist U. Michigan USA
694 Dr. Barbara K. Given Faculty Researcher George Mason Univ. Fairfax USA
695 Dr. Jay L. Glaser MK Medical Director Maharishi Ayurveda Medical Center Lancaster
USA
696 Dr. Parameswaran Gopikrishnan Ph.D Financial Enginner Physicist USA
697 Panatey Great Company inc USA
698 Dr Herve Grenier Atmospheric Sciences and Climate Change Univ. Washington USA
699 Dr. Don Hall Ph.D Intermolecular adiabatic bioag marine Bear Creek Research USA
700 Dr. Gayle Robin Hamilton Assoc. Prof. Centre for the Advancement of Public Health
Fairfax VA USA
701 Rev. Dorothy A. Harper Biotethics Washington USA
702 Maria Harrington currently working on my Masters of Science in Nutrition at Bastyr
University USA
703 Prof.em Kristi Harris B.Sc plant molecular biology murray state USA
704 Paul C. Helgeson BSME Senior Engineer Middleton WI USA
705 Gosha Hello Company inc USA
706 Prof. Martha Herbert Pediatric Neurologist Mass. Gen. Hosp. USA
707 Patrick Hickey Ph.D Resource renewability and quality of life Sedona Recycles USA
708 Daniel J. Highkin Internist Vancouver Washington USA
709 Dr. Joseph Hilou Clinical Nutrition Chiropractic USA
710 Dale Hoover Organic food eater USA
711 Heidi Horn interested in what i eat sebastian USA
712 Prof. emeritus John Hotchkiss Ph.D Ethnography of Indigenous Botanical Systems
USA
713 Dr. Paul Houle Ph.D Theoretical Physics USA
714 Dr. Philip H Howard Ph.D Rural Sociology Rural Coalition Washington DC USA
715 Prof. Ruth Hubbard Biologist Harvard University USA



716 Andrew J. Hund Sociologist Arcata USA
717 Panatey I Like Your Site Company inc USA
718 Alex Jack Planetary Medicine Jushi Institute Becket Mass USA
719 Soraya Jacob student USA
720 Eric Jacobson Ph.D Medical anthropologist Dept. of Social Medicine Harvard Medical
School USA
721 Dr. Michael Janson General Practitioner Nutrition Cambridge USA
722 Emile C Joel B.Sc Research Chemist Retired Smithsonian Institution USA
723 Robert W. Johnson Material Scientist DSM Desotech Elgin Illinois USA
724 Christine Johnston Ph.D student oncology USA
725 Dr. Gary P. Kaplan Assoc. Prof. Neurology North Shore Univ. Hosp. NYU School of
Medicine Mass USA
726 Dr. Arlene M. Kellman D.O. Physician Tucson USA
727 Prof. Jonathan King Molecular Biology MIT Cambridge Council for Responsible
Genetics USA
728 Rev Thomas Klein Orthodox Priest USA
729 Dr Jack Kloppenburg Un. Wisconsin Rural Sociologist USA
730 Heidei A. Kratsch R.D./Graduate Student Plant Physiology Univ. Wisconsin USA
731 Dr. Louis H. Krut MK CHB.: MD St. Louis Univ. Medical School Missouri USA
732 U.V. Kutzli Ph. D. student U of Michigan USA
733 Dr. Marc Lappe Geneticist and Director CETOS Ca USA
734 Dr. Chris Lawrence Ph.D Extensive work in science education outside the box USA
735 Prof. Mark X M Lei Plant genomics and breeder in rice and kenaf University of
California Chinese Alumni Associatio USA
736 Prof. Xiaomao Lei Research and Education in agricultural sciences University of
California Chinese Alumni Associatio USA
737 Dr. Herman Lerner M.D Nutritionally oriented physician USA
738 Dr. Barry Lia Ph.D sustainable agriculture USA
739 David Lindley USA
740 Sean Lyman Student Gettysbury College USA
741 A J Maimbourg Keen desire to see GM foods banned due to potential health problems
USA
742 Dr. Timothy Mann Geographer Hampshire College USA
743 Hugh Mann non pharmaceutical health education organicMD org USA
744 Anne-Marie Mayer Ph. D. student Nutrition Cornell Univ. USA
745 Christine McCullum Ph. D. student Nutritional Sciences Cornell University USA
746 Lynn V. McIndoo Student Environmental Resources Engineering Humboldt State Univ.
Arcata USA
747 Dr. Dwight McKee M.D Am Board of Int Med certified in Internal Medicine Medical
Oncology and Hematology Strong background in clinical nutrition immunology and holistic
med USA
748 Vuejuin McKersen M.Sc Natural Resource Manager U. Michigan USA
749 Dr. Joan P Mencher Ph.D Culturao Anthropologist work on issues of agriculture
including sustainable agriculture primarily in India Involved in fights against GMOs and
issuesof the co Lehman College of CUNY and CUNY graduate Center USA
750 Dr. Stephen L. Mikesell Anthropology and Political Ecology Univ. Wisconsin Madison
USA
751 Dr. Bill Misner Ph.D Nutrition E CAPS Inc USA
752 Leuren Moret Ph.D student Independent Scientist expert in radiation and public
health Past President Association for Women Geoscientist USA
753 Dr. Usha Mukhtyar M.D. Consultant Gynecology Obstetrics Bronx New York USA
754 Najeeba Naja Ph.D THE QURAN IS TRUE MANKIND ARE U DEAF DUMB BIND WERE U
OR WERE U NOT A DROP OF SPERN ISNT THE ONE WHO GIV E LIFE able to GIVE LIFE TO
THE dead THE HUMAN RACE I ISLAM IS TRUE USA



755 Elaine Needham illustrator researcher writer speaker none USA
756 Prof.em JB Neilands Ph.D Professor of Biochemistry Univ Calif Berkeley USA
757 Prof. Stuart A. Newman Developmental Biology New York Medical College Valhalla
New York USA
758 Panatey Nice To See Your Site Is Being Updated Company inc USA
759 Lena S Nicolai Ph. D. student University of Michigan USA
760 Dr. Ingrid C. Northwood Biochemist Simon Fraser University USA
761 Dr. Ronald E. Openshaw Adjunct Faculty Geology Physics Maharishi University of
Management Fairfield USA
762 Trina Paulus food issues sculpture writing Hope For the Flowers USA
763 Marial Peelle Biol./Anthropologist Undergrad. Swarthmors College USA
764 Dr. Ivette Perfecto Associate Professor, School of Natural Resources and Environment
University of Michigan USA
765 Dr. Ilya Sandra Perlingieri Ph.D author The Uterine Crisis 2003 independent scholar
USA
766 Chris Picone M.Sc. Soil Microbiologist U. Michigan USA
767 John Pierne B.Sc Concerned Citizen USA
768 William Pizer Many years as an organic farmer Schoharie Certified Organic Hydroponic
Greenhouses USA
769 Dr. Vasiliki Plerou Ph.D Physics USA
770 Dr. Gregory Pratt Ph.D Air pollution Minnesota Poll Contr Agncy Univ of Minnesota
USA
771 Dr. James W Prescott Ph 0 Ph.D Developmental Neuropsychologist Cross Cultural
Psychologist See www violence de Institute of Humanistic Science USA
772 Linda Prout M.Sc nutrition writer speaker consultant Lifehift USA
773 Dr. Caros R Ramirez Biologist St Lawrance University USA
774 Prof. Philip J. Regal Dept. Ecology Evolution and Behavior Univ. Minnesota St. Paul
USA
775 Corinna Richards Ph.D student sociologist (health and biotechnology)
AmbiguousMedia USA
776 Prof. R.H. Richardson Professor of Integrative Biology University of Texas Austin USA
777 Claudia Riumallo Mother concerned about her children future health Mother USA
778 John Robb permaculture USA
779 Dr. Susan L. Roberts MSRDLD Health and Nutrition Sue Roberts Health Concepts USA
780 Annika Rockwell Certified Nutritionist Consultant RockwellNutrition com USA
781 James Rose Ceptual Institute USA
782 Dr. Peter M. Rosset Ins. for Food and Development Policy USA
783 Prof. Philip B. Rudnick Emeritus Chemistry West Chester Univ. Pennsylvania PSRAST
USA
784 Dr. Arthur Rybeck D.D.S. Dentistry and Organic Farmer Wheeling USA
785 Dr. Elizbet Sahtouris Biologist & Author USA
786 Dr. Elisabet Sahtouris Ph.D evolution biologist futurist Living Systems Design USA
787 Dr. Barnett Salzman M.D 30 yrs of medical research expertise public health board
cert psychiatrist USA
788 Thomas J. Saunders Student Environmental Science Humboldt State Univ. Arcata
USA
789 Dr. Stephen Scanlan Ph.D Global inequalities international development and food
security University of Memphis Department of Sociology USA
790 Dr. Derek Scholes Ph.D Geneticist New York State Dept of Health USA
791 Dr. Nancy A Schult Entomologist U of Wisconsin-Madison USA
792 Dr. Brian Schultz Ecologist Hampshire College USA
793 Dr. Kathy Schwab Health Researcher MPH RD LD Center for Health Research Portland
Oregon USA
794 Prof. David Schwartzman Geochemist Howard Uni. Washington DC USA



795 John Scibetta B.Sc Protein Chromatography Amersham Pharmacia Biotech USA
796 Dr. Linda Jean Sheperd Biochemist Gaia Blessings USA
797 Colleen Sheppard Wholistie Energy Therapist USA
798 Prof. Michael Sheridan Ph.D Environmental Anthropologist Middlebury College USA
799 Dr. Jacob Silver Ph.D Political Scientist Social Analyst Huron Mountain Research
Services USA
800 Dr. Joseph Simcox Ph.D student Food Plant Diversity and Germplasm The Rare
Vegetable Seed Consortium USA
801 Witold Skiba Ph.D Theoretical Physics MIT USA
802 Dr. Gerald Smith Zoologist U. Michigan USA
803 Kim Smith I consume only organic food and desire to see a ban put on GM as soon as
possible USA
804 Kristina Smith Jacoba B.Sc agronomist USA
805 Dr. John Soluri Historian of Science Carnegie Mellon U USA
806 Doreen Stabinsky Geneticist International Environmental Politics and Policy California
State University at Sacrament USA
807 Irl Stalcup Corporate Training LA County Dept of Parks and Recreation USA
808 Emma Steen Dietician (retired) Portland USA
809 Dr. Jesse Stewart concernment for the application of education and assuring the
liberty freedom and unity in life F F H USA
810 Pamela Stimler B.Sc Board Certified Internist USA
811 Prof.em Budalur Thyagarajan Ph.D organic chemistry retired USA
812 Dr. Patricia Patterson Tursi Ph.D My Dissertation concerned Mind Body Interactions
I have studied health for 40a years I am a master gardener and former organic farmer SW
Missouri Organic Association USA
813 Prof. John Vandermeer Biologist Univ. Michigan Ann Arbor USA
814 Rosa Vazquez Student in Biology Ohio State University USA
815 Susan Vegors Psychologist Consultant Solutech Indianapolis USA
816 Prof. Robert Vernon Heimer Ph.D The study of brain chemistry during psychotic
episodes none USA
817 Paul Von Hartmann B.Sc Ecologist biodynamic agriculturist Project PEA C E USA
818 Prof. Kenneth G. Walton Neurochemist Vedic Medicine Maharishi Univ. IA USA
819 Dr. Bruce West Ph.D DC Editor Health Alert Most renowned expert in the use of
phytonutrients for cardiac patients with more patients than any liVing doctor Health Alert
Newsletter USA
820 Ryan White Student St Lawrence University USA
821 Paul Whitson M.Sc healthcare administrator USA
822 Dr. George M. Woodwell Director The Woods Hole Research Center USA
823 Dr. Suzanne M. Wuerthele Toxicologist Toxicology & Risk Assessment federal
regulatory agency Denver USA
824 Dr. John Zamarra M.D. Cardiology Fullerton USA
825 Dr. M Zamir Ph.D Research Scientist University USA
826 Prof. Miguel Angel Nunez M.Sc 14 years working and researching in Agroecological
Scienes in the tropical areas of Latin America IPIAT Venezuela
827 Julio Eduardo Perez Genetics of Marine Organisms Universidad de Oriente Venezuela
828 Taurai Mutanda M.Sc Biotechnologist University of Zimbabwe Zimbabwe
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Donna Beth Weilenman
In Support of SB958

Long ago, when I lived on my birth island ofO'ahu and, for a short time, on Kaua'i, my father filmed acres ofkalo.
I grew up on poi because as a child, I was quite ill. My parents had tried for 14 years to have a baby. It wasn't until
the Kress Store company sent them to Hawai'i that they finally had their fIrstborn, me. It was a difficult birth for my
mother and me. I was premature, and could not go home right away. My parents lived near Hopke Brede, a
Hawaiian man, and through him, learned about feeding poi to babies to help them thrive.

I live in California now, and have lived in Texas and Florida because of my father's, and later, my husband's, work.
So, I have no official vote in this matter. But I am impacted by what is decided in my birth land. How this is handled
will affect me, yet I have no say in this matter.

Finding poi sources on the mainland/continent is tough, and it is sad that this healing food isn't available for those of
us who find it a healthful addition to our diets. I am not Hawaiian "kanaka maoli" by blood, but I was born on O'abu
land, and lived there through my developing years. If you are familiar with old-style Hawaiian thinking, you know
that when the ancient-time doctors diagnosed their patients, they would make herbal recommendations, but would
tell their patients to seek out those herbs grown near where they were born and reared, because their bodies would be
better healed by herbs grown in the same land as the foods they ate as children. The chemical composition of that
land would feed the plants they consumed, and in tum, had fed their bodies. The nutrition in the soil became the
building blocks of their bodies. And, the Hawaiian word for land easily translates to "that which nourishes us," a
thought shared with us by a student of noted Kumu Hula Sally Wood.

Poi and taro are staples of the old Hawaiian diet. Its cultivation should be preserved, not as a historic novelty, not
just for its cultural importance, not because the ancient stories say that taro is the precursor of the human race. Kalo
is not just a museum piece. It is a healing food that should not only be protected, but its growth also should be
encouraged. Not only for kanaka maoli, but also for those of us who were blessed to have been born in the Hawaiian
Islands and who remember that without the encouragement and nutrition found there (and not necessarily found
elsewhere!), we might not be alive today.

Yes! Please protect kalo and the kalo farmer! But do more that - encourage them and help kalo flourish!

Yours truly,
Donna Beth Weilenman



It is expected that the 5B958 which imposes a IO-year moratorium on developing, testing,
propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered taro in the State. (HDI) be
passed. Common sense and logic dictate it.

GMO has been cited as more than possible to endanger the health of people and on nature. It has been stated that "no
scientific studies exist that guarantee that genetically modified crops won't have negative effects on human health
and on nature."

This is a worldwide concern and many countries have banned GMO products and the growing of it within their
country. What affects us here in Hawaii is the same thing. The idea ofGMO companies tampering with our
traditional food and plants are unconcionable and seditious. They have no right to do it or claim ownership of our
taro nor do they have our permission to experiment with it in our country.

If you do not pass this moratorium to safeguard our important food source; then one can only assume you disrespect
us and plan to intentionally cause us harm and create a dangerous situation. It can also be assumed that you are in
conflict of interest for not protecting your constituents while catering to GMO lobbyists for pecuniary reasons. This
would be discemable by investigating your campaign donors.

It stands to reason that anything as controversial as this would demand a moratorium to further investigate the
rammifications of such irresponsible activity done by GMO corporations, especially with a troublesome history and
shady reputation. Therefore I urge you to vote for SB 958 and place a moratorium on experimenting with our taro.
Let's leave it to our local farmers and not the infamous GMO corporations to develop our taro.

Mahalo,

Tane

AKA: David M. K.Inciong, II
Pearl City, Oahu, HI 96782-2581
Tane I@msn.com

Related articles:

MONSANTO WHISTLEBLOWER SAYS
GENETICALLY ENGINEERED CROPS
MAY CAUSE DISEASE
Jeffrey M. Smith

Monsanto was quite happy to recruit young Kirk Azevedo to sell their genetically engineered cotton. Kirk had
grown up on a California farm and had worked in several jobs monitoring and testing pesticides and herbicides. Kirk
was bright, ambitious, handsome and idealistic"the perfect candidate to project the company's 'save the world
through genetic engineering" image.
It was that image, in fact, that convinced Kirk to take the job in 1996. "When I was contacted by the headhunter
from Monsanto, I began to study the company, namely the work of their CEO, Robeli Shapiro." Kirk was
thoroughly impressed with Shapiro's promise of a golden future through genetically modified (GM) crops. "He





understand. "
Endangering the Food Supply
At this time, Roundup Ready cotton varieties were just being introduced into other regions but were still being
field-tested in California. California varieties had not yet been commercialized. But Kirk came to find out that
Monsanto was feeding the cotton plants used in its test plots to cattle.
"I had great issue with this," he said. "I had worked for Abbot Laboratories doing research, doing test plots using Bt
sprays from bacteria. We would never take a test plot and put into the food supply, even with somewhat benign
chemistries. We would always destroy the test plot material and not let anything into the food supply. Now we
entered into a new era of genetic engineering. The standard was not the same as with pesticides. It was much lower,
even though it probably should have been much higher."
Kirk complained to the Ph.D. in charge of the test plot about feeding the experimental plants to cows. He explained
that unknown proteins, including prions, might even effect humans who consume the cow's milk and meat. The
scientist replied, "Well that's what we"re doing everywhere else and that's what we"re doing here." He refused to
destroy the plants.
Kirk got a bit frantic. He started talking to others in the company. "I approached pretty much everyone on my team
in Monsanto." He was unable to get anyone interested. In fact, he said, "Once they understood my perspective, I was
somewhat ostracized. It seemed as if once I started questioning things, people wanted to keep their distance from
me. I lost the cooperation with other team members. Anything that interfered with advancing the commercialization
of this technology was going to be pushed aside."
He then approached California Agriculture Commissioners. "These local Ag commissioners are traditionally
responsible for test plots and to make sure test plot designs protect people and the environment." But Kirk got
nowhere. "Once again, even at the Ag commissioner level, they were dealing with a new technology that was
beyond their comprehension. They did not really grasp what untoward effects might be created by the genetic
engineering process itself."
Kirk continued to try to blow the whistle on what he thought could be devastating to the health of consumers. "I
spoke to many Ag commissioners. I spoke to people at the University of California. I found no one who would even
get it, or even get the connection that proteins might be pathogenic, or that there might be untoward effects
associated with these foreign proteins that we knew we were producing. They didnItt even want to talk about it
really. You"d kind of see a blank stare when speaking to them on this level. That led me to say I am not going to be
pmt of this company anymore. I"m not going to be part of this disaster, from a moral perspective."
Kirk gave his two-week notice. In early January I998, he finished his last day of work in the morning and in the
afternoon started his first day at chiropractic college. He was still determined to make a positive difference for the
world, but with a radically changed approach.
While in school, he continued to research prion disease and its possible connection with GM crops. What he read
then and what is known now about prions has not alleviated his concerns. He says, "The protein that manifests as
mad cow disease takes about five years. With humans, however, that time line is anywhere from 10-30 years. We
were talking about 1997 and today is 2006. We still don"t know ifthere is anything going to happen to us from our
being used as test subjects."
Update
It turns out that the damage done to DNA due to the process of creating a genetically modified organism is far more
extensive than previously thought .[1] GM crops routinely create unintended proteins, alter existing protein levels or
even change the components and shape of the protein that is created by the inserted gene. Kirk's concerns about a
GM crop producing a harmful misfolded protein remain well-founded, and have been echoed by scientists as one of
the many possible dangers that are not being evaluated by the biotech industry's superficial safety assessments.
GM cotton has provided ample reports of unpredicted side-effects. In April 2006, more than 70 Indian shepherds
reported that 25% of their herds died within 5-7 days of continuous grazing on Bt cotton plants. [2] Hundreds of
Indian agricultural laborers reported allergic reactions from Bt cotton. Some cotton harvesters have been
hospitalized and many laborers in cotton gin factories take antihistamines each day before work .[3]
The cotton's agronomic performance is also erratic. When Monsanto's GM cotton varieties were first introduced in
the US, tens of thousands of acres suffered deformed roots and other unexpected problems. Monsanto paid out
millions in settlements. [4] When Bt cotton was tested in Indonesia, widespread pest infestation and drought damage



forced withdrawal of the crop, despite the fact that Monsanto had been bribing at least 140 individuals for years,
trying to gain approval. [5] In India, inconsistent performance has resulted in more than $80 million dollars in losses
in each of two states. [6] Thousands of indebted St cotton farmers have committed suicide. In Vidarbha, in north
east Maharashtra, from June through August 2006, farmers committed suicide at a rate of about one every eight
hours. [7] (The list of adverse reactions reported from other GM crops, in lab animals, livestock and humans, is
considerably longer.)
Kirk's concern about GM crop test plots also continues to remain valid. The industry has been consistently inept at
controlling the spread of unapproved varieties. On August 18, 2006, for example, the USDA announced that
unapproved GM long grain rice, which was last field tested by Bayer CropScience in 2001, had contaminated the
US rice crop [8] (probably for the past 5 years). Japan responded by suspending long grain rice imports and the EU
will now only accept shipments that are tested and certified GM-free. Similarly, in March 2005, the US government
admitted that an unapproved corn variety had escaped from Syngenta's field trials four years earlier and had
contaminated US corn. [9] By year's end, Japan had rejected at least 14 shipments containing the illegal corn. Other
field trialed crops have been mixed with commercial varieties, consumed by farmers, stolen, even given away by
government agencies and universities who had accidentally mixed seed varieties.
Some contamination from field trials may last for centuries. That may be the fate of a variety of unapproved
Roundup Ready grass which, according to reports made public in August 2006, had escaped into the wild from an
Oregon test plot years earlier. Pollen had crossed with other varieties and wind had dispersed seeds. Scientists
believe that the variety will cross pollinate with other grass varieties and may contaminate the commercial grass
seed supply"70 percent of which is grown in Oregon.
Even GM crops with known poisons are being grown outdoors without adequate safeguards for health and the
environment. A corn engineered to produce pharmaceutical medicines, for example, contaminated corn and soybean
fields in Iowa and Nebraska in 2002. [10] On August 10,2006, a federal judge ruled that the drug-producing GM
crops grown in Hawaii violated both the Endangered Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act. [11]
A December 29,2005 report by the USDA office of Inspector General, blasted the agriculture department for its
abysmal oversight ofGM field trials, particularly for the high risk drug producing crops. [12] And a January 2004
report by the National Research Council also called upon the government to strengthen its oversight, but
acknowledged that there is no way to guarantee that field trialed crops will not pollute the environment. [13]
With the US government failing to prevent GM contamination, and with state governments and agriculture
commissioners unwilling to challenge the dictates of the biotech industry, some California counties decided to enact
regulations of their own. California's diverse agriculture is particularly vulnerable and thousands offield trials on
not-yet-approved GM crops have already taken place there. If contamination were discovered, it could easily
devastate an industry. Four counties have enacted moratoria or bans on the planting ofGM crops, including both
approved and unapproved varieties. This follows the actions of more than 4500 jurisdictions in Europe and dozens
of nations, states and regions on all continents, which have sought to restrict planting ofGM crops to protect their
health, environment and agriculture.
Ironically, California's assembly, which has done nothing to protect the state from possible losses due to GM crop
contamination, passed a bill on August 24,2006 that prohibits other counties and cities from creating GM free
zones. The senate is expected to vote on the issue by the end of their session on August 31 st (see
http://www.caigefree.org/preemption.shtml).Itis yet another example of how the biotech industry has been able to
push their agenda onto US consumers, without regard to health and environmental safeguards. No doubt that their
lobbyists, anxious to have this bill pass, told legislators that GM crops are needed to stop poverty and feed a hungry
world.
[Update 9/1/06: The California Senate session ended without senators voting on the bill to prevent local jurisdictions
from creating GM-Free zones. For the time being at least, California counties and cities may still enact GM-Free
zones. Click here to read the full press release.]

J~ffrey Smith'sforthcoming book, Genetic Roulette, documents more than 60 health risks ~rGMfoods in
easy-to-read two-page spreads, and demonstrates how current safety assessments are not competent to protect
consumersfrom the dangers. His previous book, Seeds ofDeception (www.seedso[deceDtion.com), is the world's
bestselling book on the subject. He is available for media at info(Zvseedsofdeception.com. Dr. Kirk Azevedo has a



chiropractic office in Cambria, California. Press may reach him at (805) 927-1055 or at drkirk(at)charter.net.

Spilling the Beans is a monthly column available at www.responsibletechnology.org.
Permission is granted to publishers and webmasters to reproduce issues of Spilling the Beans in whole or in part.
Just email us at column@seedsofdeception.com to let us know who you are and what your circulation is, so we can
keep track.
The Institute for Responsible Technology is working to end the genetic engineering of our food supply and the
outdoor release ofGM crops. We warmly welcome your donations and support.
Click here if you'd like to make a tax-deductible donation, or click !ll:.rs< if you would like to become a member of
the Institute for Responsible Technology. Membership to the Institute for Responsible Technology costs $25 per
year. New members receive The GMO Trilogy, a three-disc set produced by Jeffrey Smith (see
www.GMOTrilogy.com).
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Monsanto's Cremation Starts in Karnataka
Sindhanoor, India, 28 November 1998. - Today the fanners of Karnataka will reduce to ashes one of the illegal field
trials that the criminal organisation Monsanto is carrying out in the country. This action will mark the beginning of a
campaign of civil disobedience called Operation 'Cremation Monsanto', which will soon be continued in Karnataka

and other Indian states.
The field that will be burned today belongs to Basanna, who came to know what kind of plants were growing in his
field only last Wednesday, when Byre Gowda (Minister of Agriculture ofKarnataka) mentioned his name as he
disclosed the three sites where Monsanto's trials are being conducted in Karnataka.
According to Basanna's testimony, officials of Mahyco Monsanto went to his farm in July and proposed him to
grow, free of cost, a new variety of cotton seeds, which they claimed would give very good results. He could not
suspect that their intention was to carry out an experiment on genetic engineering without his knowledge and
consent, risking the future viability not only of his fann, but of his complete community.
The officials of Mahyco Monsanto, who have signed a written declaration admitting their illegal behaviour, went
regularly to apply manure and pesticides to the Bt cotton, including heavy doses of insecticides. However, the plants
are infested with bollworm (the pest that Bt cotton is supposed to control) and other pests like white fly and red-rot.
Despite the heavy use of chemical fertiliser, traces of which still can be observed in the field, the Bt plants grew
miserably, less than half the size of the traditional cotton plants in the adjacent fields.
No single biosafety measure (e.g. buffer zone around the genetically engineered cotton to reduce biopollution,
construction of a fence around the field, etc) was undertaken by the Mahyco Monsanto. They did not even
demarcate the field as biohazard area. The seriousness of this negligence can be assessed from the following report,
published by the British newspaper Mail On Sunday on the 25th October:
'One of the worst fears of campaigners against genetically modified crops has almost come true. An experimental
crop of oilseed rape that was altered to be resistant to herbicides has had to be destroyed after it pollinated nearby
plants. The fear was that, left unchecked, a new breed of superweeds which normal chemicals could not destroy
might have resulted with devastating effects for Britain's agriculture. Now, in what could be the first case of its kind
in the UK, the Government is considering prosecuting the American chemical giant behind the experiment for
allegedly contaminating the environment. If convicted, Monsanto, the world's leading producer ofgenetically
modified foods, and British based sub-contractor Perryfields Holdings Ltd face heavy fines. Monsanto's directors,
headed by chairman and chief executive Bob Shapiro could even be jailed if found to have been negligent. Minutes
of a recent meeting of the Advisory Committee on Releases to the Environment reveal that Monsanto and
Perryfields failed to prevent genetically modified winter oilseed rape cross-pollinating with another field oftheir
normal oilseed rape. A pollen barrier, or buffer zone, of only two metres instead of the required six surrounded the
test site. The minutes say that "a breach of consent occurred" and show that Monsanto officials had not visited the
trial site even though it was the company's duty to do so. Tony Strickland, trials manager for Perryfields Holdings,
ofInkberrow, Hereford and Worcester, said, " We expect to be prosecuted. A path was put around the test area and
those on site overlooked the fact that the pollen barrier was then too small. This increased the risk of
cross-pollination." A Monsanto spokesman said, "We do not want to comment about a case that is pending with the
Ministry, but to the best of our knowledge no breach of consent has led to environmental damage." ,
Basanna has only now come to know that this remarkably inferior cotton variety has polluted next years' cotton
harvest in the whole region, rendering it as useless as his field. He has also come to know that he has unknowingly
engaged in illegal behaviour by commercialising a cotton variety whose commercial exploitation has not been
approved yet. He hence shares the anger of the fanners from the whole region, and has given his approval to the
cremation of the cotton.
The behaviour of Mahyco Monsanto should not come as a surprise, given the well deserved reputation that the
USA-based criminal organisation Monsanto enjoys all over the world. A prime example of the criminal character of
this organisation was exposed by a recently disclosed official report of the Canadian government published in April
21, 1998 (available at: http://www.nfu.ca/nfu/Gapsreport.html).This report, prepared by the administration of
Health of the Canadian government, describes the illegal tactics used by Monsanto to obtain permission to
commercialise Recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone (rBGH), the first genetically modified product that was ever
commercialised in the world. The report says: "Evidence from the animal safety reviews were [sic] not taken into



consideration. These studies indicated numerous adverse effects in cows, including birth defects, reproductive
disorders, higher incidence of mastitis [infection leading to inflammation of the udder], which may have had an
impact on human health." It explicitly states (pg. 14) that "There are reports on file that Monsanto pursued
aggressive marketing tactics, compensated farmers whose veterinary bills escalated due to increased side effects
associated with the use ofrBST [rBGH], and covered up negative trial results. All the four U.S. manufacturers
[Monsanto, Eli Lilly, Cyanamid and Elanco, with only Monsanto actually marketing a product] refused to disclose
the lists of their research grants to U.S. universities." Without such lists, one could not inquire what effects had been
revealed by animal experiments, since nobody knows where the experiments took place and Monsanto refuses to
disclose the original reports. The Canadian government scientists conclude that "The usually required long-term
toxicology studies to ascertain human safety were not conducted. Hence, such possibilities and potential as sterility,
infertility, birth defects, cancer, and immunological derangements were not addressed." The scientists who wrote the
report testified before an inquiry board in October that they have been pressured by higher-ups to alter the content of
their report. Two of the report's authors, and four other Canadian government scientists, testified that they have been
threatened with transfers to other jobs where "they would never be heard of again" if they did not speed up approval
of Monsanto's rBGH product in Canada, despite the absence oflong-term data showing the product is safe for
humans.
Monsanto's list of commercial poisons also include the herbicide Agent Orange, which played a major role in one of
the most horrible genocides in the history of humankind. An atticle published by Los Angeles Times on October 31
reports that 'Agent Orange sprayed by the United States during the Vietnam War has contaminated the country's
food chain, creating serious environmental and health problems that demand urgent international attention, a
Canadian consulting firm reported Friday. Using research that ranged from satellite imagery to soil sampling, the
[mn found high levels of dioxin, an Agent Orange component, in the blood of Vietnamese born after the war,
indicating that contaminants are being transferred through the food chain ... Hanoi has long contended that the 12
million gallons of chemicals the United States dumped on South Vietnam during Operation Ranch Hand caused
immense harm. The chemicals destroyed 14% of South Vietnam's forests, according to official U.S. reports.
Vietnam has never asked for compensation but would like international help reclaiming denuded forest lands and
caring for 70,000 people who it says have mental or physical disabilities because of their exposure -- or that of their
parents -- to Agent Orange. Vietnam says haifa million people have died or contracted serious illnesses over the
years because of the spraying.'
The risks posed by unscientific field trials like the one that will be destroyed today are particularly serious in the
case of a corporation on the brink of bankruptcy, which would not be in the position to pay any compensation for the
mess it leaves behind. Monsanto's commercial success is completely illusory, and its bad policies have recently been
punished by a 30% drop in the value of its stock:

* The corporation's $1 billion investment in rBGH has been described by business analysts as an economic failure
that, after four years of heavy promotion, is used on only 4% of American dairy cows.

* The Monsanto Calgene Flavr-Saver tomato was taken off the market in 1996 due to consumer resistance and
production failures.

* Monsanto's entire Canadian genetically-engineered rapeseed crop had to be recalled in 1997 because of "technical
difficulties. "

* Half of Monsanto's Bt cotton crop in the US was attacked by bollworms in 1996, prompting lawsuits by outraged
cotton growers.

* In 1997 their Roundup Ready cotton did little better, with boll damage or deformities that led to still more
lawsuits.

* Irish authorities made public US EPA documents revealing that Monsanto's supposedly Roundup-resistant
sugar-beets were dying in significant numbers after having been sprayed with Roundup.



* Continuing public relations and marketing problems are mounting across Europe as genetically engineered field
crops continue to be uprooted by protestors, more and more supermarket chains are attempting to source non-GE
products, while activist organizations like Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, Global 2000, European Farmers
Coordination (CPE), and the Genetic Engineering Network generate steady media coverage and bad publicity for the
corporation.

* In late-September in the U.K., a special issue of The Ecologist magazine on Monsanto was pulled off the presses
and destroyed by its printer. Although Monsanto claims they haven't threatened printers or magazine vendors,
almost no one seems to believe them.

* In the United States Monsanto has begun receiving adverse publicity for prosecuting farmers for saving
Monsanto's patented herbicide-resistant "Roundup Ready" soybean seeds. According to press reports Monsanto has
hired Pinkerton detectives to harass more than 1800 farmers and seed dealers across the country, with 475 potential
criminal "seed piracy" cases already under investigation. A group of seed-saving farmers in Kentucky, Iowa, and
Illinois have already been forced to pay fines to Monsanto of up to $35,000 each. Besides the cost of the seed, a
$6.50 technology fee is charged by Monsanto for each 50 pound bag of Roundup Ready seed. As Monsanto told the
Associated Press October 27, "We say they can pay (either of) two royalties --$6.50 at the store or $600 in court,"
said Scott Baucum, Monsanto manager for intellectual property protection.

* In Brazil a judge at least temporarily blocked Monsanto's efforts to get approval for farmers to plant Roundup
Ready Soybeans. According to a September 20 story by Bill Lambrecht in the St. Louis Post Dispatch, "Monsanto
discovered an unsettling reality last week: Anti-biotechnology sentiments that are widespread in Europe are
sprouting in South America. Hours before a government agency met to approve Monsanto's request to plant
gene-altered soybeans, a Brazilian federal judge granted an injunction blocking the application. For St. Louis-based
Monsanto, the ruling is a setback that would be a real defeat if the company misses the Brazilian planting season in
October and November. Brazil is a potential market worth tens of millions in profits. With 165 million people and a
thriving economy, Brazil is a vital cog in the drive by Monsanto and its rivals to change the genetic codes of
crops--and food--around the world."

* In San Francisco on October 27, Monsanto CEO Robert Shapiro was confronted by anti-GE protestors who
smashed a cream pie in his face.

* Monsanto's future business prospects suffered another major blow on October 30th, when Terminator Technology
was banned from the crop breeding programs of the world's largest international agricultural research institution, the
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGlAR), a global network of 16 international
agricultural research centres. CGlAR's policy statement, as approved by the Genetic Resources Policy Committee,
reads: "The CGIAR will not incorporate into its breeding materials any genetic systems designed to prevent seed
germination. This is in recognition of (a) concerns over potential risks of its inadvertent or unintended spread
through pollen; (b) the possibilities of sale or exchange of inviable seed for planting; (c) the importance of
farm-saved seed, particularly to resource-poor farmers; (d) potential negative impacts on genetic diversity and (e)
the importance of farmer selection and breeding for sustainable agriculture"
All these reverses have left Monsanto facing plummeting stock values and without cash to face the situation. The
most spectacular result of this crisis was the failure of an announced $35 billion merger with American Home
Products (AHP). The company desperately needs the kind of capital and sales force which a pharmaceutical giant
like AHP has in order to finance their recent multi-billion dollar acquisitions of seed and research companies and to
market the numerous genetically engineered products in their pipeline. Without a massive influx of capital, an
over-extended Monsanto is on the brink of disaster, engaged in a hard time of layoffs and restructuration which are
not to giving any tangible results. In the wake of the AHP fiasco, Citibank has agreed to front Monsanto several
billion dollars in cash, and the company announced plans to sell four billion dollars in new stocks, but financial
analysts predict that Monsanto may now be close to terminal bankruptcy.
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Mighty Monsanto and Biotechs
Backdown from GMO Debate
By Pamela Drew
While Americans on the mainland remain blissfully ignorant of the issues surrounding
genetically engineered foods, the people in Hawaii have it literally, shoved in their faces.
Hawaii is Ground Zero for the biotechs, who can run four crop rotations per year, in the idal
climate for growing. Hawaii has more experimental crops per acre, than any place on the
planet. Many of Hawaii's citizens have been converted to gmo free activists, by the
devastating aftermath, from the invasion of biotech, into their land and their lives.

Over the past decade they have endured the Widespread contamination of their papaya and
suffered the ruinous economic effects of the export markets destroyed. They have fought
tooth and nail, against the land grant university takeover, turning a long history of
agricultural outreach and cooperative farming, into a taxpayer-funded scheme to modify
and patent taro, an affront to the highest point of reverence in Hawaiian culture of honoring
nature. Last week they endured the evacuation of an elementary school as deadly
herbicides sprayed by Sygenta, sickened children in a nearby school.

No one on the mainland hears the stories but the local Kauai Garden Island News carries the
reports. Last week, they followed up on the Sygenta event, which doused what the biotechs
call non target organisms with a deadly herbicide. In this case the unintended recepients of
the killing mist,was the Waimea Canyon School. Sygenta did not come to warn the school,
they dragged there feet to measure and record weeks after teachers and parents had the
school evacuated and cleaned. It is still not clear to me how Sygenta soaking school children
with herbicide, is very different from Saddam threatening chemical WMD's, but that's
another article.

What we have here is the point where the schoolyard bully, runs away from the fight. The
bully runs when the opponent is a fair match and that is what happened to the biotechs in
Hawaii on Sunday. Since most of Hawaii is literally, gagging on the biotechs free reign, from
breakfast papayas, picked in their own yards, filled with patent protected, fee based,
contaminated gmo seed, to their children at the ER from an experimental, herbicide
cocktail, the people of Hawaii are being slammed. They have questions and deserve
answers.

Regardless of how much corporate control, remains over the American mainstream media,
and the embarrassingly blatant boycott of debate, about genetically engineered foods, the
word about gmos is out in Hawaii. Now, the truth is finally, on the table. The biotechs have
no defense, no rebuttal, no way to have a debate. The time and place for this show down,
of put up or shut up was Sunday, January 14, 2006 on Hawaii's KQNG radio the four big
biotechs with a presence on the islands were invited to a debate.

Dr. Lorrin Pang, a Maui-based scientist, medical doctor and World Health Organization
consultant, was the voice of the Hawaiian people posing questions about risks to human
health and the environment. What happened? The biotechs balked, cluck, cluck, cluck; they
chickened out, because there is no way to spin the propaganda that is the cornerstone of
the entire history of this fleecing of the taxpayer funded privatization plan.

The biotech tactic of hiding behind the "sound science", political sound-bite wouldn't fare too
well in the face of a scientist, with a mind to ask questions, for which they have no good



answers. So it was that the show down was a cut and run by biotech and an interview
became an interview with Dr. Lorrin Pang. Selected quotes appear in the Island Garden
News article. Their summary of additional gmo radio topics are noted here and we are
working to see if the shows can be made more widely available.

From the Island Garden News, "Pang will be interviewed by Diana LaBedz of the Kaua'i
Surfrider Foundation, following a short talk starting at 11: 05 a.m. on GMO chemical runoff
by her husband, Dr. Gordon LaBedz.

Disappointed that the seed companies declined to participate, Diana LaBedz hopes that the
one-hour show on AM 570 will still be a good opportunity for the public to have some
questions answered and issues clarified.

Malia Nob, scheduled to wrap up the hour talking about the cultural impact of GMOs and the
events surrounding the Waimea Canyon Elementary School stinkweed episode in November,
did not immediately return phone calls yesterday.

Sarah Styan, president of the Hawai'i Crop Improvement Association, a collective of seed
companies Dow, Monsanto, Pioneer and Syngenta, was also not immediately available
yesterday. "

In the interest of full disclosure, and a point of pride, note that Dr. Lorrin Pang is a featured
expert in our documentary film, Roundup Ready Nation. Dr. Lorrin Pang's profile and
additional CV details are at the film site.

Authors Website: http://www.roundupreadynation.com/

Authors Bio: Pamela Drew tracks the legislation, politics, science and spin behind the GMO
"foods" and pharma crops. She is a freelance researcher and writer focused on topics
banned from mainstream and ignored by alternate media. Pamela's documentary film,
Roundup Ready Nation, is scheduled to be released in the spring of 2007.

Brazilian protesters destroy GM crops: group

by Staff Writers

Sao Paulo (AFP) March 7, 2008

Around 300 women rural residents in Brazil burst into a property owned by
the US company Monsanto and destroyed a plant nursery and crops containing
genetically modified corn, their organization said.

The women were protesting what they saw as environmental damage by the
crops.

They trashed the plants within 30 minutes and left before police arrived at
the site in the southern state of Sao Paulo, a member of the Landless
Workers' Movement, Igor Foride, told AFP.

The Brazilian government had "caved in to pressure from agrobusinesses" by
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